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The sources of the information con‐tained in this book come fromsome of the best self‐protectionand combative instructors in theworld today. A lot of these ideashave been passed down on an instructor‐to‐student basis fromas far back as seven decades. In some cases, the in‐formation comes from one person’s individual ex‐perience, both my own and from those with whomI have trained or aspire to train. Like the majorityof these great people I have studied with, I havesoaked up the knowledge they gave me and, wherenecessary, adapted it to fit my own functional jig‐saw puzzle so I can share this great knowledgewith those who need it most. Although there is alarge amount of personal input that goes intowhat I teach, I make no pretense that any of thismaterial is unique to me—I merely carry on thetorch to light the path for others. So read with anopen mind and take what you need for your ownfunctional jigsaw. —Lee MorrisonFounder/instructor, Urban Combatives 
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PREFACE





The contents of this workbook willgive the reader an insight into thecombatives curriculum I teach. Iformed Urban Combatives (UC)after many years of researchingvarious Asian and Western martialmethods of combat. The testingground for my research started with the school‐yard and progressed through adolescence, duringwhich I, like most misguided young males, had myfair share of pub brawls and street fights. Then theresearch continued on during the 14 years Iworked as a bouncer in the pub and nightclub envi‐ronment of door security work. To say that this was the most effective part ofmy combat‐efficiency education to that pointwould be an understatement. Anyone who hasbeen in a real blood‐and‐snot, violent confronta‐tion knows what I am talking about. Thirty secondson the street is worth three years in the dojo anyday of the week. Multiply that by a lot and you toowould have arrived at conclusions similar to myown and those of better men before me. Those con‐clusions are the genesis of this text: the informa‐tion contained within is the result of a combinationof active learning from my own experience andfrom people with whom I have trained or aspire to

train. This book also reflects thousands of hoursspent travelling, training, reading, and studying,sorting the wheat from the chaff—and believe mewhen I say that there is a serious amount of chaffin the martial arts world that is being passed off aseffective and workable self‐defense. In fact, the first indication that such a systemhas missed the point is the term self-defense in thename: the word defense, in particular, indicates thatyou are in a situation where a physical response isnot only required, but is, in fact, your only option.What about avoidance and escape, made possiblethrough awareness of your environment and an un‐derstanding of attack ritual, dialogue, and body lan‐guage, so that you have knowledge of such eventsbefore they unfold to the point where a physical op‐tion is all you have? This is why the top people inthis field think that the term self-protection has a lotmore to offer. If, for example, you spot a potentially violentand aggressive individual walking behind you, andyour street‐smart instincts tell you that he’s al‐ready sized you up as his next victim, you can de‐cide to turn the next corner and run like a bastardto avoid and escape the experience. Is that notgood self‐protection? Of course, it is. If, however,you have no chance of escape, and this individual is
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 intent on destroying your future quality of life towhatever degree he can, then the only option left isa physical response. In such a case, you must nothesitate to turn him into a shit spot on the pave‐ment. The bottom line to achieving such a goal is tohit first, hit hard, and be ferocious. If this createsthe opportunity to escape, then do so without hesi‐tation; if not, then you must continuously attackuntil the threat is terminated and then escape tosafety at the first opportunity. Good personal security and street‐smartawareness must be the power base for your stay‐safe game plan. But lurking just below the surfacemust lie an unwavering conviction that if you areconfronted by violence, you are prepared to re‐spond in kind, overwhelmingly. This is why I amdrawn to the methods of Western combatives. Mytraining is very much influenced by people whohave tested their systems under the pressure of re‐ality, be this in live situations or dynamic simula‐tions involving scenario training, or a combinationof both. In short, I chose to learn from people whoknow that what they have will stand up withouthesitation or indecision at the moment of truth.For example, my role models include W.E. Fairbairnand E.A. Sykes, who pressure‐tested their Defendusystem in the violent streets of 1920s Shanghai,China, and Coventry doorman Geoff Thompson,who learned what worked for him in some of theworst establishments in the “neon” environmentand on the mat of his dojo during hundreds of hislegendary “animal day” sessions. 

In the early chapters, I concentrate on the fun‐damental aspects needed to build a functional self‐protection game, including awareness, avoidance,verbal dissuasion, the use of the fence, and preemp‐tive strikes. All these apply as your main ingrainedresponse to any situation in which you find yourself.I then go on to deal with the “what if” factor. For ex‐ample, what if I’m caught unaware and have to nowreact to some kind of attack from an aggressor, be ita grab or a sucker punch? What if the fight goes tothe ground? What if there are multiple attackers?This is what you might call the situational aspect. I also provide some attribute‐developing drillsthat will help you develop a good support system forthe game plan I outline early in this manual and thecombative principles and mindset that should ac‐company every aspect of your training. The main conclusions I want to share with youin terms of my knowledge of self‐protection are asfollows:1. Get your head right—all fights begin and end inyour head. Prefight perspective is everything.2. In a physical sense, cultivate the ability to hithard and, when possible, first.3. Take the initiative and then exploit the initiativeyou’ve created until the confrontation is over.On that note, I will end this introduction byasking you to read this manual with an open mindand to take from it whatever you find useful.
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The UC system has many influencesfrom both Western and Easternmartial arts. In some cases, it maybe a technique or a concept. Quiteoften I have been influenced by amethod of training from a mental‐ity perspective, which in turn willbe reflected within UC. No one method of martialtraining will ever hold all the answers, so you mustkeep an open mind and stay on the cutting edge ofprogress. With that said, there is nothing reallynew in the field of reality combat. Sometimessomeone will come along and try to reinvent thewheel, but most of it has been done before. Thething to understand is that good self‐protection isthreefold. First, you have a few sound personal se‐curity concepts in place, such as the developmentof good awareness skills that cover 360 degrees ofyour environment, including everyone and every‐thing within it. Add to that an understanding ofyour enemy, including any body language, attackrituals, and dialogue he may present. Finally, youhave to gain an understanding of fear and how youwill feel and react under pressure. The physical side of the equation is prettysimple: just develop two or three effective strikesthat can be executed hard and that work well.
5

My martial arts journey began at the Shotokan karate center, where
Senseis Enoeda, Tomita, and Ohta taught at the Marshall Street dojo in
London.

URBAN COMBATIVES
INFLUENCES

CHAPTER 1 !



Drill them until you reach a level of unconsciouscompetence, which comes from practicing strikesfor several thousand reps with visualization andreal intent on the impact equipment until they be‐come a part of you. Then take your said artillery,put on some body armor, work with noncomplianttraining partners, and put it under the pressure ofdynamic simulation and scenarios, or “animal day”type training, until you know what works for youand are confident in what you have. 

FAIRBAIRN AND SYKESDevelop a small toolbox of workable gross‐motorskills that are adaptable to a myriad of situations andretainable under fight duress conditions, tested withnoncompliance during simulated conditions, for thiswill form your main game plan. Everything else thatyou look at and practice is a contingency plan foryour main game plan. The idea is not to accumulatetechniques, but rather to find something workable for
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W.E. Fairbairn in his Shanghai
Municipal Police uniform.

A typical street scene from 1930s Shanghai. Note the Red Maria with mounted
gun used by the Shanghai Municipal Police during that period.

W.E. Fairbairn is second from right in the front row in this photo of the Allied and American training staff at Area B in 1942.



you. This is why my biggest influence here comesfrom Western combatives, particularly from the mili‐tary close‐quarter combat instructors of World WarII, including W.E. Fairbairn (1885–1960), who servedas a constable drill instructor and firearms trainerwith the Shanghai Municipal Police (SMP) during the1920s at a time when Shanghai, China, was consid‐ered the most violent city on Earth. Fairbairn and his noted collaborator E.A. Sykes(1883–1945) developed their system of Defendu,which evolved from practical experience. Fairbairntrained and organized riot squads for the Shanghaipolice and developed what he called “gutter fight‐ing,” a system of fighting born out of methods thatgot real results. Fairbairn’s methods were latertaught to British Commandos and parachutetroops during World War II and became a major in‐fluence in the hand‐to‐hand combat training of the

U.S. Marine Corps through Col. Rex Applegate.Other great instructors of this period include theMarine Corps’ John Styers, Dermot O’Neill, and thelate Charles Nelson. 
CHARLES NELSONNelson taught hand‐to‐hand combat to civiliansafter the war in New York City for nearly 50 years. Thesuccessor to Nelson’s street‐proven system was RobertSpiegel, a 6th dan in karate and a student of Nelson’sfor the last 15 years of Nelson’s instruction. Spiegelcontinues to represent the Charles Nelson Defense Sys‐tem in New Jersey. I was very fortunate to have metand trained with Charlie on the day of his 88th birth‐day, and I am pleased to be one of Spiegel’s studentsand now the only instructor outside of the UnitedStates certified by Nelson to teach his methods. Charlie
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Col. Rex Applegate. Another friend of UC is New Zealand’s Geoff “Tank” Todd. Charles Nelson. 

A photo of Charlie Nelson and me. Charlie was one of the last re-
maining close-combat legends of the World War II era. This fine old
gentleman taught his system of self-defense for more than 50 years
in New York City.

Bob Spiegel was a student of Nelson’s for 15 years and is
now considered a worthy successor to the Nelson system. 



Nelson’s lineage can be traced back to Fairbairn, whotaught Shanghai Municipal Police Sergeant Dermot“Pat” O’Neill. In Shanghai, O’Neill trained extensivelywith a U.S Marine named Sergeant Kelly, who on his re‐turn to the United States taught Charlie Nelson. 
CODAAnother combatives group that I am veryproud to be associated with is CODA: CombativeOriental and Defendu Arts. CODA is the only Britishrepresentative of Fairbairn’s Defendu system, andwas founded in 1993 by Peter Robins, Paul Child,and Dave Smithers in Essex. Sadly, Pete Robinspassed away a few years ago. Occasionally CODAhas been fortunate enough to get instructional vis‐its from some great overseas close‐combat instruc‐

tors, such as Den Brinkley and the late Bob Kasper.The lineage from Fairbairn continues to our men‐tors, the late Bill Pilkington and the late Les Martin,and then on to the founder/instructor of the CODAgroup, Peter Robins. After World War II, people were fed up withthe violence of the war, and training in close‐quarters combat (CQC) virtually stopped. Ahandful of men continued in the techniques, butas time went by CQC was pushed aside becauseof the influence of the Eastern martial arts.Today there are only a handful of small groupsaround the world dedicated to keeping the skilland knowledge of these Western combativemethods alive. More modern links to CQC comefrom former U.S Marine and Vietnam veteranJohn Kary, the founder/instructor of AmericanCombatives, a very effectivesystem based on the princi‐ples of Fairbairn, with in‐structional options availablefor law enforcement, military,and civilian personnel alike. 
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Above: American Combatives Master
 Instructor and Vietnam veteran John Kary.
After having spent some time training with
Kary’s European representatives in the
United Kingdom, I can confirm that the
American Combatives School builds from
the foundation laid by Fairbairn himself.

Above: CODA instructor and close-combat historian Peter Robins. 

Left: Overseas CODA instructor and a major
authority on close-combat and authentic
World War II combatives Den Brinkley. 



KELLY McCANNOne of my major influences is a former majorin the Marine Corps named Kelly McCann (whoalso wrote under the pen name of Jim Grover). Mc‐Cann is the owner of Crucible located in Freder‐icksburg, Virginia. He is considered a real‐worldoperator who knows what works and what doesn’tfrom violent personal experience. His vicious sys‐tem combines the best elements of combat‐provenmilitary combatives, hardcore street fighting, andhis distinctive in‐your‐face attitude. The result isan easily learned, exceptionally brutal fighting sys‐tem that really works.

DENNIS MARTINAnother influence from combatives comesfrom Dennis Martin, defensive tactics specialistand chief instructor of his CQB Services. Den iswell known in this field and has written for vari‐ous martial arts magazines for years. I startedreading Den’s articles in Fighting Arts magazinerelating to realism intraining when I was ateenager. Havingtrained with Dennisand studied nearly allhis written words, Ican tell you that thisman knows his stuff. Iam particularly proudto be one of only ahandful of certifiedcombative instructorsin his CQB Services.Dennis has influenced my training and teachingmethods in a variety of ways, one example beingthe task‐related fitness and conditioning drillsthat he teaches, which he calls Close Quarter Bat‐tle Drills.
GEOFF THOMPSONAnother huge influence for me is one of thebest reality self‐protection instructors in theUnited Kingdom, top martial artist, veteran ex‐doorman, and best‐selling author Geoff Thompson.Thompson should need no introduction to anyoneinvolved in martial arts today. He has writtendozens of books about self‐protection and hisunique “real self‐defense” system. Thompsonopened everyone’s eyes during the early 1990swith his revolutionary ideas and concepts, includ‐ing the introduction of the fence, his controversial“animal days,” and the content of his famous book

Fear: The Friend of Exceptional People. He has alsowritten self‐help books about the power of positivethinking and gives frequent inspirational talks atbook signings and seminars. Geoff is a true exam‐ple of someone who has reached the summit of hismartial arts journey. We have all read how, through adversity,we can transcend the physical and reach a
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Former U.S. Marine Kelly McCann is considered by many to be the
modern king of combatives. His teaching methods and in-your-face
attitude have had a huge influence on my training.

Dennis Martin is well respected in
the self-protection field. 



spiritual plane, where we truly know our‐selves and are free from ego. At that point, westrive to give back to others and become trulyhumble. Thompson is all that, and he is likemost of the truly dangerous men I have met: areal gentleman. His influence on my trainingcomes from his teachings about understand‐ing the enemy of today and his modusoperandi, using the three‐second fight “sniperoption,” and gaining an understanding of fearand techniques of fear control, along with theimportance of pressure‐testing techniquesand utilizing line‐ups and preemption, philos‐ophy, and self‐belief. I am proud to call Geoffmy friend and teacher.

INFLUENCES FROM OTHER MARTIAL ARTSIn addition to coming from individuals, influ‐ences can be in the form of techniques, trainingmethods, and concepts from some of the other sys‐tems that I have trained in over the years. Likemost individuals who have spent the past 20‐plusyears training in the martial arts, I have alwaysbeen both fascinated and impressed with the lategreat Bruce Lee. But it wasn’t until the last fewyears that I managed to train in his self‐developedmethod of combat of Jun Fan jeet kune do (JKD). 
Jeet Kune DoThe two current trains of thought regarding
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Geoff Thompson has been a major influence for me since the early 1990s. Geoff and others like him—including Jamie O’Keefe and Peter Consterdine,
among others—were pivotal in establishing the importance of reality training and the need to adapt the martial arts so they will work for you in a real
situation. 

Peter Consterdine of the British Combat Association (BCA) is another
pioneer in the self-protection world. Peter is one of the hardest-hitting
individuals for whom I have ever held the pads. His striking impact is
nothing short of scary.

Maurice Teague is another top BCA instructor who has applied his craft
more times than most would care to remember. 



Bruce’s system are the JKD Concepts approach andwhat’s called Original JKD. The first looks at whatwas known as Jun Fan gung fu, which is pretty closeto what Bruce Lee was doing in the 1960s, alongwith additional concepts from Thai boxing, Frenchsavate, the Filipino and Indonesian arts, and someBrazilian jiu‐jitsu. The Original JKD approach prettymuch sticks with the entire curriculum just as Leepracticed it until he died in 1973. Having trainedwith some top individuals from both methods, I cansee the pros and cons of each. I am not at all inter‐ested in what has now become a political issue be‐tween the two groups. I’m only interested in addingwhat’s functional for use in a live situation. 
Paul VunakTo that end, the best instructor I have comeacross, without doubt, is Paul Vunak, one of the topmen in JKD Concepts and head of Progressive Fight‐ing System. He is responsible for the developmentof the Navy SEALs program called Rapid AssaultTactics (RAT), a program designed by a martialartist to give the average person a fighting chanceagainst a bigger and stronger opponent. It is one ofthe most aggressive, in‐your‐face, continuous‐attack methods I have ever seen. Although I am notcertified by Sifu Vunak and therefore do not teachthe RAT method, I have trained with him and takenwhat he taught me and adapted it to fit into myown functional little box. For example, I have eliminated his methods ofentry, which I feel are more applicable to a matchfight scenario. Instead, I prefer to strike preemp‐tively off my fence from a talking range of two feetor less and then to close into a Thai boxing neck

clinch and use thefinishing toolsconsidered themost destructiveweapons on thebody: headbutts,knees, and el‐bows. What isironic to me isthat after 20‐plusyears of JKD, kali,and silat, Vunakhas, without real‐izing it, returnedto what wastaught by one ofFairbairn’s in‐structors, PatO’Neill, whotaught hand‐to‐hand combativesduring World WarII. Vunak madethe same use ofthe head, knees,and elbows as fin‐ishing strikes withthe same in‐your‐face style. For ex‐ample, in thetermination phaseof RAT, you clinchonto your oppo‐nent’s neck andheadbutt or elbowhis face, followingwith sharp knee strikes to his groin. The latter wasa favorite of O’Neill’s and was often referred to sim‐ply as an “O’Neill to the nuts.”This is a classic example of two great mindscoming to the same conclusions through similar ex‐perience. The above show photos the similaritiesbetween Vunak’s RAT system and what O’Neill wasteaching the British Commandos and U.S Rangersduring World War II some six decades earlier. Bothmethods emphasize effective use of the body’s mostdestructive weapons to your opponent’s most vul‐nerable targets, combined with tenacious in‐your‐face aggression. 
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Sifu Paul Vunak is one of the most talented martial artists with whom I’ve
ever trained. His Rapid Assault Tactics (RAT) program is as streamlined,
functional, and combative as it gets. 

Dermot O’Neill is in the background observ-
ing his recruits during one of his combatives
sessions.

Sifu Vunak in the termination phase of a Rat
strike. Note the destructive knee strike to
the groin from the clinch.



Filipino Fighting ArtsCertain elements of the Filipino arts are alsoincluded in the UC curriculum. For example, flow‐ing from one strike to another will sometimes re‐semble some of the lines of attack used in kali, aswill some of the methods employed during the useof weapons, though they are a lot more abbrevi‐ated and streamlined. I also like the Filipino men‐tality of one‐upmanship—if you bruise me, I willbreak you; if you pick up a knife, I’ll pick up asword; if you beat me today, I’ll come back andbeat you in your sleep. It’s along the lines of thecombative mindset, again born out of real pressurethrough time and live experience. In a combativesense, Filipino martial arts offer lots of usefulmethods that can be employed with artifice or de‐ception. I also like certain aspects from kina mutai,which is the Filipino method of biting, pinching,and gouging. This, along with Richard Dimitri’sShredder Concept, can literally save your arse in ahorizontal street grapple. 

Western BoxingWestern boxing has also influenced UC. Boxinghas everything from fine body mechanics to themental toughness you can develop from the pro‐gressive sparring and toe‐to‐toe “milling” typedrills. Right from the start, you are hitting with fullpower and where necessary learning to desensitizeto getting hit, which, of course, from a combativesperspective is not the objective—we are not inter‐ested in any type of reciprocal exchange of blows.On the contrary, if you are to engage in combat,your only objective is to take out the enemy with aone‐sided, continuous attack, but the mutual full‐contact exchange that boxing can offer you will bea massive asset to your aggressive forward driveand will desensitize you if you do get hit, providingyou with the mental toughness to carry on attack‐ing. This is something that no amount of marchingup and down in lines in a nice uniform whilepunching air can give you. Boxing is a useful deliv‐ery system that will teach you how to move andperform your strikes in combination. Boxing can also offer an extreme level of fitnessto those who take it seriously. Add to this a coupleof lessons learned from two old‐time champions.From Jack Dempsey, you can learn his “falling dropstep,” a concept that allows you to focus all yourbody weight behind your shots, and from RockyMarciano you can take his inspirational, unshak‐able self‐belief. Boxing is the revealer of characterand the unveiler of truth. 
Wrestling and Grappling ArtsOne final influence comes from the wrestlingand grappling arts, both Eastern and Western.Grappling is considered a support system from astreet perspective. Although the foundational pins and escapes ofjudo are practiced, the main tactic if you haveended up on the ground with your opponent isgoing to be biting and gouging to effect a fast re‐lease and return to your feet as quickly as possible.I have also taken a couple of takedowns from theGreco‐Roman style of wrestling, in particular thesnatch, which I have found to be effective in live sit‐uations on more than one occasion. A lot of what I would call functional “controland restraint” or “subject control” that I teach todoormen and security people comes from a variety
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF URBAN COMBATIVES12

Richard Dimitri is a superb new-wave realist in the field of modern
combatives.

Sayoc Kali’s Tuhon Tom Kier.



of sources, from modern‐day combative groupswithin the field of specialist security right back tothe Defendu and Charles Nelson Defense systemsof old. These were essentially jiu‐jitsu from the olddays when all holds were preceded by a strike or adistraction of some kind, such as the methods usedby the law enforcement officers or more specifi‐cally by the SMP during the 1930s when Fairbairnwas actively operational on the streets of Shanghai. 

THE MENTAL COMPONENT

Neuro-Linguistic ProgrammingIn addition, it is important to point out thatas soon as the student has grasped an under‐standing of the physical hard skills necessary forcombatives, he is encouraged to incorporateprinciples of the advanced learning methodsfrom neuro‐linguistic programming (NLP). Anexample of this is, before delivering a strike, tovisualize something that will help you to accessthe fighting state of mind—in other words, tohelp you summon a controlled explosion of ag‐gression. This may require a little practice butcan be achieved. What you visualize is up to you,but when you find something that brings aboutthe desired result, strive to harness the feelingand anchor it to the strikes you practice on thepads. So now rather than just going through themotions, you are encouraged to use every physi‐cal and emotional fiber of your being to enableyou to strike with bad intention. This is what ismeant by “emotional content.” Other instruc‐tional methods from NLP are also employed forboth instructors and trainees alike. 
SUMMARYThis concludes the influences for UC to date,but like any good student, I remain open‐mindedand ever prepared to learn. All modules in the UCcurriculum are geared toward dealing with thepotential violence that any of us could face in ourday‐to‐day lives in any environment. As well astraining with the physical tools needed to dealwith a larger and stronger assailant, we alsotackle the psychology of combat, such as fear con‐trol and operational performance under adrenalstress, along with other elements that work froma power base of awareness that will allow you tospot and avoid most confrontations before theystart. All elements are designed as a whole to pro‐vide the student with a functional game plan thatcan be tapered to the needs of the individual,whether for civilian self‐protection or door/eventsecurity, or law enforcement, military, or close‐protection personnel.
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U.S. defensive tactics and close-combat instructor “South-narc” influ-
enced my take on soft skills and personal security greatly. 

UK Instructor Mick Coup has also influenced the UC program, particu-
larly in the area of drill formation. 





WHAT DOES 
THE TERM 

COMBATIVES
MEAN?

CHAPTER 2 !In the Oxford English Dictionary you willfind the term combative defined as “argu‐mentative and/or willing to fight.” Theword combatives is not found in the saiddictionary. In the main, it is a modernterm coined by the self‐protection frater‐nity that has come to mean the use ofanything that works or has proven itself to workunder real fight conditions. Kelly McCann, myfriend and a major influence for me, defined com‐batives (or kem’-ba-tivz, as he prefers to spell it) as“self‐defense concision,” or more in‐depth as “a setof personal combat principles applied to an inten‐tionally limited number of simple (predominantlyWestern) self‐defense fighting skills that are easilyrecalled under duress and able to be linked, creat‐ing short combative sequences.” My own definition is similar. Whether influ‐enced by methods old or new, combatives to merepresents a compressed curriculum of personalsecurity skills (street smarts) backed up by a smalltoolbox of workable gross‐motor hard skills thatare simple to learn and efficient under the stress offear, confusion, and fatigue—or, in short, fightstress. Such skill sets follow certain principle direc‐tives and are, without exception, mentality driven! When used in the context of street‐oriented self‐

protection, street combatives refers to competentpersonal‐security skills and effective methods tocounter violence from a civilian perspective in amodern‐day urban environment. So what consti‐tutes a street assault? For our purposes here, astreet assault refers to any potentially escalating violent confrontation that encroaches upon you,whether in the street, a parking lot, a shopping mall,a stairwell, bar, nightclub, or anywhere outside yourown home (a home invasion can present differentrules of engagement) from any person/s known orunknown to you, for any reason or motive. Further, here we are assuming the employmentof street combatives from a civilian perspective, al‐though combatives can provide solutions for oper‐ational individuals also. In fact, combatives camefrom a military background and extend to the rulesof engagement for soldiers, police, and securitypersonnel, including close protection operatives.The methods to counter violence remain the same.Your objective from a civilian perspective is alwaysavoidance and escape; if that is not immediatelypossible, then you should attempt de‐escalation. Ifthe situation requires that you fight back, then yoube first and significant! Those who have experienced real fights willagree that it is better to attack than defend. In a
15

“Combatives are like a shovel, built
for digging holes!” 

—Kelly McCann



fight, you are either the hammer or the anvil; it’syour choice. The bottom line is that, during anyfight dynamic that is not a reciprocal exchange,such as a combat sport, there is one person orside delivering a beating and one person or sidereceiving it. Which role do you want to play?Make no mistake: violence carries consequences,and those consequences are always negative. IfI’m forced to deal with two guys in an alley be‐cause they have halted my movement, blockedmy escape route, and are about to cause me someserious harm, then there is a clear and presentdanger that consequences will follow. Althoughmy objective as a civilian is to escape or extractmyself, and to do only what’s necessary to facili‐tate that escape or extraction, there is a verylikely chance they will get hurt—plus, there’s achance I’ll get hurt! 

Life‐changing injury and even death are plausi‐ble, as is the possibility of unpleasant conse‐quences. Inevitable police presence after the eventcould lead to prosecution and heavy fines, even im‐prisonment, even if I did, as I should have, employa level of force that paralleled the threat. This canbe a difficult measure to calculate, especially whenyou take into account your current mental stateand the adrenal stress you’ll experience duringsuch a high‐threat event. That’s why avoidance andescape are the most attractive options. But bad shithappens, and if it comes your way it would be veryuseful to have the tools to deal with it, don’t youthink? So think of this book as a workshop manualthat supplements efficient training with a compe‐tent method of instruction. As I always say, it’s bet‐ter to have the skills and not need them than it is toneed them and not have them. 
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Most of us in the combativesfraternity have heard thequote from Kelly McCann inwhich he answers the abovequestion:
“The main difference between mar-
tial arts and combatives is that mar-
tial arts are something that you do
WITH someone—in other words,
there is this reciprocal exchange of
movement going on, where he does
this and I react by doing that—
whereas combatives are something
that you do TO someone or ON
someone. In other words, I am going
to take this sack of potatoes and just
beat on it!”There is no sparring, fencing, or reciprocal ex‐changing of blows; the physical action on your partis completely one‐sided. I think Kelly’s statementsums it up very well. It points to the mindset andwell‐defined goal of the combatives trainee: to besingle‐minded in your objective to defeat the

enemy. Combatives were born out of real experi‐ence and designed purely to counter violence. Anymethod that worked by doing just that was consid‐ered combative. In this chapter, I would like to expand on thesubject a little more. Let’s start by looking at themartial arts as they are practiced today both in thetraditional sense and in the field of mixed martialarts (MMA) and combat sports. The latter has pro‐duced athletes of amazing physical and mentalprowess. Nothing can be taken away from thesemodern‐day warriors who practice Vale Tudo, no‐holds‐barred and cage fighting; what they do intheir field is truly astonishing. But what they do isin one way or another governed by certain rulesthat define a sporting spectacle. Such matchesdon’t include the pre‐conflict “interview” stage,which consists of conflict indicators and possiblecriminal acts. When one person scores the finalpoint or the bell rings, the fighters are automati‐cally separated; therefore, the match will also lackthe post‐conflict stage, in which an escape, citizen’sarrest, or police involvement may take place. The outcome of the match will dictate a winnerand a loser, but this is not a life‐or‐death struggle,nor is it a matter of self‐preservation. Real fightsunfold rapidly and offer virtually no preparation
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time, overloading the mind with information andrequiring split‐second decisions to survive. Theyoften include multitasking, such as protecting oth‐ers, defending against a weapon, deploying yourown weapon, and communicating with others. Thisis miles removed from the sporting arena. Looking at the martial arts in the more tradi‐tional sense, practicing martial art for art’s sakedoes, in my opinion, have a lot to offer. Most willgive you a solid foundation on which to build yourskills, along with teaching you such physical as‐pects as correct body mechanics; natural bodyweapon formation; physical conditioning; attrib‐utes of speed, balance, coordination, and power;discipline; and self‐confidence. If your aim is topractice for fitness and recreational activity, themartial arts are a perfect choice. If your objective is to gauge your own progressand development, then most traditional systemswill provide you with a yardstick. If competition isyour thing, then most traditional systems can offeryou that aspect also. Most systems will also pro‐mote the self‐defense element that they contain.So it would appear that the martial arts are indeedmulti‐tasking activities with a lot to offer anyonewho is prepared to put forth the effort and time ittakes to learn them. The problems arise when indi‐viduals with no experience with real violence findthemselves in a potentially violent confrontationfor the first time in their lives. When they try toapply the self‐defense element, away from the tra‐ditional dojo setting from where it was developedin the harsh and unforgiving realities of the urbanstreet setting, they find that what they have beentaught simply doesn’t work. The reality gap between the street and the dojoenvironment is simply too vast. That’s not to saythat the skills of the martial artist won’t workagainst the potential street aggressor. They can,have, and will work—just not without first havingbeen adapted to the conditions of the urban set‐ting. To prove this, take a look at W.E. Fairbairn’sresearch into all the Eastern systems available tohim in the 1920s in Shanghai, a time when Shang‐hai was considered the most violent city in theworld. Fairbairn studied the martial arts and tookfrom each what he considered valuable for his po‐lice forces and then added to them specific ele‐ments from street fighting and Western bar

brawling along with some dirty tactics. He thenpressure‐tested all of these methods to determineexactly what worked and what didn’t on Shanghai’smean streets. After doing this for a period, he con‐cluded that he needed to compress the curriculumto a few basic methods that would consistentlywork under the stress of fear, disorientation, andconfusion—a need to become, as he himself said;“attack minded and dangerously so!” Fairbairn’sconclusions were born out of real experience. The main reason that the self‐defense elementin many martial arts programs fails is threefold.First and foremost, if the trainee has never been ina real violent confrontation before, chances are hewill never have experienced the adrenal stress thataccompanies the same. Bearing in mind that thetraining methods presented by most martial artsinstructors are 99‐percent technique and are skillbased, there is a good chance that the adrenalstress part of the equation will not have even beenaddressed in passing conversation let alone repli‐cated through scenario training. The second com‐ponent that contributes to failure relates to theactual physical skills or the techniques employed,most of which were designed to be used against apractitioner within the same martial arts systemand have not been adapted for use against an un‐predictable and noncompliant street attacker. Fi‐nally, there is mindset, which is at the core of anyfunctional combatives program. Mindset consistsof 99‐percent attitude, intention, and the willing‐ness to step up and do whatever it takes to win. For me, this is the essence of what combativesare all about, and this is where the main differencebetween martial arts and combatives lie. But asany look into history will show, it has not alwaysbeen this way. Just take a look at the meaning forthe word martial; it is a warring term. Indeed, mar‐tial arts were designed to be used in war. Theywere designed to be very much combative. Take alook at the Samurai warrior. Read the writings ofMusashi, a true martial artist in every sense of theterm. In Musashi’s classic The Book of Five Rings,you will find examples proving that Musashi’s mar‐tial strategy was about as combative as it gets. Ex‐amine some of the documented evidence of the oldFilipino masters of escrima and kali who wouldfight in challenge matches to the death with thetool of their trade: a stick or a bladed weapon.
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In the last example, evidence clearly showshow a warrior who was capable of the most flam‐boyant visual display of his art compressed his cur‐riculum to a few basic methods of employing hisweapons, such as cutting or striking the oppo‐nent’s hand to defang the snake and disarm him ofhis weapon, and following up with a strike with thestick or a thrust with the knife, which would in themajority of cases end the encounter right there.This came from a single‐minded combative pur‐pose: to defeat the enemy. This is what mindset isall about. So when did the martial arts we seetoday become less combative? After World War II,many in society were, for good reason, sick of warand violence, and a lot of the tried and testedmethods of close combat were discarded, put awayout of sight and out of mind. Another demilitarizing aspect of the martialarts came when the father of modern‐day judo, Jig‐oro Kano, introduced a streamlined and adaptedform of his art as a sporting activity in Japan’sschool curriculum, later to become the Olympicsporting event we see today. Previously judo hadbeen a lot more combative, with its emphasis on“blows before throws” and the heavy inclusion of
atemi waza (striking techniques). Pre‐war judo andju‐jitsu were indeed brutal arts before the sportingaspect was introduced to Japan and the rest of theworld. That’s not to take anything away from theart of judo, as it is practiced today. It still containscombative aspects. Just take a look at its methods ofstrangulation and imagine some of the bone‐crush‐ing throws taking place on a paved or cobbledstreet instead of a mat and you’ll get the picture. Further examples of the change in martial artsinclude the art of karate‐do that has been prac‐ticed in the West since the 1960s. As much as thisfine art has to offer in terms of a traditional self‐defense foundation, it is miles removed from thekarate‐jitsu, “one strike, one kill” methods of theold Okinawan masters, as many of the true appli‐cations of kata (bunkai) have revealed through re‐cent research. Throughout the decades, we have seen variousphases in the martial arts media rise and fall: kung‐fu in the 1970s, ninjitsu in the 1980s, and more re‐cently kickboxing and sport karate in variousforms. Taekwondo was included in the Olympicgames, and the 1990s saw Brazilian ju‐jitsu and

grappling take the world by storm. These, alongwith the introduction of no‐holds‐barred competi‐tion, continue to be major pioneers for cross train‐ing and practitioners of the mixed martial arts stillpopular today. All these arts have something tooffer, but they are still not combative in the truesense of the word. It is true that self‐defense (aterm I dislike) does come under the same umbrellaas the martial arts, but true self‐protection skillsare miles apart from martial arts in the traditionalsense, and combatives are at the extreme end ofthe self‐protection scale, though all are interre‐lated, as we have seen. So what makes a system combative? How willsuch a curriculum differ from its traditional coun‐terpart? A modern combative system should con‐sist of two parts: a competent instructor and afunctional, pressure‐tested curriculum. The inclu‐sion of the following points is an indication thatyour system is on the right track. · Emphasis on avoiding confrontations, an op‐tion made possible through the development ofa heightened state of awareness · Preemption in the form of a continuous attackusing gross motor strikes that will eliminatethe threat if avoidance is not possible · Use of natural, everyday positions as a fightingstance from which you can control space andbecome ballistically offensive in a heartbeat · Focus on mindset and willingness to do what‐ever it takes to win · Basic strikes that will work both preemptivelyand reactively · Skills and tactics that will work under thestress of disorientation, confusion, and fear · Plenty of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) anaer‐obic and task‐oriented fitness training in orderto develop mental toughness · Understanding of adrenal stress and opera‐tional performance under stress · Discussion about the moral and legal use offorce · Emphasis on heavy impact and contact to trainmuscle memory · Simple, effective counters to common street attacks · Brutal groundfighting techniques · Inclusion of dirty fighting and tactics
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· Regular practice with improvised weapons · Curriculum that can be adapted for use for areal‐world operative, such as a law enforce‐ment officer or close‐protection operative, aswell as for civilian self‐protection· Regular simulation and scenario stress trainingusing protective equipment and realistic role‐playing What can the combatives trainee expect to gainfrom such a system? A complete novice who is train‐ing in a good combatives program with a competentinstructor and a curriculum containing all the aboveelements will become a capable individual within arelatively short period, depending on the individ‐ual’s capacity to learn. Combatives were designed tobe easy to learn, workable, and retainable under theeffects of stress, fear, and confusion. To quote KellyMcCann again: “What you learn in the afternoonmust work for you that evening in the parking lot.” All actions are simple gross motor movementslearned through repetition to a point of uncon‐scious competence. Therefore, a person withoutany previous training or experience of violence canstill become functional in combatives within ashort time. If you are lucky enough to find an in‐structor who applies modern learning technolo‐gies, such as NLP, to his instruction, then you willcompress the time it takes to become proficienteven further. Then there is the kind of trainee whocomes into combatives from a previous martialarts or combat sports background who already hasa good foundation from which to build and will,due to the attributes already acquired, becomeadept over an even shorter time. A student who already has some real‐world ex‐perience of violent confrontation, either from en‐counters during adolescence or experienceworking in an environment that commonly in‐cludes aggressive behavior, will have already cov‐ered a lot of the psychological aspects as well. Suchan individual will bring a lot of talent and ability tothe combatives table. I’m speaking more in thesense of attributes developed as opposed to tech‐niques collected. Please understand that I am by nomeans saying that a beginner must already have

such a foundation in order to become adept in thisgame. As I have already said, the newcomer willachieve a fair degree of competence over a shortperiod. After all, World War II combatives were de‐signed to make the operative completely opera‐tional in a very short time, sometimes a matter ofmere hours. What I am saying is that if the traineehas a previous foundation, coupled with the activelearning from real experience (even replicated sce‐nario training will count as real experience to a fairdegree), then he will have an advantage cominginto combatives training. He will, without doubt, beon the road to becoming the best he can be in thearea of self‐protection. From my own experience—based on 30‐plusyears of training in an array of both Eastern andWestern martial arts, along with the experiencegained from working the doors for over a decadeand from the regular pressure‐testing of the com‐batives training that I practice—I can tell you that Iam more proficient as both an instructor and a stu‐dent as a result of that experience. In the big picture,I know personally that I am still on a learning jour‐ney and still have much to discover. But in my hum‐ble opinion, I feel that having an individual withsuch a foundation pursue the study of modern‐daycombatives will bring the combatives fraternity intothe new millennium as pioneers for the future.“We should train to perform reasonably well 
under conditions of EXTREME stress rather than 

exceptionally well during compliant conditions, like
most traditional martial arts!”—French Special Forces unit member

“You will be attacked when conditions most favor
your attacker and least favor you.” —Kelly McCann

“Train as you operate; operate as you train.” —Phil Singleton
“Whenever you deploy and it’s different from the

way you train, the training’s wrong.”—Dennis Martin
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The first thing an instructor of anyworkable combatives systemshould give his students is the for‐mula for a fundamental game plan.This should contain the followingbasic concepts and principles ofcommonsense personal security.The first foundational stone is always going to beawareness, which is indeed the bedrock of self‐pro‐tection. This includes having a deep understandingof the color code system and what’s known as theOODA loop. Both of these concepts will be coveredshortly, relating to all aspects of environmentalawareness. Once awareness is in place, you will have amuch better chance of exercising your priority op‐tion, which is always going to be avoidance and es‐cape. If you can spot a potential problem before itdevelops and therefore take evasive action, thenyou have exercised good self‐protection. You haveno business getting physical with anyone if thepossibility of avoiding the situation is open to you.Of course, there will be times when avoidance isnot possible, and I will cover such situations as wego on. Two further aspects of awareness that are alsoessential to your game plan are an understanding

of how the aggressor of today actually operates,and the dialogue and attack rituals he might use.For example, if the aggressor is planning a streetmugging, the initial approach will be followed bysome kind of deceptive question, such as, “Excuseme, mate, have you got any spare change?” Thiswill then be followed by an attack or the threat ofan attack. If his objective is simply gratuitous violence forviolence sake, it will usually start with initial eyecontact followed by a remark like, “What the f**kare you looking at? You got a problem with me?”This will then progress to the assault or threat ofthe same. The important thing to realize here isthat his distraction is designed to not only distractyou, but also to provide him with feedback to con‐firm whether you are the safe victim he thoughtyou were. If he gets the response he’s looking for,such as you freezing or showing any obvious signsof fear, then you can expect him to progress to thephysical attack. In situations where you can’t avoid or escapeand the potential aggressor is approaching, it isvital that you protect your personal space and oc‐cupy the gap between you and him. You alreadyknow that most confrontations will start with talk‐ing as an entry before the attack. What you must
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“If one does not plan and takes
the enemy lightly, one will cer-
tainly be captured by him.’’

—Sun Tzu, The Art of War,
300 B.C.



also know is that this approach and dialogue willtake place 2 feet or less from your person, andfrom here the gap will close in an instant. The as‐sault that follows will be savage and unrelentinguntil you go down, at which point you will bekicked and stamped senseless. Armed with thisknowledge, it becomes obvious that you must pro‐tect this vital distance and prevent your aggressorfrom closing this gap, which will be his final actionbefore the violence. To do this we must use the fence, basically anonaggressive posture that will allow you to controlthe gap and buy the time needed for you to act. Thefence will be covered in more detail shortly. Sufficeit to say that any action you take from here—whether it’s an attempt to defuse the situation withverbal dissuasion or to take the person out withyour well‐rehearsed preemptive strike—it is yourfence that will make such action possible. The final aspect of awareness comes from gain‐ing an understanding of yourself. The fact is thatany confrontation you might find yourself in isgoing to trigger an adrenal response. This is theflight‐or‐fight response, which is practically guar‐anteed in any potentially dangerous situation.Again, this aspect will be touched on in more detaillater. To recap on this simple game plan, observethe following: 
GAME PLAN· Awareness—stay switched on.· Avoid and escape where possible. · If approached, protect space with the fence. · Verbally de‐escalate the situation, if possible.· If not, strike first, fast, and hard and then es‐cape. · If necessary, keep striking until there’s no morethreat and then escape. NOTE: Having a prepared game plan based onsituational awareness will increase your reactiontime and provide you with a proactive opportunityto deal with whatever you may be dealt. 

COLOR CODESStaying switched on is the true power base ofyour self‐protection game plan. You must strive to

develop complete awareness of your environmentand of everyone and everything within it. I have al‐ready talked about criminal awareness and under‐standing the enemy; in the next chapter, I willcover the subject of self‐awareness and under‐standing of the adrenal response, both essentialparts of your overall switched‐on state. With envi‐ronmental awareness, you are purely concernedwith what is going on around you right now. This iswhat’s known as condition yellow, or living in yel‐low. Nearly three decades ago, a combat pistol in‐structor by the name of Jeff Cooper developed asystem of color codes that he used to define vary‐ing states of awareness, which is now knownworldwide in the field of personal security andself‐protection as Cooper’s Color Codes. These aredefined as follows:
Condition White: Switched OffThis is also what the Federal Bureau of Investi‐gation calls the “victim state.” In code white, any at‐tack on your person will be an ambush attack; thatis, you will be assaulted and battered before youeven realized that a problem existed. Unfortu‐nately, this is how the majority of people go abouttheir daily lives. Walking down the street whilesending text messages on their phones or reading anewspaper or magazine while walking down thestreet are just two examples of being switched offto what’s going on around you. Zeal in Boulder vic‐tims of an attack—whether it’s a violent assault, anarmed robbery, or someone running past andsnatching the phone from their hand—will saysomething like, “It all happened so fast—he justcame out of nowhere!” But truthfully attackersdon’t just appear out of nowhere. At some pointbefore the assault, the perpetrator will have spot‐ted you, analyzed your switched‐off state, and se‐lected you as a potential victim. Where were youwhile this was going on?

Condition Yellow: 
Alert and Switched OnThis is a relaxed state of awareness and obser‐vation, where you are aware of your immediateenvironment along with everyone and everythingwithin it. This is how you should strive to be at alltimes. This is not a paranoid state; it is merely re‐laxed awareness. With practice, this state will be‐
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come natural and habitual. If you are alert andaware, it will show in your body language. Youshould walk at a brisk pace with a confident gait,looking around frequently. This is what’s knownas “target hardening,” which will not only allowyou to spot potential situations before they de‐velop, but will also make you less likely to be se‐lected as a victim of attack. This is what’s knownas living in yellow. 
Condition Orange: An Alarmed StateAlarm bells are now ringing! There has been achange in your environment and you are awarethat a potential problem has arisen. Your mind isnow evaluating the level of danger and threat youmay be facing. 

Condition Red: Fight or FlightThe potential problem has now become a realincident, placing you in immediate danger. You mustact now to terminate the situation and eliminate thethreat. The action you take may be to extract your‐self as quickly as possible (avoidance and escape) orto employ a preemptive physical response. 
OODA LOOPA concept that was originally developed totrain situational awareness to jet fighter pilotsand is also now very popular in the field of execu‐tive protection is the OODA (observe, orient, de‐cide, and act) loop. When you are in a state ofrelaxed alertness, or condition yellow, you areconstantly observing (O) your environment. If youspot a potential problem, you would then orient(O)—that is, focus your attention on whateveryou’ve observed to determine whether it is athreat. At that point, you decide (D) how you aregoing to act (A) on this information and imple‐ment your decision. After you act, you go backinto the loop of “O”: observing how the situationhas changed as a result of your action. The cyclebecomes a continuous loop of observation, orien‐tation, decision, and action. Here is a hypothetical example of how the OODAloop can be applied to your self‐protection gameplan. You’re standing at the bar in a pub. You’reswitched on and observing your environment. Younotice that two lads at the other end of the bar are

starting to get loud and abusive to the surroundingpatrons. When they look over in your general direc‐tion, and you orient that they are looking for troublewith whoever makes eye contact with them, you aretherefore a potential threat. You then decide whatyou are going to do; in this case, you take action bymaking your way to the nearest exit while planninghow to defend yourself should the need arise. Youthen move back into observation to see how the situ‐ation has changed. Is a new orientation needed? Ifthey noticed you leaving and attempt to follow, thenthat will orient a different decision/action cycle,which you would then enact. If nothing further de‐velops, then you would simply carry on with further
observation of your environment. 

SITUATIONAL CONTROL 
AND THE USE OF THE FENCEAs we discussed earlier, if you find yourself in asituation where avoidance and escape are not pos‐sible, it is crucial to protect your immediate circleof defense, or personal space. It is vitally importantthat you protect your personal space and occupythe gap between you and the attacker. You can dothis by using your hands in a nonaggressive naturalmanner as if you were talking with your hands.This is what has come to be known as “putting up afence.” Geoff Thompson introduced this simpleconcept into the martial arts world during theearly 1990s. Although he won’t take credit for theinvention of this idea, he is certainly responsiblefor its development and title. Thanks to Thompson and his teachings, hun‐dreds of people, me included, have used the fence
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successfully in live confrontational situations.Sometimes, I used the fence just to buy enoughtime to verbally dissuade a hostile individual andin other cases as a platform from which to launchmy own preemptive strike in order to prevent my‐self from being attacked. The whole point is toavoid assuming any kind of aggressive‐lookingguard at least in the beginning dialogue stage. Ifyou take up a boxing guard for instance, you areshowing your potential aggressor that you are nowprepared to fight, therefore giving away that cru‐cial element of surprise that is so necessary foryour successful preemptive strike. The whole basisfor your success comes from the use of deception. Therefore, you want to assume a guard thatwill offer both offensive and defensive action but atthe same time appears unassuming and nonag‐gressive to your opponent, thus allowing you tocontrol those vital seconds before the situationturns physical. You want to have your hands in aposition that will permit immediate action. Howyou hold your hands will depend on the spatial re‐lationship between you and your opponent. Hemight be slightly outside touching distance (whereeither combatant would have to take a step for‐ward in order to strike), or you will both be attouching range, defined as a distance of less than 2feet (your fence range). Finally you may find your‐self at very close range; this is less than ideal butcommon in a crowd situation, confined space, or anoisy environment that would make it necessary tobe close in order to hear each other. The outsideand inside fence range positions are pretty muchuniversal within the field of self‐protection and canbe found in the Charles Nelson self‐defense system,John Kary’s American Combatives group, and KellyMcCann’s Crucible instruction, among others. Handpositioning for the fence will depend on your per‐sonal preference. As long as you protect the gapand appear nonaggressive, then any way is fine.The thing to remember is that the fence is neverheld fixed or static; instead you move your handsin and out as if talking with your hands while pro‐tecting the gap the whole time. 
Outside-Fence RangeThis is a good position in which to stand whenthe distance between you and a potential threat isat arm’s length and a step before engagement or

just outside your own circle of defense. This natu‐ral position is what Charlie Nelson used to call the“Ed Sullivan stance.”
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Note that your arms are across the body with the striking side arm free
and not folded in an interlocking position. 

Your body is bladed to your opponent to present less of a target and
your feet are in a natural and well-balanced position. You are aware of
your aggressor and ready for action.



Fence RangeWhen dealing with a potential aggressor, itis very important to control the space betweenyou in a very natural and non‐static way. Youcan do this by talking with your hands andusing nonaggressive gestures and natural bodylanguage. This example takes the fence to a slightly moreconscious level. This is for when the attacker is al‐

ready extremely aggressive and your hands areheld slightly higher. Any language in the world willget across the message: “Stay there—I don’t wantany trouble.”Note how the fence will allow you to controlthe space between you and the potential aggressorlong enough to de‐escalate the situation or, if thesituation requires a physical response, use it as alaunch pad for your preemptive strike. 
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When using the fence, the lead hand servesthree functions:1. It controls the gap. Without your fence, the gapwill be closed in an instant, followed by apunch or a headbutt. 2. It acts as a feeler hand to tell you when an at‐tack is imminent. When the aggressor movesforward, he is revealing his intention to at‐tack. This is why it is so important to controlthis space. Check his first attempt at closingthe gap by shoving him away with your leadhand as you take a step back to maintain thespace between you. Back this up with a firmverbal boundary, such as, “Stay where youare!” followed by a pointing finger or a stop

sign gesture. This show of force on your parttells him that his next show of aggression willbe met with resistance. It’s important to un‐derstand that his next attempt at closing thegap must be met with physical action on yourpart. The action that you take from the fencedepends on the level of threat you are facing.If trying to talk him down fails, it is possible tospin him into a choke restraint and drag himoff the premises. 3. The fence is a range finder. If your lead handcan touch him, then your rear hand can strike.If he is a real threat, then the only safe option isto strike preemptively. 
Inside Fence RangeIf you find yourself at close quarters with a po‐tential threat, perhaps due to the circumstances ofyour environment (such as a crowded confinedspace), then you use a natural position that willallow you to keep your hands higher than his. Oneexample of this is what Charlie Nelson used to callthe “Jack Benny stance.” For those who don’t re‐member, Jack Benny was an American comedianwho used to stroke his chin while he pondered hisnext punch line. This is the ideal position to takeup if you find yourself too close for comfort. 
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NON-PHYSICAL OPTIONS

“Those skilled at making the enemy move do so by
creating a situation to which he must conform.”—Sun Tzu, 300 B.C.

Verbal DissuasionDefusing a potentially dangerous situationthrough talking is known as verbal dissuasion orde‐escalation. The goal of de‐escalation is to try toresolve a potentially hostile situation without hav‐ing to resort to any physical action. De‐escalationskills are useful when dealing with people who arehighly agitated, frustrated, angry, fearful, or intoxi‐cated. This might be someone you know, who’snormally a peaceful individual but is simply re‐sponding to unusual or extreme circumstanceswith negative aggression. Or you may have to workwith members of the general public on a daily

basis, in which case verbal dissuasion can come invery handy when dealing with agitated individuals.Understand that de‐escalation skills are a non‐physical option if you find yourself in a situationwhere an attack on your person is obvious, such asan attempted abduction or sexual assault. In suchcases, a physical response, preferably preemptive,is obviously the best option. The following princi‐ples should be observed and put into practice ifverbal dissuasion is to be used effectively. · Project a confident and attentive demeanor.Maintain eye contact and try to avoid avertingyour gaze as this could be taken as a lack of in‐terest or regard, or of rejection. The idea is tofind the source of their agitation and quicklygain a rapport with the individual. So be sure tostay attentive but at the same time try to avoidstaring, which can be interpreted as threatening.· Mirror calm. Control your level of arousal. Emo‐tions can interfere with your mental and physi‐cal functions as well as those of the person withwhom you’re dealing. A low‐to‐moderate levelof arousal will keep you alert and ready to takeaction should the need arise. Correct breathingwill help you control anxiety under stress. A lotof people tend to hold their breath or breatheshallowly during times of stress, which onlyserves to increase anxiety. Instead breathedeeply into your diaphragm, not into your chest.A good cadence is to breathe in for three sec‐onds, hold for two seconds, and breathe out forthree seconds. This will help lower your heartrate and keep you calm. But don’t make this ob‐vious; keep it as natural looking as possible.· Positive self-talk. People are also likely to allownegative thinking and self‐doubt to creep in,sending themselves such discouraging mes‐sages as, “I’m in trouble now,” or “I can’t handlethis situation.” All such thoughts must be ig‐nored and erased from your thinking. One wayis to counter them with positive self‐talk. Tellyourself, “I can handle it; for better or forworse, I will handle anything.” If you practicedeep, slow breathing and positive self‐talk reg‐ularly in response to any form of stress or anxi‐ety in your daily life, you will be more likely to
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To assume the Jack Benny stance, keep a balanced position with your feet
and place one hand on your chin and the other just below your elbow—
that is, folded loosely across the front of your body as if deep in thought.
Drop your head slightly forward with your chin close to your chest. This
way if he tries to headbutt, his face will meet the top of your head.



respond this way when dealing with a poten‐tially hostile individual. In other words, thiscalming behavior will become your condi‐tioned response to danger, which, in turn, willallow you to project confidence and might havea calming effect on your potential aggressor. · Protect your personal space. Make sure that youuse a nonaggressive‐looking fence or a similarnatural stance, which will also serve as alaunch pad for your preemptive strike should aphysical option become necessary. · Posturing. This is the art of psyching out youropponent by the use of words, tone, and bodylanguage and sending the signal that you are ei‐ther so calm and confident that you both knowthat you will take him apart if he doesn’t backoff, or that you are a complete lunatic capable ofextreme violence, resulting in his demise if hecontinues to push it. Either role properly playedout will, nine times out of ten, result in your op‐ponent no longer wanting to enter the physicalarena with you. The use of posturing usuallycomes into play if verbal dissuasion is failingand, for whatever reason, you are not quiteready to strike, or you sense that your opponentis not as confident as he pretends and you thinkyou can psyche him out. Posturing is a last‐ditchattempt before a physical response. If the saidaggressor has already touched your fence handby slapping it aside or by moving forward, hehas already shown you his intention. Remember that the final precursor to violenceis the attempt to close distance on you. At thispoint, you really must act. Posturing can pre‐vent the conflict from entering the physicalarena. The common response to someone sud‐denly realizing that he has bitten off more thanhe can chew is for him to suddenly startbackpedaling, usually accompanied by somekind of self‐redeeming comment such as, “Yeah,well, I’ll see you again,” or “You’d better watchyour back, mate.” What this person is reallytelling you is how he is backing off but is tryingto save a little face as he does so. That’s fine;take note of what he says and let him go. A situ‐ation avoided is a situation won. The things to

bear in mind are that, once you posture, youhave shown your hand and the chance of strik‐ing preemptively via deception has passed. Ifyour opponent decides to take you up on theposture, you will now find yourself in a matchfight. The truth is that most would‐be aggres‐sors are looking for a victim, not someone whois prepared to give them the fight of their lives. The only way that you will ever know for sure isto take the aggressor right to the door of poten‐tial violence. In my experience, the majority ofpeople will back away, leaving the very few seri‐ous players who will walk through the door andtake you up on it. This definitely isn’t a case of“if you can’t fight, wear a big hat.” You must al‐ways be prepared to physically back up yourposture with everything you have should yourbluff be called. In short: if you posture andmake it work, you will have ended the conflictwithout a fight; if not and your aggressor ac‐cepts your challenge, then you would have beenfighting anyway. Acting cool and confident inthe face of an aggressive individual (while pro‐tecting your personal space and remaining pre‐pared to strike first should the need arise)sends out a signal that you are indeed a capableindividual who has trod this path many timesbefore and plants a seed of doubt in your ag‐gressor’s mind that he can intimidate you. This is what British self‐defense instructorGeoff Thompson calls the “veteran approach,”which sends a clear signal that you’ve beenhere before and are anything but a soft target.The “lunatic approach” gives the perceptionthat you are somewhat unstable and unpre‐dictable; both telegraph a clear “don’t fuck withme” persona. Neither is attractive to a would‐be predator looking for an easy victim.The lunatic approach requires four essential el‐ements to work: voice, touch, stare, and bodylanguage, which all come together in one dra‐matic outburst. For example, you shove youraggressor hard in the center of the chest withboth hands to create a gap of 3–5 feet, therebyremoving yourself from his strike zone andtriggering his adrenal flight response. 
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As you shove, use your voice to create a verbalboundary. Shout with venomous aggression,being sure to add all expletives as these willadd weight and impact to your statement: “Stayback, c**t! You touch me and I’ll bite yourf**king nose off and spit it down your throat.Now f**k off!” The “C” word and the “F” wordare all part of contemporary combat. As horri‐ble as these words are to say and hear, they are

an essential part of the overall effect. Augmentthis by describing the real physical harm thatyou are prepared to inflict on him, spitting athim, and ballooning and stalking (this is whereyou pace left and right as you continue to pointand stare at your opponent). This is an innateway of making yourself appear larger and isvery similar to how animals will stalk their preyin nature. This action will instill primal fear in
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Here is an example of taking the fence to a conscious level of control.
Shove the aggressor back to create space and then back it up with a
firm or aggressive verbal fence to reinforce the boundary. From here
you can switch on your posturing routine in an attempt to psyche out
your opponent, but be ever prepared to back it up with the physical. 

“You can call it the art of fighting without fighting.” Bruce Lee, Enter the
Dragon

1 1
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your target if you’re convincing enough. Somepeople are better at this kind of thing than oth‐ers—it’s a matter of combining the four ele‐ ments to create the right chemistry. Posturingcan truly be the art of fighting without fighting. 



In times of danger, each and every one of uswill feel the effects of the survival stressresponse, which is triggered into action viathe security control center of the brain,which is called the amygdala. The amyg‐dala is basically the threat‐detecting organof the brain. During stress, such as that ofa violent confrontation, the sympathetic nervoussystem will take over, and a neural surge will causean increase in heart rate, which will, in turn, raiseour blood pressure. This results in blood beingwithdrawn from our extremities in order to bepumped to our vital inner organs. Blood is alsodrawn from our brain cortex for the same reason,the result of which impairs our thinking, in particu‐lar our decision‐making abilities. Due to this re‐striction in blood flow to the brain, the neocortex orhigher brain is gone, and the limbic system (thepart of the brain that is responsible for emotions)will now take prominence, making all complex deci‐sion‐making impossible. The result is that we arenow reduced to the intelligence of a dog. In addition to this is what’s known as an adre‐nal dump, a release of endorphins that will makeyou stronger, faster, and more impervious to painand shock. The flip side of this coin is the mentalimplications with which you will also have to deal.

These include auditory exclusion or impaired hear‐ing and tunnel vision, the latter of which closesdown your peripheral vision (hence the need to ac‐tively scan), among various other effects. 
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Located in the temporal lobe of the brain, the amygdala
controls our autonomic responses associated with fear.

UNDERSTANDING
FEAR AND THE

SURVIVAL STRESS
RESPONSE

CHAPTER 5 !

“Fear is the friend of
 exceptional people!”

—Geoff Thompson



UNDERSTANDING FEARThe body responds to danger by secretingadrenaline (also referred to as the fight‐or‐flightresponse), and this is what we often interpret asfear. If you do not understand this simple fact, thenwhat you are more likely to encounter, especially ifyou are startled, is the freeze response. The onlyway to lessen the effect of the startle reflex andprevent freezing up is through awareness (i.e.,being switched on), good threat‐assessment abili‐ties, and anticipation and understanding of theadrenaline sensation. 
ExpectationFirst, expect to be scared because no matterhow experienced you are that is how you will feel.Fear is the natural feeling prior to confrontation.When it “kicks off,” the feeling that you wouldrather be anywhere else in the world other thanwhere you are at that moment is a common feelingto all. If you feel like crapping yourself, just beaware that you are not on your own, we all (with‐out exception) feel fear, which is the natural prod‐uct of adrenal release. 

Knowledge and UnderstandingSecond, you must understand what is going oninside your mind and body when you are facedwith danger. If you have this understanding, thenyou will be better prepared to move past the men‐tal and physical sensations of adrenal release soyou can physically function effectively. 
Side Effects of AdrenalineExpect to get a fluttery feeling in the stomach,even a little nausea. This is the body’s way of help‐ing you to eliminate any excess weight you may becarrying from an earlier meal in order to allow youto move more quickly and efficiently. This is alsowhy you may also feel the need to urinate or emptyyour bowels. You may also start to sweat, and yourheart rate will increase. Another common symp‐tom is that the leg will shake; this is more severe insome people than others. The shake is caused bythe adrenaline surging through your bloodstreamat high speed. A loss of skin color may also occur; this is na‐ture’s way of protecting you. The blood leaves the

surface of the skin so that you will bleed less if youget cut; plus the blood is being pumped to yourvital organs (heart/lungs), where it’s needed most.As a result of the blood leaving the brain, finemotor actions and decision‐making abilities willbecome difficult. Your vision will start to tunnel, as if you werelooking through a toilet roll tube. This can make youvulnerable to an attack from the side: so, if you arefocused on a threat in front of you, try to keep yourperipheral vision open by looking around frequently. On the positive side, as I said earlier, adrenalinewill make you stronger, faster, and more resistantto pain. As you can see, all these effects have a pur‐pose and are in fact essential to your survival. Tryto gain an understanding of adrenaline so you canuse it to your advantage. 
DesensitizationAdrenaline produces very strange feelings withwhich most people have little experience. Peoplewhose jobs put them in harm’s way on a regularbasis (e.g., firemen, police officers, and securitypeople, such as bouncers or bodyguards) becomebetter able to deal with the effects of adrenaline.This is due to the fact that repeated exposure to sit‐uations that cause adrenal release gradually desen‐sitize them to its intensity. The main reasonindividuals can act in the face of danger is becausethey anticipate and expect these feelings of fear.When you have experienced them before and knowthey will occur again under similar circumstances,you will not be caught off guard. Therefore, you willneed to expect the sensations of adrenaline, as theywill always be present in any confrontational situa‐tion you may face. These feelings will never go away and are es‐sential to our survival. Thus, with an understandingand regular exposure, you can become very capablein using adrenaline to your advantage and functioneffectively when it occurs. You must first controlyour inner self by taking a deep breath and relaxingyour shoulders. Slow your body movements downso that you don’t look guarded or jumpy. Your de‐meanor should be natural, smooth, and controlled.This does not mean you should not use an aggres‐sive approach, because in some cases strong, as‐sertive communication can be effective. But if youstay cool, the subject may doubt his ability to fluster
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you and question whether he has chosen the rightperson to attack. He may wonder why you are socalm and imagine you have backup or that you aremore of a veteran at this game than he is. Scientific research into the adrenal state, alsoreferred to as the survival stress response (SSR),carried out by a scientist in this field named BruceSiddle, found that ability to function under the ef‐fects of adrenal stress is directly related to an in‐crease in heart rate. At 115 beats per minute(bpm), most people will start to lose fine motorfunction. Skills that involve hand‐and‐eye coordi‐nation or finger dexterity will become difficult toperform. As the heart rate increases to 145 bpmand beyond, the body will start to reduce the effi‐ciency of certain bodily functions that it considersless essential to survival during this time of stress,including effects to both the visual and auditorysystems and temporary impairment to certainareas of the brain. The thing to remember is that incombat, your heart rate can go from 70 bpm to 220bpm in less than a second. Such an occurrence cantrigger a state of hypervigilance or the dreadedfreeze response. At the very least, your decision‐making abilities can become severely impaired. Further research by Siddle suggested that theideal heart rate for a functional combative re‐sponse, allowing maximum reaction time andmaintenance of gross motor skills, will fall into arange between 115 and 145 bpm. The key factorlies in our ability to remain within this ideal range.This can be attained through targeted trainingdrills that will allow you to desensitize to the ef‐fects of adrenaline. 
AGGRESSION THERAPY DRILLS, 

SIMULATION, AND SCENARIO TRAININGUsing body armor, role‐playing, and aggressivedialogue in a controlled environment can greatlyenhance your desensitization to the effects ofadrenaline and improve your ability to remaincalmer in such situations, thereby reducing the in‐crease in heart rate. Another critical factor in achieving this aim iscontrolling your breathing. In stressful situations,such as a potentially violent confrontation, there isa tendency to breathe in shallowly and then to holdyour breath or to continue breathing at a very shal‐

low rate, both of which only serve to increase youranxiety. Instead you should feed your lungs withoxygen by breathing in through the nose, takingthe air deep down into the lower abdomen, holdingit briefly, and then expelling the breath out throughthe mouth. Of course, you need to make this a habitso that it appears natural looking so you appear tobe in complete control. This is more applicableduring the verbal interview part of a confrontationor if you have some kind of warning that a situa‐tion is developing, as good awareness will allow.Then you will have the chance to gain control overyour breathing. A good practice to follow when you find your‐self becoming adrenalized or even slightly agitatedis to take three deep breaths. Breathe in for threeseconds, hold for three seconds, and breathe outfor three seconds, repeating this series until youachieve a calmer and more controlled state. I usedto practice this method while working door secu‐rity. Whenever I was called to a situation over theradio, I would use this technique en route to thescene. The lower you can keep your heart rate, themore control you will have. Although the adrenal conditioning developedthrough the proper use of simulation and scenario‐type training drills can help you desensitize to theeffects of this essential biochemistry, it can nevercompletely duplicate the same intensity as that of areal life‐or‐death situation. They will, however,allow you to reduce the reality gap between thedojo and the street. You should learn all you canabout the workings of fear and adrenaline and theimportance of breath control in lowering the heartrate, but desensitization can only take placethrough repeated exposure to those feelings. This confirms what I said at the beginningabout people in high‐risk jobs learning to controltheir reactions and function under pressure be‐cause of the repeated exposure their working envi‐ronment offers. You would be amazed at what youcan get used to. To re‐create such pressure in atraining environment, you need to do some kind ofscenario training or you could simply ask the topdog in your place of training for a few rounds ofprogressively harder sparring. If the mere thoughtof this scares the s**t out of you, you know thatyou’re on the right track. This was the idea behind Geoff Thompson’s
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now legendary “Animal Days,” where the combat‐ants would fight all‐out through all the ranges to aknockout or submission. You can work up this kindof training over time, which will make the experi‐ence less daunting, or you could jump in at thedeep end and just do it. Both methods have meritand can teach you a lot about yourself. 
“Through adversity to the stars.” —The combatives mindset

“You must develop a fuck-it switch!”—Mo TeagueIf you only learn one thing from this book,make it this: physical combat is 90‐percent mind‐set and 10‐percent technique. By that, I mean in alive situation—one in which you cannot escape orverbally dissuade the assailant and your only op‐tion is a physical response—you must be totallycommitted to dealing with the threat in front ofyou. In other words, your mindset must be totallycombative, and your killer instinct must be sum‐moned and then unleashed into a controlled explo‐sion of fight‐ending intensity. This is what is known as the “Gemini principle,”which refers to your darker side, commonly calledthe “killer instinct.” Believe me when I say that it ispresent in everybody. It can be defined as a viciouscombat mentality that can be brought to a con‐scious surface to turn you into a fierce fighter freeof fear and apprehension in a crisis situation. Sincethis instinct is present in every one of us, the ques‐tion then becomes what to do with it? Some peoplefeel that it is better to ignore this instinct and pre‐tend it doesn’t exist. Others acknowledge its exis‐tence but declare it a negative emotion that shouldbe rigorously suppressed. Whatever your view,there can be no denying the fact that controlledkiller instinct cultivated to the degree that it can beswitched on and off at will is going to be the mostuseful attribute you can bring to a street fight. To develop such control requires two essentialelements: self‐awareness and self‐confidence. Youmust know yourself, your strengths and limita‐tions, and be confident in your ability to defendyourself. To attain such self‐confidence, you mustbecome proficient in your techniques—obviously,

if you don’t know how to fight, you are not going tobe confident in your abilities. But proficiency isstill only 10 percent of the equation. Develop oneor two good preemptive strikes to a level of uncon‐scious competence and you’ll have the techniqueside of things pretty much sorted. The other 90percent is your intention to use that techniquewith 110‐percent commitment to win. Two excellent methods you can use to develop,refine, and channel this extraordinary source ofstrength and energy so you can start to use it to itsfull potential are visualization and crisis scenariotraining. Of course, you must also train to hardenyour mental and physical conditioning and deter‐mination. To sum up this chapter on the combativemindset, I have included the following extremelyrelevant quotes: 
“You must be like a rag doll—no fear, no anxiety, no
doubt can enter your mind. There is no time to re-
gret once a fight has started; you cannot change

your mind or question yourself in the face of action.
Do not be concerned with escaping safely! Lay your

life before him.”—Bruce Lee
“To be effective in a real situation, one key compo-
nent must be in place and that is proper mindset.
You must decide and reinforce regularly until it

 becomes an unwavering and inviolate conviction,
that if you are offered violence, you WILL respond in

kind overwhelmingly.”—Bradley J. Steiner
“Having made the mental preparations for combat,
you will not experience hesitation or indecision only

a clear course of action at the moment of truth.”—Bradley J. Steiner
“Confidence in yourself—the self-assurance that you
can do it—is the first requisite: the rest is a matter

of know how and practice. This confidence will allow
you to stay loose, mentally and physically, until the
moment which necessitates the application of your
chosen plan of attack, then hit first, fast, and hard,

pressing the attack to its successful conclusion.”—John Styers, author of Cold Steel:
Technique of Close Combat
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We all have natural re‐sources and body toolsthat can be called on tokeep us safer from vio‐lence in a time of need.How we develop andemploy these resourcescan be maximized through our training. 
BODY LANGUAGE, DEMEANOR, 

AND INSTINCTSBody language and demeanor relate to howyou carry yourself as you go about your daily life.Obviously, if your demeanor depicts you as meekand insecure with no outward indication that youare aware of your surroundings, then you may in‐crease the likelihood that, at some time in your life,you may encounter someone looking to take ad‐vantage of such a person. Creating an outwardlypositive self‐image clearly states that you are aconfident and alert individual. Just by standing talland walking at a brisk pace with a confident gait isan immediate indication to anyone that you are aswitched‐on individual, which will, in turn, makeyou much less likely to be selected as a victim inthe first place. 

Most people who are attacked remember feel‐ing a hunch, an intuition, or a nonverbal percep‐tion before something physical happens—thefeeling that something is wrong. The sooner aperson acts on this intuition, the more likely he isto be safe in the end. I am a firm believer in ourinstincts acting as a sixth sense; if somethingdoesn’t seem quite right, it is sensible to listenand act accordingly. Too often people find them‐selves in a dangerous predicament that couldhave been avoided. One example might be thatyou are alone and waiting for an elevator in a resi‐dential apartment building or shopping mall. Theelevator door opens and you see an unsavorycharacter inside. Here’s the dilemma: do you getin regardless of what your instincts tell you, be‐cause you don’t want to look foolish? Or shouldyou trust your instincts, and say something like,“Go ahead; I’m waiting for someone.” The lattermakes more sense, doesn’t it? Trust your in‐stincts. An excellent book that discusses instinctsfrom a self‐preservation perspective in depth isGavin De Becker’s The Gift of Fear; this is defi‐nitely recommended reading. We should use our intuition not only to gaugethe danger of a situation, but also to plan our uniqueresponse, geared to our perceptions and abilities. 
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NATURAL WEAPONS

Lower Body

LegsThe legs are the first of your physical resourcesas they offer your best option when available: es‐caping. Remember, you have no business gettinginto a possible violent confrontation if the oppor‐tunity to escape is available.
FeetYou can finish with the weapons and strikes ofthe foot. In nearly all cases, these strikes are madewhile you are wearing hard shoes or boots, inwhich case you use the tip of the shoe/boot for atoe punt kick to the groin or the front of the shin‐

bone. You can also use the inside and outside edgeof the shoe/boot for kicks to the shins or knees. Fi‐nally, the heel of the shoe/boot can be used tostomp the toes of a nearby opponent, as well as tostomp various joints, or the ribs or head of a felledopponent while you are still standing. 
Lower Body

Hands/ArmsMoving on to the upper body, we start with thehands and arms. With the open hand, the natural‐weapon options include the fingertips and thumbs
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The knee and the shin used for striking and kicking.

The inside and outside edge of the
boot are tools for low-level kicking. 

You can use the toe and heel
points of the shoe/boot for kicking
and stomping. 

The palm claw. The heel of the hand.

The cupped hand.

The edge of hand and the forearm, used for the ax hand strike.



for poking or thrusting into such soft target areasas the eyes or throat, as well as for ripping, tearing,and gouging. The heel of the palm is effective forstriking the head/skull and chin, as in the chin‐jabstrike and the cupped palm, which can be used forslapping the ears, face, neck, or groin. Finally, anywhere from the edge of the handalong the bone of the forearm to a few inchesbelow the point of the elbow can be used in achopping motion to the front, sides, or back of theneck, among other targets for the ax hand.

Next we have the closed fist, which can be usedby those who favor punching. The bottom edge ofthe closed fist can be used for the hammer‐fistblow to the nose, chin, back of the neck, or anypoint along the spine. Moving on down the arm, we come to the ra‐dial edge of the forearm, which can be used as aswinging bat or clothesline‐type of strike to theneck area. The point of the elbow can be used ina variety of ways with devastating effect to anytarget from the center of body mass to the shoul‐
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The closed fist is excellent for punching.

The bottom of the fist is used for the hammer-fist blow. 

The radial edge of the forearm.

The point of the elbow. 



der or biceps area of the upper arm for a dis‐abling result. It is also effective anywhere on theupper attack line from the neck to the temple,should the severity of the situation call for amore damaging blow.
HeadThe frontal area of the head can be used for theheadbutt with very good effect. Anywhere from thecenter of the forehead, around the hair line, and upto the crown of the head can be used for strikingyour opponent’s face from below the eyebrows tothe upper lip, with the nose, cheekbones, and or‐bital sockets being the best target choices. 

The teeth can be formidable natural weaponsin close‐quarter grappling situations. Any soft tis‐sue target such as the nose, ears, lips, or eyebrowscan and should be bitten with tenacious aggressionshould the desperate need arise. Of course, crosscontamination from blood is a danger to consider,but if your life is at stake, then you need to con‐sider your options. Also the fingers, nipple, andgroin areas are all considered fair game for thebite. Moving on down to the lower limbs, we havethe point of the knee for upward strikes into thegroin, thigh, or face. The shin can be used for asharp rising kick between the legs or as a Thai‐style round kick to the thigh, side of the knee, orlow to the outside of the ankle bone. 
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The headbutt. The teeth can be used for biting an opponent.



Fundamentally, there are a number ofprinciples and concepts governingthe practice of combatives. Thebasis of the UC self‐protection andpersonal security comes from ourformulated game plan, as discussedon page 22. In this chapter we willdelve into strategies and tactics that will take usfurther into our exploration of functional closecombat. These tested ideas come from a variety ofsources, making use of the knowledge from WorldWar II combatives methods right up to the present,where we draw from more modern learning tech‐nologies. You will find such concepts in most of thecombative groups we talked about earlier, includ‐ing CODA, the Crucible, and Dennis Martin’s CQBServices, to name just a few. Throughout this book, I have emphasized theimportance of mindset. No discussion about com‐bative principles is possible without starting withthe base principle of mindset. 
MINDSETTo help introduce mindset, let’s begin with theVital Pyramid, which was originally shown to me

by Dennis Martin, one of my early combative in‐structors. Originally developed by British SAStrainer John “Lofty” Wiseman, the Vital Pyramid isa teaching model for self‐protection and is applica‐ble across the board for civilians, law enforcement,security, and military operatives. The Vital Pyra‐mid is used to define these principles in order ofimportance and relevance to efficiency in conflict.It is a way of presenting the core priorities of Self‐Protection. As with any building, a good founda‐tion is the most important factor, and in this caseour foundation is mindset. You can know the besttechniques and have the heaviest‐caliber handgunavailable, but without the correct mindset, theywill be useless. There is a saying: “Proper intent is
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more important than proper technique.” The VitalPyramid has been adopted by UC and remains thebedrock principle of any good combative method.Without the proper mindset, all the other as‐pects will be missing a vital component. Yourcombative mindset can be summed up as the will‐ingness to step up and do whatever it takes to winthe fight. As Dennis Martin used to say, “You wanta ‘win mentality’ rather than a ‘survive mental‐ity’—then at least if you don’t win, you will sur‐vive.” You must develop an instant switch that willallow you to access your killer instinct just like anattack‐trained war dog. You need a controlled ex‐plosion of anger that you can use to deal with thethreat you are facing. If justification is on yourside, you must have 100 percent commitment andintention on your part. There are no half meas‐ures in combatives. 
TACTICSThe next principle in order of importance is tac‐tics. For instance, if escape is not an option and aphysical response is required, then I want to hit firstand keep hitting until I have eliminated the threat.So in this example, my tactics are preemptive, usinga continuous attack with forward pressure. 
SKILLSMy skills are basically whatever physical toolsI wish to employ. Skills will be my main artillerystrikes—those I feel most confident using as mystarters, followed by whatever I employ to con‐tinue my attack. 

KITThe kit is the least important part of the pyra‐mid, though it is still a vital component of yourself‐protection equation. Your kit might relate tothe training equipment used during practice, or theimprovised weapons that you carry. If you are alaw enforcement officer, it will relate to the toolsand equipment you carry, as well as your clothingor footwear that is worn accordance with your en‐vironment or the requirements/restrictions thatadministrators may have imposed on you. Now that the combative principles in the Vital

Pyramid have been covered, I want to discussthree other combative principles: artifice, con‐trolled aggression, and dealing with the threat ofmultiple assailants.
ARTIFICEPronounced ar-ti-fiss, artifice is defined in theEnglish dictionary as “trickery, a clever trick in‐tended to mislead someone.” This is a method of de‐ception that can create the opportunity to eliminatea threat preemptively, thereby putting an end to apotential altercation quickly and clinically. Thereare two main ways that we use artifice/deception:misdirection, in order to create a distraction; andbrain engagement, where we ask our subject abrain‐engaging question just before we strike. The latter method was favored by Geoff Thomp‐son, who would line up his opponent by using thefence and then say something like, “So what youtrying to say?” He would follow this an instant laterwith a well‐practiced right cross/hook punch to thejaw, which would put a clinical end to the situation.This method can be applied to any favored preemp‐tive strike that you choose, as long as you stick tothe main principles of controlling space with yourfence and “talking” with your hands while using de‐ceptive dialogue. It is important to ask a questionthat requires a response, such as “What’s thisabout? Why are you picking on me?” It doesn’t really matter whether the question isrelevant to the situation at hand or is totally ab‐stract, so long as it makes the aggressor think of aresponse, regardless of whether he intends toreply. What you are looking to do here is to engagehis brain for a split second so that he is thinkingnot about his intention to attack but rather whatyou have just said. This will create the window ofopportunity that you need to strike. This will also act as an action trigger for your at‐tack, which will take away any indecision on your partof when to attack. To train this response, you need toassociate your selected question with your favoredstrike and bring it to play every time you practice onthe pads or bags and with your training partners. Itthen becomes part of your practiced game plan. The other way we use artifice is through misdi‐rection. This has been around for many years andhas been used by everyone from World War II vet‐
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erans to London’s East End gangsters. The notori‐ous Kray twins were known to offer someone a cig‐arette and a light and then as they leaned forwardto light it, they would punch the victim hard in thejaw, which was by now slightly open, and knockhim completely unconscious. A similar method wasuse by Britain’s Special Operations, Executive inWorld War II. At the time, most people carried ametal cigarette case, which would be held flat inthe palm of the hand and then rammed hard intoand through the jaw, chin‐jab style, as the recipientleaned in for a light. A similar example would be tooffer a light for the recipient’s pipe and then palm‐strike straight down the throat. The following are a few excellent methods ofdeception through misdirection that were shownto me while in a Dennis Martin training course bymy good friend and training partner John Deacon,who has a thirst for anything combatively func‐tional. The first example was discovered by acci‐dent while practicing chin‐jabs with a partner. Oneof the combatants needed to cough to clear histhroat and put out his hand on his partner’s chestand said, “hold on” as he turned away to cough.John immediately saw the combat applicability andturned it into an excellent deception technique.The hand to the chest acts as a fence that will giveyou tactile awareness of where your subject is andwhat his intentions are; the slight turn away isdone while still keeping your opponent in view andis used to set up your strike from an open or closedhand held in front of your mouth to cover as youcough before exploding forward and through theopponent’s face with your strike. The next artifice makes use of misdirection byengaging the subject’s attention in the followingway. As the verbal argument starts to escalate,make a quarter turn away from your opponent asyou place one arm across your chest as if pointingto a rip in your shirt by your shoulder. This is a dis‐creet way of chambering for an ax hand strike. Asyou do this, say something like, “What do mean?Look what you’ve done to my shirt.” From here,drop‐step forward and explode into an ax handstrike to the aggressor’s neck area. One final method is to use vulgarity. As the argu‐ment starts to escalate, take your hand up to yournose and blow snot into your hand. Make a motionas if to flick the snot at your subject’s feet, and as he

reacts in disgust, explode into and through him withyour main artillery strike. This could also be used tobuy you just enough time to draw an improvisedweapon such as a pen or a cell phone.
Artifice 1: Brain EngagementHere the thunderclap strike is used preemp‐tively from the fence, preceded by asking the ag‐gressor a question. The hands are held as if inexclamation to disguise the setup. 
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“Look, what’s this all about?” 

BANG!



Artifice 2: Cough-to-Palm StrikeAt some point during the interview stage of theconfrontation, while keeping your lead hand out tomaintain the gap, turn away slightly (being sure tomaintain the target in your peripheral vision) asyou make the motion to cough. Just say somethinglike “hold on” or “excuse me” as you cover yourmouth and cough. Follow this motion an instantlater by exploding through your target with yourstrike. In this case, I recommend a palm strike, buta closed fist will work well also. 

Artifice 3: Low Distraction to SlapCredit for this idea goes to two CODA guys whoformed the Harlow Combatives group in London,Phil and Jimmy. Working off your fence, as soon asyou have made the decision to strike, lightly touchyour aggressor’s chest with your fingertips. Fromhere, wipe your hand straight down to the subject’sgroin to take his attention downward. This will cre‐ate a distraction for a heavy slap to the face. 
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Artifice 4: Misdirection to Ax HandAs the argument starts to escalate, make a quar‐ter turn away from your opponent and place one armacross your chest, as if pointing to your watch. This isa discreet way of chambering for an ax hand strike. Asyou do this, say something like, “Look, mate, do youwant my watch?” From here, drop‐step forward andexplode into an ax hand strike to the subject’s neck.Follow up as appropriate. Here is an example of em‐ploying a back‐handed strike, in this case the ax hand.
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CONTROLLED AGGRESSIONIn UC we aim to cultivate the resource of cold,clinical aggression to fuel our physical use of force.Such aggression (referred to by Fairbairn as vehe‐mence) is a trained response that is switched on andoff at will like a light switch until the threat is dealtwith. What Kelly McCann calls “rage with reason,”’such energy is developed through correct trainingand employs complete emotional control, not “redmist!” that indicates a complete lack of control.The Oxford English Dictionary defines vehe‐mence as “showing a strong and intense feeling ofdemonstrative aggression.” This is also referred toas killer instinct, the Gemini principle, or thedarker side of oneself. This intense source of en‐ergy exists in all of us and is indeed an essentialpiece of the puzzle that goes hand in hand with thecombative mindset to create the willingness to stepup and do whatever it takes to win the fight. Everyone’s access point is different. What maytrigger this instinct in some people may not do soin others. There is a documented case that illus‐trates this to good effect. The incident involved anaggravated robbery that turned to a brutal rapeafter a man broke into the house of a single mother.The woman was unable to find within herself whatwas needed to fend off her attacker and insteadgave in without a fight in the hope that the ordealwould be over quickly. But as soon as her attackerhad finished with her and decided to turn his at‐tention to her 8‐year‐old daughter, everythingchanged. Within literally seconds of his openingthe door to her child’s room, the attacker slumpedto his knees, clutching his neck in a desperate at‐tempt to pull out a pair of scissors that had beenrammed into his neck full force by the child’smother. The threat to her child was enough for thissingle mother to access her vehemence to a highenough level to protect her own. This is, of course, an extreme example, but it isnecessary to illustrate the points that the killer in‐stinct does exist in everybody and, secondly, thatmost, if not all, of us indeed need to be prepared todo whatever it takes to protect the life of our ownchild or a loved one. Once we acknowledge the factthat this powerful resource of energy exists within

each of us, we must then decide how best to makeuse of it in a combative situation. The ideal goalwould be to fine‐tune this energy into an on‐and‐off switch that we can control. If all options toavoid and escape, verbally dissuade, loophole, orposture fail and the situation is about to becomecombative, then your initial introduction into thealtercation must be significant. It must make use of the three essential ele‐ments of speed, surprise, and aggression. These el‐ements combined with the willingness to dowhatever it takes to win the fight are what make upthe essential core or power base of the Vital Pyra‐mid, that being our mindset. The next element weneed to add to this equation once the decision hasbeen made to be preemptive is our tactics, which inthis case are preemption and continuous attackwith forward pressure. This is the exact pointwhere the switch is flipped on and vehemence isbrought to bear. Skills are the physical tools thatwe employ to end the combative situation and ter‐minate the threat quickly and clinically. Here is a drill that you can practice that willallow you to put all these elements together. It willrequire an impact shield held by a partner. Youstrike the shield with a continuous attacking se‐quence that employs the same basic gross motorstrikes covered earlier. Start the attack with twocycling hammerfist strikes as you move forwardand flow into a series of ax hand and elbow strikes,finishing with a side‐on clinch and knee strike. Thisdrill is used only to illustrate the concept of whatI’m talking about. Once you have that, you canapply it to any attacking sequence that you favor. The aim of this drill is to practice flipping theswitch on and off. For those who have difficulty inswitching on their aggression, you will need to addthe most powerful resource at your disposal, andthat is the use of your mind through visualizationor mental imagery. Close your eyes before the drilland imagine whatever it takes for you to flip on theswitch, and then blitz the pads with your continu‐ous assault for no more than three to five secondswith as much vehemence as you can muster. Thenswitch it off as you finish. The objective is to createa controlled explosion of anger. 
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Vehemence Drill Here are illustrated examples of a continuousattacking drill that can be used to practice switch‐ing on short bursts of controlled aggression. Addvisualization to the drills and try to muster asmuch emotional content as possible. 
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From a nonaggressive fence, throw two cycling offhand face smashes to
hammerfist strikes. 

Using the same open-hand strike, flow straight into a sequence of
elbow to ax hand strikes using maximum aggression and forward pres-
sure. (Drill continued on the next page.)
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DEALING WITH MULTIPLE ASSAILANTSThe priority in any potentially violent situationis always to avoid and escape. Being switched onand aware will allow you to spot most confronta‐tions before they start. In a multiple‐assailant situ‐ation where escape is not available, your onlyoption is to be preemptive. If you wait to be at‐tacked in the hope that you will be able to defendand then counter, you will end up hospitalized orworse. For every second that you delay, you willend up fighting on more than one front. When theyattack, it will be all at once, and it will be ferocious.Your only chance is to hit first and to keep hittinguntil there is no more threat. You need to be single‐minded in your attacksand target selection. Attack the eyes, throat, jaw,and groin with vicious intent. Though the odds arestacked against you, don’t succumb to negativethinking—determined tenacity is the order of theday. Remember, numbers alone give the attackersthe advantage that they need to overcome a singledefender. The overall confidence of the pack/groupmentality can be destroyed when you effectivelyincapacitate one or more of them very quickly. 
Using Your OptionsAwareness is the greatest self‐defense tool atour disposal. As said repeatedly in this book, yourbest option is always avoidance and escape. Youneed to be street smart when you are out andabout. The following scenario will give you a goodidea of how being street smart could really saveyour tail in a mass attack situation. 1. Picture yourself in a crowded, noisy bar. Thefirst intelligent thing to do is to position your‐self where you can be approached from thefront only. For example, you place your back tothe bar or seat yourself with your back to thewall in a position from which you can see a po‐tential threat ahead of time. 2. Your next action is to identify where your exitsare, as they offer you an escape route. 3. Make a mental note of who is with whom. A ca‐sual glance over a rowdy group of people cantell you a lot about their body language, whomight be a potential threat, and who is withhim/them. 
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4. Also note the location of anything that could beused as an improvised weapon—an ashtray, aglass bottle, a chair, and a barstool all make ex‐cellent equalizers if the need arises. Here’s the scenario: You’ve just witnessedsome bloke headbutt another patron unconsciousat the end of the bar. As soon as the victim hits thefloor, the attacker and his mate proceed to kick theman senseless, and the whole affair is over in sec‐onds. Then the initial aggressor starts to lookaround the room to see who was watching and justhappens to make eye contact with you. Becauseyou had the audacity to make eye contact with him,he considers you a suitable candidate for his sec‐ond victim. He makes his approach, which can onlybe frontal as you have positioned yourself withyour back to the bar. After what you have just witnessed, you areaware that this is the start of a potentially violentconfrontation. You must act now! You have alreadyscoped the exits; knowing that you cannot escape,you must act as soon as he approaches. Most fightswill start with talking. As soon as he is in range, hebegins to run his mouth to disguise his attack.Don’t talk, yell, cuss, or push; just attack and hithim first. In this case, you smash him in the facewith the heavy ashtray that you noticed earlier andplaced next to you at the bar. This was a good shot.The first bloke is completely out of the game. If his mate enters the fray, the encounter willnow be one on one, much better odds than the ear‐lier two‐on‐one option. In this case, you managedto catch hold of the first assailant you hit with theashtray before he hit the floor. Using him as a bar‐rier between you and his mate, you ram himstraight into the second aggressor, shoving himbackward into the nearest sharp edge. From hereyou do a 50‐yard dash straight to and through thenearest exit to make your escape. Your escape without injury was only possiblebecause you were aware and street smart. Thisscenario was fictional, but it is a plausible exampleof how having a game plan can save your hide.We’re not talking about being paranoid here, juststreet smart. If you practice this line of thinkingwhen you are out and about, it will soon become ahabitual and natural part of your behavior, just likerelaxed awareness. 

Practical Drills

Two against OneIn any situation where you are facing morethan one individual, it is vital that you gain a prior‐ity position. In the early interview stages of a con‐frontation (those vital few seconds before thephysical starts), it is probable that one of them,usually the mouthy one, will engage you with somekind of introductory dialogue from a frontal posi‐tion while his accomplice will move out to yourflank in an attempt to blindside you with the clas‐sic sucker punch. Once you add the side effect oftunnel vision bought on by adrenal stress, youwon’t even realize this is happening until it is toolate and you have been punched. From here, the second aggressor will join in al‐most instantly, and the situation will quickly be‐come critical. The obvious solution is to controlboth of them by using your fence. Understand thatwhen doing so, your fence is now divided and isonly 50 percent as effective because you must nowcontrol two fronts. This is why the need to be pre‐emptive is so vital—every second that you delay,you risk fighting on more than one front. Fightingtwo people at the same time is very difficult even ifyou possess the skills needed to do it. But fightingtwo people singly, by taking each one out with aclinical preemptive strike, is relatively easy if youhave the resources—the confidence and aggres‐sion—to hit first and hit hard. The ideal when dealing with two individuals isto keep them in front of each other so that you areall positioned in a single line. You do this by posi‐tioning yourself to the flank of your frontal subjectjust as the second individual attempts to move toyour side. This will allow you momentary controlof the one in front while allowing you to keep theother one in plain view. Of course, this movementfor control should only happen once, before actionis taken, to either posture aggressively in an at‐tempt to end the situation without violence or tohit first and follow up as needed before makingyour escape at the first available opportunity. 
Priority Positioning DrillThe first drill to practice with this aim in mindinvolves three students, one playing the defenderagainst two potential aggressors who will use verbal
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role‐playing with frequent attempts to get to the de‐fender’s blind side. The defender will counter withthe above‐described method, accompanied bystrong verbal commands in an attempt to create averbal boundary. No physical contact will take place,other than an occasional shove if one of the aggres‐sors touches your lead fence hand. The sole purposeof this drill is to develop the priority positioning thatwill allow you to be proactive in controlling the situ‐ation. The participants rotate roles so that all get topractice defensive priority positioning.
Clinch and Relocate Position Drill 1: 
Footwork OnlyThis drill also requires three people and isworked from the same starting position as the lasttwo‐on‐one scenario. This time you have not hadthe chance to attack first, and one of the subjectshas made the first move against you. The aggres‐

sive action could come from either of them andcould be an attempted shove, grab, or suckerpunch. The thing to bear in mind is that as soon asthe physical action starts, the second aggressorwill attack immediately. Therefore, your responseshould be to drop your head and cover it by raisingyour arms as you rapidly close on one of the attack‐ers, tying him up in a Thai‐style neck clinch. Theclinch can be on either the one who made the movetoward you or the second guy, whomever you canget hold of first. From the clinch, you will zoneaway from the second aggressor, again placingyourself in a position from which you are dealingwith one while watching the other. This drill is performed as a progression by firstpracticing the footwork, clinching, and zoningaway from the second guy who is attempting to getbehind you. Zone away from both positions shownand then switch roles with your partners. 
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Working off the fence, clinch the neck of whoever is closest to you and
zone away from the second aggressor so that you are dealing with one
while looking at the other.

In real life, as soon as you zone to relocate your position, you would
headbutt and knee the guy you are holding, but for this drill just zone
away from the second man as he tries to close in on you. Repeat two or
three times to get the hang of positioning.



Clinch and Relocate Position Drill 2: 
Add StrikingIt is from this zoned position that you will bemauling your clinched subject with rapid head‐butts, knees, and elbows the whole time he is in theclinch. From here, you shove him into the secondsubject in order to escape or re‐engage. Pressure isadded to the practice by having the aggressor, who

is wearing boxing gloves or a pair of focus pads,throw all‐out punches at your head. Cover yourhead and close for the clinch while throwing rapidshots into your clinched, body‐armored aggressor.Zone away two or three times as you practice yourverbal boundary and posturing skills: “Stay back!Stay where you f**king are!” Then shove one ag‐gressor into the other and make good your escape. 
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“Headhunt” immediately with a good solid shot to the head. From this
side-on position, the brain will bounce violently inside the skull. Your ob-
jective here is a solid knockout. Think, “impact with attitude!” 

2-on-1 Flanking Drill 

Here you are facing two potentially hostile subjects, and escape and de-
escalation are no longer options. A physical attack is imminent. The best
advice here would be to be proactive. Move explosively to the outside of
the closer subject, flanking him hard as you grab a limb. 
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In my experience, I can tell you that when you drop the first fucker quickly, you are left with three possible responses from the second subject. (1) He
will momentarily freeze like a deer in the headlights but will still be in range to hurt you. 

(2) He gets his head on it. My advice here is to blitz him without delay, striking preemptively and following up as necessary. The second response is fa-
vored, but don’t rely on it. Here he backs up like he’s been tasered in the bollocks. In this case, reinforce his decision with strong physical and verbal
boundaries as you extract yourself from the situation. 
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(3) When the second subject headhunts and attacks immediately (in which case he was going to anyway), cover your head and crash in! 

From here, go straight to your close-quarter weapons and take him apart. Tactically, flanking has allowed you to go one on one, which is much better
than two on one with you in the middle! 



This is last resort stuff—if you haveended up on the ground with anassailant, then you have made amistake and you will have to makethe best out of a bad situation andquickly. In the worst‐case scenario,when both your opponent and youhave ended up on the ground, your priority is toget into a dominant position from which you canhurt your opponent and get back onto your feet asquickly as possible. There are many reasons whyyou should never get caught grappling if you canavoid it, but here are just three that come to mind. First of all, if the person you are on the groundwith has a weapon, a blade in particular, the firstthing that you are likely to know is when it is stick‐ing out of a part of your anatomy. Second, thechances are extremely high that the subject willhave mates that will be only too eager to join in agame of let’s kick his head off. In fact always as‐sume that any potential aggressor is possiblyarmed and will most likely have accomplices. Last,but not least, is the environment. It will be a far cryfrom a nicely matted dojo. There may be brokenglass, uneven curbs, dog shit, or who knows whatelse down there. It is not where you want to be—trust me on that. 

A common saying in self‐defense circles is that8 out of 10 fights will go to the ground, I don’t nec‐essarily agree with that. I believe if you have goodawareness and a practiced game plan, most situa‐tions can be dealt with in a much more clinical waythrough the merits of preemption. But it is true tosay that if neither combatant is down after the firstor second blow, there is a good chance that it willgo to vertical or stand‐up grappling. It will end upthat way out of sheer desperation due to the factthat neither will want to be hit and will grab holdin an attempt to close the other down and there‐fore take away his attacking capability. Vertical
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Multiple puncture wounds could confirm your first inclination that your
assailant has a weapon. 

STREET
GRAPPLING

CHAPTER 8 !



grappling at extreme close quarters will be yourlast chance to finish the fight before it hits theground. That’s why it is vitally important that youbecome comfortable in this range. In fact, just be‐fore you both close to vertical grappling is what isoften called trapping range. It is here that you canuse your most effective body weapons: your head‐butts, knees, and elbows. If the fight is not endedhere, the range will quickly close and a push/pullmanic struggle will ensue, followed by both com‐batants hitting the ground. Once you hit the floor, you are in a horizontalgrapple that will be both scary and exhaustingparticularly if you are in unfamiliar territory. Insuch a situation, you are most definitely not inter‐ested in the textbook arm bar technique, and thetap system simply does not exist. Here you needto gain as dominant a position as you can, and asquickly as you can, in order to inflict as much painand injury as is necessary to allow you to get backto your feet and escape before anyone else getsinvolved. Here I have taken a few ideas from theold‐time wrestler’s illegal techniques, such as fishhooking the mouth and gouging the eyes. I havealso drawn from the Filipino art of kina mutai,which, as you recall, is the art of biting, gouging,and tearing. 

Before we deal with the ground grapplingdrills, let’s look at a couple of other relevant as‐pects. First of all, the most common way that bothcombatants will end up on the ground is from thevertical grappling push/pull scenario I’ve alreadymentioned. One other way is when your aggressoractually attempts to take you to the ground bytackling your legs in a rugby‐style takedown. Thisis a common attack, particularly if your opponentis big and strong, as he will usually prefer to utilizehis superior weight and size by either taking youdown via a tackle or by picking you up and slam‐ming you to the ground with either a bear hug orsome kind of headlock attack. That’s why youshould always strive to be preemptive, but if theworst happens and you have to react defensively tosome kind of grab or hold, it is vital that you reactwith aggressive urgency because it will progressalmost instantly to an attempt to force you into aposition that will be less favorable for you, whichwill likely end with you on the ground. Remember, a fight is a constantly moving strug‐gle; nothing is static. If you can’t avoid the fight,then act immediately. Refer to earlier chapters fordealing with common holds and grabs. For now, wewill look at how to deal with the common double‐leg takedown, or rugby tackle. 
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DEALING WITH A TACKLE/SINGLE-DOUBLE
LEG TAKEDOWN: EXAMPLE 1The way that we deal with the tackle will de‐pend mainly on just how early we catch it. Bear inmind that most confrontational situations willstart from less than two feet away; therefore, yourreaction time is limited. Assuming that you see thetackle coming before contact is made, the counterwe use is called sprawling. This is common toshoot wrestling and is done by sprawling back with

both legs by simply un‐weighting your feet andthrowing both legs back and out of reach as you fallforward, catching yourself by landing with bent el‐bows onto your opponent’s shoulders on eitherside of his head. You need to create an apex withyour arms and use them to strike incidentally intothe brachial plexus region of the neck as he comesin. From here, place one hand flat on the back of hishead and drive him face‐first into the ground, leav‐ing you with the option to follow up with your feetand/or escape. 
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DEALING WITH A TACKLE/SINGLE-DOUBLE
LEG TAKEDOWN: EXAMPLE 2Here we will assume that the subject hascaught your legs and you are on your way down tothe ground. The first thing is to tuck your chin intoyour chest and take your hands straight to hishead, with one hand holding the back of the headas the fingers of your other hand make straight forthe eyes in a ripping and gouging motion. This way, right from your very first ac‐

tion, you are hurting the subject and placinghim on the defensive. From here, change theposition of your hands so that you have oneon his chin and the other on the back of hishead. Twist the head in a fast‐turning motion,as if turning a steering wheel. Rotate him offyou to one side, leaving you with the optionto either roll off in the opposite direction andescape or roll with him and take the mountposition, thereby finishing the situation withbasic strikes. 
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THE SNATCH TAKEDOWNThe ideal in any physical confrontation is foryou to remain standing over your floored subjectwith you in complete control of the situation. Thisis why the main focus of what we teach at UC in‐volves striking preemptively and following up untilthe threat is floored. One excellent method thatwill ensure this is a takedown from Greco‐Romanwrestling called the “snatch.” I have used this effec‐tively in a number of live situations and it hasnever failed me. It comes into play if the person, forwhatever reason, is still on his feet after your ini‐tial strike. As always in such a case, the first strikewill precede a continuous attack that will usually

involve using the head, knees, or elbows. The snatch tends to work well after a kneestrike to the groin from a Thai‐style clinch, regard‐less of whether you land the strike or if he movesaway just before your strike lands by throwing hiships back instinctively. He will still offer you thesame response of bending forward by making hisbody pike. It is at this moment that you would usethis energy to continue his forward momentum bysnatching him straight down face‐first into thefloor via the back of his head, neck, or clothing.From here, you can move to his flank and slightlybehind, which in itself is psychologically moredominating. You now have the option to finish withyour feet with a volley to his face and/or escape. 
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Put in a knee strike from a Thai clinch, finishing with a snatch takedown.
From here, you have the option to finish him with your feet or escape. 

The snatch is a great skill for inflicting environmental damage. Snatch-
ing someone face-first into the floor speaks for itself, as does applying
the same into a vertical structure such as a corner, an edge, or, as in
this example, a wall! 



PINNING FOR CONTROLOne way to get back on your feet as quickly aspossible from a ground position is through the pin.There are a number of different ways in which to pinthe subject in order to obtain a dominant position.In this text I will cover three pins: the scarf hold,mount, and cross side. Even those with absolutelyno grappling experience or training may recallcrude variations of the pins from their school days. My first grappling experience was at the backof a school playing field, where you would oftensee two lads having a scrap to sort out their differ‐ences. In those days, all the kids would circlearound to watch two boys fight, and most timesboth would end up on the ground in a frantic strug‐gle for dominance, most likely ending up with aninstinctive, crude variation of either the scarf holdor the mount. 
Scarf HoldThis basically is a neck‐and‐head lock that isapplied as you lie on your side next to your oppo‐nent, who’s in a prone position. Place your rightarm (left if working from the opposite side of thebody) around the opponent’s neck while he is lyingon his back and then grab hold of either his cloth‐ing or your own right knee to secure the hold inplace. Place his left arm under your left armpit andbring your right knee close to his face while yourleft leg sprawls out hurdler style behind you inorder to provide you with a strong, secure base.Keep your own head low and bear in mind thatfrom this position, as with all pins, you will belooking to strike and return to your feet as quicklyas possible. 

MountHere you are basically straddling the subject’sbelly or chest, sitting on him with all your weightas you grip tightly with your feet and legs. Ofcourse, both the scarf hold and mount are merely atransition to allow you to finish the fight and es‐cape. Therefore, once you are in the mount posi‐tion, you are looking to attack quickly and finish,not to hold on for the duration. 
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The scarf hold in action.



Cross SideAs the name suggests, you are lying across thesubject’s body, momentarily pinning from a positionof dominance before you can transition to an attack.In all cases, any of these positions of dominance ap‐pear only fleetingly before an attacking option isemployed in order to get back to your feet ASAP! 

Scarf to Mount to Cross-Side DrillThis drill is a progression. Start by holding apartner down in a left‐side scarf hold. While stay‐ing close to your partner, quickly move to themount position and then on to the right side cross‐side hold. Make the transition into each position assmooth as possible. Once you have the drill down,have your partner stop being compliant and havehim struggle against you. Build up to an all‐outstruggle and have your partner add aggressive ver‐balization, such as “Get the f**k off me!” This al‐lows you to get a feel of just how different this feelsto its sporting/competitive counterpart. In thisdrill, you’ve got to work hard to maintain domi‐nance. In an unforgiving concrete environment,you will quickly realize why you do not want to endup on the ground on the street. 
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Top right, middle, and bottom. Stay tight and close and move
swiftly from one pin to the next. 
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Striking from the PinWorking from the above drill, start with thescarf hold. Your best options for hurting the subjectand getting to your feet as quickly as possible—which is always your objective—are rapid multipleheadbutts, multiple open‐handed strikes with yourfree hand, eye gouges with the thumb of your freehand, and bites on the soft areas of the face, suchas the nose, chin, lips, and eyebrows. From themount, you are looking at fast multiple strikes,

such as cycling hammer‐fist blows, while you ma‐nipulate the head and face with the opposite handby using an off‐hand palm strike. Other options in‐clude multiple ax hand strikes to either side of theface and neck or crisscross straight punching, mul‐tiple elbows and headbutts, neck cranking, and en‐vironmental damage by smashing the headrepeatedly on the floor. Here are some examples of attacking offen‐sively from the pins: 
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Gouge an eye and then repeatedly headbutt. 

Bite the face and then crank the neck. Repeatedly smash the head into the ground. 
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From the mount position, go straight to your guns and hit
with cycling hammerfist strikes.

A neck crank and a floor smash follow. 
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Above left, bottom left and above. When the subject instinctively covers
to guard, clear the arms to gain attachment and then cycle repeatedly. 

Gouge both eyes. 
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From cross-side options, include kneeing the head and midline targets. 

Elbow the face. Bite soft-tissue targets. 
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ESCAPE FROM THE SCARF HOLDIf you find yourself caught in a scarf hold, yourfirst priority should be to limit damage to yourselfby covering your face. Then you reach over his head
for the philtrum control under the nose, which willallow you to yank his head back, and as the sayinggoes, where the head goes, the body will follow.This action will pull him over and expose the throatfor a strike, which will allow you to escape the hold. 
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Starting from the scarf hold position, reach over your opponent’s head and grab under his nose. Next pull hard on the philtrum to force the head
back and expose the throat for striking.

For the drill, once his head is back, you can manipulate your body free by “shrimping out” into a position from which you can execute the scarf hold.
For practices, alternate roles with your partner. 
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ESCAPE FROM THE MOUNTThe most likely danger you will face if you areon your back with someone sitting on your chest inthe mounted position is multiple punches to thehead or the infamous “ground and pound.” In thisscenario, you are in danger of your subject strikingand punching your head with his continuous attackfrom the dominant mount position. The priorityhere is to limit damage, so the first thing is to closeyour jaw tight, raise your head off the floor, andcover your face and head tightly with your handsand forearms. Keep your hands moving, as if youare vigorously washing your hair. Understand thatit is very likely that you will take one or moreshots, but if you get your head covered, you willlimit the damage and impact. The next thing to do is to brace your position

by bringing both feet close to your backside anddropping both elbows into the groin area. Buck ex‐plosively upward with your hips, throwing yoursubject forward so that he has to catch himself onhis hands or risk falling on his face. This will bring him closer to you and allow youto grab hold of him and bring your face into hischest region, preferably the nipple area but what‐ever you can get. From here hold tight and bite un‐interrupted as hard and vigorously as you can. Usethe incisor cutting teeth at the side of your mouthand shake your head like a pit bull as you do so.Your subject’s desperate reaction to this will be todistance himself from the source of pain as quicklyas possible, so he will pull away from you. As hedoes so, use his momentum and shove him off withyour hands or feet. Get back to your feet ASAP tore‐engage or escape. 
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Cover your head and brace your feet close to your backside, and then drive both elbows explosively into the groin.

From here, thrust upward with your hips to buck your subject forward. 
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Grab hold of him and pull him in close as you climb up his body to his nipple line. From this uninterrupted position, bite down hard while vigorously
shaking your head. 

As he pulls away, push him off so that you can get back to your
feet ASAP.

From here, you can finish off your attacker with your feet, or
you can escape. 



FIGHTING FROM THE FLOORIt is important in your training that you coverevery eventuality. In this case, we are talkingworst‐ case scenario, where you are on the groundand the subject is still on his feet and baying foryour blood. It may be that you have been knockedto the floor or that you have simply lost your foot‐ing and slipped. In either case, your priority is toget back up on your feet as quickly as possible. Here we will be looking at several drills forteaching you how to fight from the floor. The firstinvolves fending from the floor by resting, face up,on your elbows or hands and butt as you trackyour opponent, moving as he moves while kickingout manically at his lower legs with the heels ofboth feet. 

Fighting from the Floor, Drill 1To practice this drill, have your training partnerhold a strike shield low against his legs as he movesaround you, trying to close in as you strive to keephim away by kicking out. 

As soon as you create just enough space, getback up on your feet by rolling back and away fromyour partner. Maintain a good degree of visualawareness as you look all around you, 360 degrees.Work the drill for two minutes and then switchroles with your partner. 
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Support your weight on both hands or lean slightly farther back onto
both elbows. Be sure to track your target with your feet and kick out as
soon as there’s something to hit. 

Take up the position shown, offering the bottoms of both feet to any tar-
get that presents itself. As your partner moves around you in all direc-
tions, track him with your feet until he closes, at which point you kick out
to the shield with both feet. As an alternative to the pad, have your part-
ner wear shin pads for protection and a full-face head guard as you
strive for a stopping head shot. Make this a progression as you work up
to an all-out scenario.



Fighting from the Floor, Drill 2In this drill, we are assuming that you aredown on one or both knees in front of the subject.Perhaps you have caught a sucker punch and mustnow regain the initiative, or you may have slippedand ended up on the ground. Have a partner hold apad on the front of his thigh just above the kneeand put in an elbow strike while pulling in on the

back of the knee as the elbow strikes the pad. Fromhere move the hand from the back of the kneedown to the back of his ankle while the elbow‐striking arm moves just below the front of hisknee, jerking the joint backward as you pull for‐ward on the ankle, taking him down to the ground.Get back to your feet and finish by stomping onyour felled opponent’s ankle. 
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Here you are on the ground with your opponent attacking your from above. You take him to the ground by jerking his knee backward while pulling
his ankle forward.
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Finish the fight with your feet by stomping on his ankle. 

Regaining the initiative from a kneeling position, land a heavy elbow strike to his thigh. Using a push-pull action with your arms, pull on the back of
his ankle as you blast the thigh forward with your elbow strike and take the subject down to the ground. Get back to your feet quickly. 





In America unarmed combatives is reallyonly considered for use as a last resort. Forexample, if you have no weapon and noless‐than‐lethal option available, then un‐armed combatives may be used to buy youenough time to acquire a weapon or a less‐than‐lethal alternative. Look at law en‐forcement and executive protection professionalsabroad, and you will find that the first line of protec‐tion is a chemical spray or a baton unless circum‐stances dictate the threat or use of lethal force, inwhich case a firearm would be drawn. For civiliansin the United Kingdom, where I live, the rules of en‐gagement are very different—we are not allowed tocarry any purpose‐designed weapon or anythingadapted to be used for the sole purpose of aweapon. With that said, in dire circumstances whereyou feel that you are in danger for your life or safety,it is perfectly acceptable to use anything you canfind as an improvised weapon in an emergency. The key to using an improvised weapon is that itwill be of use only if it is already available in yourstrong hand and is accompanied by an alert andswitched‐on state of awareness and the intention touse the weapon. A set of car or door keys can andshould be held in your hand, ready to use in prepa‐ration to enter your car or house as quickly and effi‐

ciently as possible, accompanied by a good sense ofawareness. This should be considered street‐smartself‐protection. For example, a woman is returningto her car after a hard day at the office, and the envi‐ronment has changed since she parked earlier thatmorning in that it is now dark and the parking lot issomewhat deserted. She should be holding her keysin her strong hand, ready to be to be used for slash‐ing or stabbing. If an attacker approaches, her firstresponse should be to use the keys as a weapon.There are many everyday items that could beused as improvised weapons. The main items we
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Shown is an array of improvised weapons: a coin wallet, a tactical pen,
cell phone, keys, a rock, and a beer bottle. The first four items could be
everyday personal carry tools, whereas the rock and the bottle would be
considered tools of opportunity.
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are going to cover in this book are keys, pens, andcell phones, any of which could come in very handyif you find yourself needing an equalizer. The thingto remember about the items mentioned is thatthey are not weapons by design nor have they beenconverted in any way to be used as a weapon, butthey could be used should the need arise. 
KEYSKeys can be used in a variety of ways, but forthis example we are going to use a single key in asimple manner in order to keep things simple. I gotthis method of using a single key from Kelly Mc‐Cann, and you can refer to it in his excellent in‐structional video Minimum Damage, Maximum

Effect, available from Paladin Press. This methodrequires a single car key or Yale‐type door key thatis held along the index finger of your stronger handwith no more than half an inch of the end protrud‐ing, which is trapped in place with the thumb.From here, the weapon can be used in a slashingand stabbing fashion to the soft target areas of theface, throat, and groin. 

Key SequenceThis sequence is employed from a very natu‐ral and unobtrusive position of preparation: holdthe key in your dominant hand, as you normallywould.
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The proper way to hold a key in a defensive posture. Preemptive weapon/tool access is the most important factor here; other-
wise the skill is redundant.



Understand that if escape is impossible, youmust be prepared to follow up immediately. Aswhen using any weapon of opportunity, you can re‐peat the technique, as well as integrating with yourhard skill strikes. In this next example of using a key as an impro‐vised weapon, an array of slash and stabs to the fa‐cial area can be followed up with a good spike kickto the groin, employing the high‐low principle asjust one example. 
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Employ a short, sharp stab/slash to a soft facial target, aiming in the
general direction of an eye. 

The best tactic here is to “stun and run.” As soon as you trigger
that recoiling defensive reflex, take off! 



VARIOUS GRIPSBelow are various grips being used to hold im‐provised weapons.
PenA pen can be applied in various ways for strik‐ing and creating intense pain using either thepointing or hammer grip. The following photos il‐lustrate several examples. 
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The hammer grip applied to a cell phone, pen, and rock.

The pointing grip used to wield a pen as an improvised weapon.

Here a tactical pen held in the hammer grip is used to escape extreme
close quarters by jamming it into a soft-tissue target, creating pain and
distance for a more impactful follow-up if need be! 
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Stabbing the pen sharply down onto the hand to release a grip and then
following up with a nice, fast headbutt will put you in a good position to
end this situation, following up with a strike if needed. 

Effect a quick release from extreme close quarters by ramming the point
of this sharp pen straight up the nose. 

Apply the pointing grip under the chin to get the head back sharply. This
will take your attacker’s attention upward and off a good hard knee to
the groin as your follow-up.



Cell Phone SequenceIn this sequence we are taking our basic grossmotor strikes and applying them to an improvisedweapon: a cell phone. Use a fast, linear strike withthe top edge of the phone into the throat or face. 
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Use the bottom edge of the phone for a series of cycling (hammer-fist)
strikes until the threat is eliminated. Note that both of these sequences
can flow together from one to the other. 

1

2

1

2

3



StoolIn this sequence, we can see how a stool orchair can be used as a barrier against an attemptededged‐weapon attack, which could be with a knifeor a broken bottle. The legs of the stool can bethrust at your attacker’s throat and groin by an‐gling the chair accordingly. 
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Using a stool as a barrier between you and an edged weapon. Angle the stool and thrust out at your assailant if he attempts to close on you. 





The most important factor relatingto striking—next to actually beingfirst and ferocious—is the deliveryof impact. It’s all very well gettingyour shot in before the other guy,but it’s no good if your strike lackspower and is ineffective. The ob‐jective of your preemptive strike (if no other op‐tion exists) is to hit first and get away, therebyending the situation quickly by preventing furtherphysical response. Of course, if that one shot is notenough, it becomes the first strike of a continuousattack until the threat is over. The aim is to hit yoursubject hard enough to either knock him out orknock him down. At the very least, we want tocompletely readjust his attitude so that he then be‐comes less committed to continuing the attack. The following two concepts, the waist twist andthe drop step, are basically two sides of the samecoin. Both methods incorporate dropping yourbody weight behind your strike to maximize im‐pact. The first technique involves the twisting of thewaist as you move in the direction of your strike.This comes into play with most rear‐hand strikes.Impact power is delivered to your strikes andpunches by using a combination of this waist twist

along with what’s called the “drop step” or the“falling step.” The late, great boxing champion JackDempsey developed this concept. It is basically amethod that allows you to drop your body weightbehind your punch/strike to give it knockoutpower. Instead of providing step‐by‐step instruc‐tion in how to perform the drop step, I will quotefrom a conversation that Dempsey had with asports writer just before his famous fight with an‐other great boxer of that era, Gene Tunney.Dempsey described his use of the drop step appliedto a straight left punch, what he called his left jolt: 
“Once inside the ring, you start the fight by
pointing your left great toe toward the target
and then taking a long, falling step toward
the target while simultaneously shooting a
half-opened left shot. Then, as the relaxed left
hand speeds towards the target, suddenly
close the hand with a convulsive grabbing
snap. Make that work, and the other fellow
should drop like a pole-axed steer.” This quote describes it better than I ever could.The point to grasp is the explosive step forwardthat allows your entire body weight to fall behindwhatever strike you favor. 
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While most strikes will bring into play both thewaist twist and the drop step to give them power,some require more from one method than theother. For example, a cupped hand slap off the rearhand will acquire its power from approximately 25percent drop step and 75 percent twisting action ofthe waist as you move in the direction of yourstrike, taking your body weight through the target,whereas the hammerfist blow from a hands‐held‐high kind of fence will acquire up to 75 percentfrom dropping your body weight forward (dropstep) and only 25 percent from the twisting actionof the waist. It is important to have a completegrasp of both of these methods for maximum im‐pact delivery. 

PREEMPTIVE STRIKING

“Understand that most of the time if you wait for
final confirmation that you’re going to be assaulted,

it will come in the form of injury to you.”—Kelly McCann
The IdealForgive my repetition here. As emphasizedthroughout this book, if there is no chance to avoidor escape a confrontation and you can’t talk yourway out and your instincts tell you that a physicalattack is imminent, your only option is to strikepreemptively. The ideal is to hit first, fast, and sohard that you either knock out your assailant,
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“Learn to hit f**king hard!” Geoff Thompson. 

1 2

43



knock him down, or change his mind about want‐ing any part of the physical side of you. Either ofthese options will create the opportunity for you toescape, which you should do without delay. If the situation has reached a point where aphysical response is all that separates you from get‐ting viciously assaulted and putting a clinical end tothe situation so that you can escape unharmed,then don’t think twice about it. Unleash your well‐practiced, main artillery preemptive strike with100 percent all‐out commitment and intention, andthen get out of there as soon as possible. 
The LawThe law in most places states that you may usereasonable force to defend yourself. However, whatconstitutes reasonable force and under what circum‐stances you may use it is open to discussion and mayhave to be decided by the courts. It is your responsi-

bility to know the applicable laws where you live.1. You have every right to use reasonable force todefend yourself against an unlawful attack. 2. You are equally entitled to use reasonable forceto prevent an unlawful attack on yourself, yourfamily, or your property. 3. Under Criminal Act 1967 in the United King‐dom, you can use reasonable force to preventan unlawful attack on anyone. 4. The claim of self‐defense is valid if the defen‐dant genuinely believed that he was being at‐tacked or was in imminent danger of attackand the response was proportionate to the per‐ceived threat. 5. If you are attacked, the courts will not expect youto calculate an exact amount of reasonable force. 6. If you perceive you are threatened, you are en‐titled to act in self‐defense and not be penal‐ized by the courts: “If the defendant makes agenuine mistake about the existence of athreat, he is entitled to rely on self‐defense as adefense even if no threat actually existed.” 7. By law you do not have to wait for the firstblow: A defendant need not wait until he (orshe) is struck before using force in his defense;as long as he has the “honest belief” that he is

about to be assaulted and/or his life is in dan‐ger.  The court of appeals has ruled that a de‐fendant is entitled to use self‐defense bystriking his assailant before he is struck; and inexceptional circumstances, arm himself againstan expected imminent attack. 8. Although you are expected to show reasonablerestraint, as a matter of law you are not obligedto retreat or show unwillingness to fight. 9. The law does not give a person permission tobeat up someone. A defendant’s actions mustbe proportionate to the perceived threat (whichis difficult to perceive under adrenal stress), butthere are two key things to determine here.First, was what you did necessary under the cir‐cumstances, or could you have escaped? If youcould have escaped, you should have. If the sub‐ject arrested your movement and would not letyou leave, as long as imminent assault was per‐ceived, then it was indeed necessary. Second,was your use of force in terms of physical re‐sponse reasonable? In other words, you shouldemploy a physical response that will allow youto end the situation without further harm andno more. As soon as the threat subsides or theopportunity to escape presents itself, you musthalt your response. It is most certainly notabout retribution.10. If the attack could be lethal, then the defendantis entitled to use extreme violence. 11. If a defendant is under attack and reaches forthe first available object, the use of that objectwill likely be deemed as reasonable. Everydayitems such as pens, keys, and rolled‐up maga‐zines can be used against an attacker. 12. In some places, it is illegal to carry anythingthat could be described as an offensive weapon. Point number 7 is most relevant to the discus‐sion of preemption. The law also clearly states that ifan antagonist is aggressive and moving forward in amanner that makes you fear for your safety, you canpreemptively strike in self‐defense. The key pointhere is that you genuinely feared for your safety andyou had the honest belief that your life was in dangerboth from a legal and moral perspective. 
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SELECTION OF EFFECTIVE STRIKES

“The firstest with the mostest is the bestest.”—Dan InosantoThe strikes we use in UC can be found in mostmartial arts and combative systems. There are a vari‐ety of strikes in the UC curriculum that utilize allyour body’s natural weapons—including openhands, closed fists, head, elbows, knees, and feet—and can be used in a variety of situations. The impor‐tant thing to understand here is that we are notsimply accumulating techniques. You want to be‐come competent in using all your natural weapons ina variety of ways, but then you should select the oneor two strikes that work best for you and train thembeyond the point of unconscious competence untilthey become a natural part of your being. You do this by prioritizing them in your train‐ing above all else. You practice thousands of strikeson impactive equipment over a long period. Youthen make your favorite technique/s your main ar‐tillery preemptive strike that then fits neatly intoyour game plan for situations in which preemptionbecomes your only available option. 
OPEN-HAND STRIKESI tend to favor open‐hand strikes over closed‐fistpunching, although I think that both methods havetheir place. Please note that as soon as you havegrasped an understanding of how each of the strikesis performed, from the very beginning you are en‐couraged to incorporate principles of the advancedlearning methods from neuro‐linguistic program‐ming (NLP), as discussed earlier. An example of thiswould be to visualize something in your mind, be‐fore each strike is delivered, that will help you to ac‐cess the fight state of mind—in other words, to helpsummon a controlled explosion of aggression. Thismay require a little practice, but it can be achieved.What you visualize to bring about this state of mindis up to you, but when you feel it, strive to harnessthe feeling and anchor it to the strike/s you practiceon the pads. So now, rather than just going throughthe motions, you are encouraged to use every physi‐cal and emotional fiber of your being, thus enablingyou to strike with bad intentions. This is what ismeant by “emotional content.” 

Chin JabThis was one of the primary attacking tools ofWorld War II combatives. It is similar to the palm‐heel strike found in many Asian martial arts. Thedifference with the chin jab is in the formation ofthe hand and the body mechanics with which it isdelivered. To form the correct hand position, imag‐ine that you are holding a grapefruit in your handwith your fingers spread apart and curled inward;this makes the hand into a platform for your target,which, in this case, is the chin and jawbone. Deliverthe strike straight up the centerline of your oppo‐nent, hitting directly under the chin with the heel ofyour hand from underneath his peripheral vision. 
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The chin jab strike comes straight up under the chin as you check the
aggressor’s arm, driving the head back, with the option to follow up into
the eyes with your clawed finger.



Method of PracticeThe chin jab is performed in much the same wayas a boxing upper cut. Keep a slight bend in yourlegs as you drop‐step forward and slightly to youropponent’s side. At the same time, you check theback of his upper arm for control and explosivelystraighten the legs as you throw the chin jab. Keepyour striking forearm close to your own body as youstrike. Perform the step, arm check, and strike si‐multaneously as your foot lands, delivering bodyweight behind your strike. As with all the strikes,you aim to deliver the impact through your target. 

Cupped-Hand BlowThis is basically an open‐hand slap that can beused in a variety of ways. The slight cupping of thehand is achieved by allowing the fingers andthumb to stay together in a relaxed curve. Thiscupping action magnifies the impact of the strike.The target area is the entire side of the head. Theear and the side of the neck are particularly vulner‐able targets, but anywhere on the side of the facewill produce a deep shock force to the central nerv‐ous system. This is due to the impact received bythe large number of nerve endings in the facialarea. This strike can also be thrown simultaneouslywith both hands. Deliver the blow to both ears orto both sides of your assailant’s neck. The cupped‐hand blow can also be delivered to the groin, strik‐ing in a multiple fashion as you check the arm tomaintain control.
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Here we see the chin jab in application from an overhead frontal view,
with the strike.

The cupped-hand blow employed to the ear.



Method of PracticeThe single strike can be thrown from a varietyof natural stances; an example would be to main‐tain range with your left‐lead fence hand whilekeeping your right striking hand down by yourside. From here, take a slight step forward and tothe left with your forward foot, moving you in thedirection of the strike. As you do this, whip in yourright‐side hip just before you swing your cuppedhand in a short, loose arc to your selected target.This will create slight recoil from the shoulder, al‐lowing full body weight to accompany your strike. From a natural position that allows you to con‐trol the space between you and your potential sub‐ject, simply throw the cupped‐hand blow from theside of your hip straight to the target, allowingyour body to move in the direction of the strike bywhipping in your hips just before the blow lands.To perform the strike from a shorter‐range, hands‐held‐high kind of fence, simply step the same wayas described above as you rotate your trunksharply to the left while maintaining your hands inthe high bent‐arm position. The sharp turn of yourupper body with allow you to impact through yourtarget with your cupped hand. 

Double SlapThe double slap is also known as the double‐ear‐box strike. This strike can be thrown from ahands‐down‐by‐your‐sides position straight to thetarget, which is basically both sides of his head, in‐cluding the ears. This is, of course, the higher levelof the force option, as your opponent’s equilibriumwill be destroyed and damage to one or botheardrums is likely to occur. This will feel like abomb is going off in his head. An alternative target is to strike both sides ofhis neck. This latter option is the preferredmethod of UK self‐protection expert JamieO’Keefe. If you throw the strike from a fence, youwill need to cock your hands slightly before youstrike. The best way to disguise this setup is toturn your palms out slightly as if talking in excla‐mation. You simply ask the subject a brain‐engag‐ing question that will also act as a trigger for yourattack. This will eliminate any indecision of whento strike on your part. This is just one way of em‐ploying artifice (deception) and is a good tactic touse with all your strikes. This kind of ploy shouldbe brought into play when you practice your strik‐ing on impact equipment. 
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The double slap is best set up by using dialogue as a distraction. Ask your opponent a question and use your hands to signal your agitation: “Look,
mate, what’s this about?” BAM.



Groin SlapPerform the groin slap by using the same foot‐work and arm check as employed for the chin jab.Step forward and slightly to the left as you grab theback of your subject’s upper arm and employ a fastslap up and under the fork between your oppo‐nent’s legs, impacting his groin hard multipletimes. You put in three slaps with forward pressureusing a short pendulum swing while snapping inyour hips behind each shot for maximum impactbehind each slapping strike.

Ax Hand BlowThe ax hand blow is also known as the edge ofhand blow and the chop. This is another majorweapon used in combatives and can also be foundin traditional karate and some styles of Chinesekung fu, among other martial arts. From a natural position, explode forward and trapthe arm as you strike your target without chamberingyour hands in any way. Follow up with further strikes.If necessary, there is the opportunity to follow up withfurther strikes from this position, turning your bodyinto each one. This is what’s referred to as a long axhand and is powered by a combination of drop stepand body torque. 
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Deliver the groin slap hard and fast multiple times. The ax hand blow can be very effective when delivered properly.



Method of Practice To create an ax hand, simply extend your fin‐gers and keep them together, and then extend yourthumb, which will prevent your hand from cuppingon impact. The ax hand employs the entire surfacearea from the edge of the hand along the ulna edgeof the forearm to just below the elbow as a strikingweapon. It can be used to strike in a variety ofways to a variety of targets, primarily the throat,sides and back of the neck, under the nose, bridgeof the nose, and forearms and wrists. 

Palm StrikeA palm strike is basically a clawed‐hand palmstrike and is also known as the tiger’s claw. To de‐liver this strike, hold your hand as if holding agrapefruit. You can deliver the strike in one of twoways. The first way is in a piston‐like motion, simi‐lar to the way it was delivered by W.E. Fairbairn,who was quoted as saying that, as a frontal attack,the tiger’s claw is the most logical strike ever de‐vised. The target for a frontal attack, as suggestedby Fairbairn, is the general jaw and facial area, im‐pacting hard with a clawed palm heel and leavingthe eyes as an incidental secondary target. Withthat said, your goal for this piston‐like strikeshould be to simply shake the brain through maxi‐mum impact—therefore, anywhere around thehead and skull will make a suitable target area. 
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This photo depicts the same strike up under the chin from a seated
position. 

A short ax hand to the windpipe area of the throat. This strike is delivered
in more of a short, straight line from wherever your hands happen to be,
straight into the target, and is as always accompanied by a drop step that
incorporates your full body weight behind the strike. 

The straight piston-like strike is similar to one taught by W.E. Fairbairn.



Regardless of the method employed, make thecorrect formation of the wrist and hand, strikingthe target with the hard palm heel. The secondmethod that is worth a mention here is the use of avery short‐range clawed palm into the face, in con‐junction with a short, sharp neck slap from behind,thereby  leaving a slight “half beat” between each inorder to get the double tap or “Styer’s beat” effect. Both methods have merit, but I personally likethe piston‐style better, and I like to use it as a multi‐ple strike by first striking with my strong rear handand following up by closing on my opponent in orderto clinch with him using my off hand to prevent hisretreat. I follow this by pumping two to three further

strikes into my target while maintaining my grip andusing forward pressure. My thinking here is to hithard, harder, hardest as I move forward replacing myaggressor’s footsteps with my own. As far as clinch‐ing is concerned, it really doesn’t matter what I grab:his shoulder, the back of his head, or even his cloth‐ing—all work fine as long as I can grip him and pre‐vent his retreat. This is a great method to use as a preemptiveattack, which will only cease when the man isdown, or as a reaction to a straight punch, afterwhich you would strive to cover, clear his arm, andcounter with multiple piston strikes while main‐taining your grip on whatever’s available. 
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This strike works very well from a tight range—think inside a phone box
and you will get the idea!
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Strike with the fist palm strike off the fence, then close to grab, and con-
tinue to fire in multiple strikes until the man is down. The aim is to re-
place his footsteps with your own. 
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Hammerfist Strike/CyclingFrom a hands‐high fence, this strike involvessmashing downward onto the target with the bot‐tom meaty edge of your closed fist. The fist isbrought down and through the target in one explo‐sive movement, as you drop your body weight andstep into the strike. Use the feeling of maintainingpressure through the target, as if trying to bringyour fist down to meet your own knee. I like to usemy other hand to check the person, as this pre‐vents him from getting away from me, allowing theopportunity to follow up. Recommended frontal targets include the pointof the chin, which provides a great knockout shotthat will really shake the brain, and also the top ofthe nose or the collarbone, which is probably theeasiest bone to break in the body. For the head tar‐gets you can check and pull on the back of yoursubject’s head with your free hand as you strikedown onto your target with the hammerfist. Thiswill cause a collision and increase the impact usingthe half beat idea previously mentioned. The checkhand pulls on the shoulder when striking downonto the collarbone. 
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From a hands-high fence, explode forward as you check the arm,
shoulder, or head, and hammerfist down and through your target. 



Method of PracticeA good follow‐up from the hammerfist is thechin jab followed by a knee strike, or you can justcontinue the attack with additional hammerfiststrikes, manipulating your target with your check‐ing hand. The latter method is called “cycling.” Oneexample would be to use a lead‐hand palm strikestraight into any available target and follow with ahammerfist strike. Continue the sequence as you

manipulate your opponent’s head with your offhand and continue to strike with the rear hammer‐fist, using both hands in a cycling fashion. For ex‐ample, your first strike hits your opponent’s face,making him turn away or bend over, in which caseyour off hand would go straight to the back of thehead. This would allow you to manipulate him intoplace for a strike with your hammerfist to the backof the head/neck, kidney, or spinal area. 
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Above: From a nonaggressive fence, throw two cycling off-hand palm
strikes claws to hammerfist strikes.

Right: Be sure to use maximum aggression and forward pressure. 

Opposite page: Cycling should be practiced with a partner holding a
shield. As you strike in a series of three to five attacks, your thinking
should be, hard, harder, hardest! 

1 2 3
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HeadbuttThe head tends to be used as a close‐quarterweapon to follow up a strike from the clinch. Thisway you create the head‐on collision effect: as bothyour hands grab the back of your opponent’s neckand pull his face sharply onto the top of your head,you drop‐step forward with your headbutt. The head can also be used as your primary pre‐emptive strike with or without the support of yourhands to pull. It works well from a hands‐held‐highfence, as you drop‐step forward, propelling yourbody toward your opponent, forcing your head tofollow in a whip‐like fashion through the target.You should aim just below your subject’s eye line,the nose being the most favored target. Be sure touse the area from your hairline to the top of yourhead as a surface for striking. Of course, you canuse the head to strike in a variety of ways, depend‐ing on your position relative to your subject. 
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The same series of multiple cycling attacks can be applied with the use of
an improvised weapon, such as a pen, TV remote, or cell phone (shown). 

Grab the back of the head/neck area of your opponent with one hand
on top of the other. Then pull with a sudden jerk as you drop your chin
and lurch forward with the top of your head. Both movements are per-
formed simultaneously as you impact the face.



Elbow StrikeThe elbow can be used from a variety of anglesto strike a variety of target areas. As a preemptivestrike, we will stick with just one simple method ofdelivery. The elbow is basically a close‐quarterweapon and is most often used as a follow‐up tool.With that said, it is also favored by many as a mainartillery strike. 
Method of Practice To use it from a hands‐held‐high, subservientkind of fence, simply drop step forward as you ar‐ticulate the tip of your rear elbow up and downonto your target with a muay Thai style, slashingmotion. The elbow strike is made even more effec‐tive if you use your lead fence hand to clinch andpull on the back of your opponent’s head or neck. From here, you can jerk your assailant forwardonto your advancing elbow, creating a head‐on col‐lision effect, which will maximize the impact of thestrike. Target areas for the elbow depend on thelevel of threat with which you are dealing. If this isyour weapon of choice, you need to realize just how

damaging a point of the elbow strike with your fullbody weight behind it can be. A full‐on strike to thechest, shoulder, or biceps area of the upper arm canhave a great disabling effect and completely shutdown one side of your assailant’s body. Target areas for the head can be anywherefrom the temple to the side of the neck, includingthe nose, cheekbones, orbital sockets, and jaw. Anelbow strike anywhere on the head will shake therecipient’s brain, which should be your objective. Afull body weight shot to any of these areas is goingto cause some serious damage. A better option might be to rake the elbowacross the face rather than go for the full‐on powershot. Then again, if the situation is severe enoughand the danger to you is great, don’t think twiceabout it—you may only get one shot, so make itcount. The other thing to consider is that the major‐ity of people who find themselves in such high‐stress situations will find that their decision‐making capabilities have been severely impaired,making the action of actually selecting a target be‐fore the strike practically nonexistent. In that case, Isuggest that once in range you simply throw thestrike, lift the tip of your elbow, and slash down‐ward in the general direction of the apex betweenthe side of the head and the shoulder. If you do this,you should achieve the desired effect. 
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From a nonaggressive fence, rapidly shift to an elbow strike.

1 2 3

Here the elbows are employed as a wheeling attack, very similar to the way John Styers, author of the classic Cold Steel, taught it in the 1950s. A fast
lead palm is followed by a slashing elbow, an ax hand, and a rear-slashing elbow. Employ the sequence with constant offensive forward pressure. 



Spiked ElbowAnother way in which we can use the elbowfrom a fence position is to spike straight into theface or center of body mass with the point of the
elbow. Here the strike is employed as a batteringram and can be very effective to create space if youare encroached upon or as a starter before attach‐ment and additional strikes. 
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Place your lead hand tight behind your head, as shown, keeping your biceps close to your cheek. Bring your right hand in front of your face to guard
and then spear forward with a drop step into and through your target. 

1 2

3 4



Knee StrikeThe knee is most frequently used as a follow‐up strike from an upright Thai boxing–style clinch.Simply grab the back of your opponent’shead/neck and fire in multiple rapid knee strikesusing the same knee or alternate knees into thegroin, which is the favored target of choice. Othertargets include the thighs, lower abdomen, ribs,and, in some cases, the head, which would be

pulled down onto your rapidly rising knee strike.Of course if the opportunity presents itself for aquick and powerful knee strike into the groin asyour initial preemptive attack, then seize the op‐portunity to land this fight‐stopping shot withouthaste, either by grabbing the neck as mentioned orby simply taking a short drop step forward fol‐lowed by exploding upward with the oppositeknee, straight in and through the target. 
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This is what Kelly McCann calls “walking violently.” 
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1 2 3

4 5
To walk violently, simply explode forward and
into your opponent’s low line with the knee
strike; your aim is to replace his footsteps with
your own. 
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Here is an example of the knee strike from a side-on clinch position. 



Spike KickThe spike kick is basically a toe punt kick,straight up into the pubic bone, striking the groinwith the tip of your shoe. From a hands‐held‐highfence, the kick is executed off either the rear or leadfoot with the leg held so that your thigh and shinform a fixed 90‐degree angle. The kick is not leveredfrom the knee like a traditional snap kick. Insteadthe whole leg is whipped straight up by lifting the

point of your toe straight up and under the groin. Often we will employ the high‐low principle inthis scenario, taking the subject’s attention up witha deceptive verbal and visual gesture, such as,“What’s up, mate?’ This will momentarily engagethe subject’s brain and take his attention upward,giving you the opportunity to kick his testicles upinto his throat via an immediate, explosive spikekick to the low line.
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Although the kick is not chambered in any way, it is preceded by a slight
step forward with the nonkicking leg. Use a slight step forward with the
lead foot when kicking off the rear leg and a slight step forward with the
rear foot when kicking off the lead leg. This allows you to “unweight” your
feet for a fast delivery. 



Shin KickThe shin kick is delivered by taking a slightstep forward with your nonkicking leg followed bystomping forward and slightly downward with theinside boot edge of your kicking foot. The kick isaimed at the subject’s shin anywhere from justabove the ankle to just below the kneecap. Thepurpose of the slight step preceding the kick is toallow you to get body weight and momentum be‐hind it. 
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Performed correctly, the shin kick will quite literally either blow the sub-
ject’s legs out from under him or severely hyperextend his knee, result-
ing in a fight-stopping injury.

This sequence shows an example of the shin kick used by a female vic-
tim to counter a hair grab. Place both hands on top of the subject’s hand
to trap it in place. From here, smash the inside edge of your boot
straight into his shinbone, being sure to drop body weight and stomp
through the target. 



Foot StompsFoot stomps are employed whenever your as‐sailant is floored. If the situation dictates that thefight be taken to a complete conclusion in order toprovide your only means of escape, then finishingwith your feet might seem advisable. However, Istrongly advise against stamping on your oppo‐nent’s head for a couple of reasons. First of all, theconsequences of stamping on someone’s face andhead, which is already flat against the ground,could well be lethal. In my time working on thedoors, I witnessed the result of such actions moretimes than I care to remember. To be honest, I have kicked people in the face

after flooring them, but only when the threat dic‐tated such action. But as far as stomping goes, youreally don’t need to target the head to secure agood result. Instead, I recommend that you targetthe limbs, in particular the ankle, if the situationdictates that you have to put this man down; keephim down and then stomp the ankle with all yourbody weight behind it to finish the job. If he can’tstand, he can’t follow. 
“I don’t care what drugs he’s taken; if I stamp 

that leg out, he’s got to crawl to catch me!”—Den Brinkley, leading close‐combat authority
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Take a slight step forward and then stomp down and through your opponent’s shinbone. 





Any preemptive strike should beintended as the first of a contin‐uous barrage of strikes thatoverwhelms the subject until heis either unconscious or, at thevery least, no longer combativein attitude! This action is backedup with aggressive forward pressure that willallow you to replace your subject’s footsteps withyour own. The objective is to create a complete rolereversal in your subject’s thinking, taking him frompredator to prey. Never assume that one strike willfinish the fight; just keep attacking until the threatis eliminated. Of course, the ideal is to land a pre‐emptive strike hard enough to create the opportu‐nity to escape, but you must always be fullyprepared to employ a continuous attack and tokeep on attacking until the man is down. This isyour contingency plan for the “what if factor”: · What if my first shot misses its target? · What if my strike lands but only staggers himslightly? · What if he’s a tough bastard and is still comingforward? · What if we end up in a clinch or, to use a moreapplicable term, “a stifled tangle?”

In all the above scenarios, the counter is al‐ways to attack first and keep attacking until thereis no more threat. You must train your priority pre‐emptive strike both in isolation and as part of acontinuous barrage of blows that will flow to‐gether seamlessly in combination designed tooverwhelm the subject both physically and men‐tally. As soon as you make the conscious decisionto attack first, the idea is that you are now switch‐ing roles with your subject: you go from potentialprey to predator. Destroy his balance by occupyinghis ground through the forward pressure of yourassault. One shot may well be all that it takes, butnever assume that it will by stopping to check outyour handiwork. Instead you must always be pre‐pared to continue until it’s over. We use the following methods in UC to practicecontinuous attack sequences. They are simply a va‐riety of strikes chained together into a logical flow.They are not set patterns or fixed in stone; they aresimply a learning method for applying our toolsthat can be interchanged as the student sees fit.How you use them will depend on a number of vari‐ables, including what best suits your body type, theavailable open targets, and how the subject reactsto the preceding strikes. 
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“Prepare for the Terminator
and everyone else will pale in
comparison!”

—Richard Dimitri



COMBINED ATTACKSA multiple striking attack could be any combi‐nation of strikes chained together and applied withforward pressure. The object is not to practice setpatterns but rather to learn to flow your strikes ina logical sequence that feels right to you but alsohas the flexibility to adapt to the ever‐changing en‐ergy offered by a resisting opponent. Here are justa few examples to consider. 1. Lead ax hand to rear chin jab followed by anelbow strike 2. Lead spiking elbow to a rear elbow, side clinchto knee to cycling hammerfist blows. 3. Thunderclap to headbutt, knee to groin, andsnatch to the ground. As you can see, any number of combinations ispossible. Just bear in mind the variables alreadymentioned and remember that a fight by its verynature is an ever‐changing, fast‐moving struggle.Therefore, learning how to flow and adapt in‐stantly as the situation changes is obviously anasset you should strive to acquire. Just take thecontinuous‐attack principle into account: preemp‐tively strike the subject in the head as a starter,then gain attachment to him, and keep attackingwith the closest weapon to the most available tar‐get until the threat subsides. 

Continuous Attack Sequence, Example One
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Preempt on the first pre-threat cue with a lead short ax hand to the high
line and then gain attachment and fire in a rear chin jab. 



Continuous Attack Sequence, Example Two
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Follow up with repeated elbows if the threat remains. 

Spike in with a lead elbow as your starter, gain attachment to your
attacker, and then fire a rear elbow into him.
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Once you’re attached to your subject, apply the high-low principle by fir-
ing a knee into the low line.

Continue with cycling hammerfists to beat the subject
down to the ground. A limb stomp brings the attack to an end. 



NOTE: Understand that the continuous‐attacksequences shown here merely demonstrate howyou might loop a logical sequence of blows to‐gether into a seamless flow. In terms of use offorce, the level of threat you’re facing would dictatethe level of force employed. In combatives we trainfor the worst‐case scenario, where there is a realpossibility of threat to life. In combatives we train

with the violence volume dial at ten. If the threatyou face turns out to be a seven, then you can dialback your combative response. However, if youonly train for seven and encounter a ten, thenyou’re going to have a much harder time catchingup, period. In other words, it’s better to have theresponse trained and ingrained and not need itthan to need it and not have it. 
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Here the pre-threat assault cue is obvious and escape/de-escalation
is not an option. It’s time to be the hammer or the anvil.

From a submissive, hands-high fence, you fire in a double
slap to the high line. 
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Once you have gained attachment, drive a headbutt into the
subject’s face.

Follow immediately with a knee to the low line. 

Snatch the subject to the ground, which allows you to inflict further
damage by using the surrounding environment. 

This puts an end to the situation quickly, making escape possible and
further follow-up unnecessary. 

1

2

4

3



This chapter deals with the “what iffactor”—what if I’m caught un‐aware and have to react to somekind of attack from a subject? Thisis what you call situational combat‐ives. As with all my instructionalmaterial—whether books, videos,or articles—please look at everything and absorbwhat is useful for you. The thing to understandstraight off the bat is finding yourself in a situationin which you have to react to something your op‐ponent has done to you puts you at a disadvantage.The fact is, action will always beat reaction and apreemptive response will always remain the betteroption if escape is not possible. The fact that youare in a situation in which you have to react indi‐cates that you have been caught off guard and at alow level of awareness, in which case any assaulton your person will now be classed as an ambushattack. In such a scenario, the adage “how you trainis how you will fight” definitely applies. Therefore,it is essential that you address such problems inyour training. To keep things simple—simple being the onlything that works in a live situation—I am going todeal with a variety of the most common primary at‐tacks that an untrained aggressor is likely to use. You

don’t need to bog yourself down with a huge varietyof defenses, as there are really only a few practicalpossibilities. The first of these is the classic haymaker,or big right‐hand angular punching attack. Most peo‐ple are right‐handed, although we will also train forthe left‐handed attack. The thing to understand isthat, although this is a common method of punching,it is the line or angle of attack that concerns us, re‐gardless of whether the attack itself is an unarmedpunch or a weapon such as a bottle, stick, or blade isinvolved. The angle is the same. This is what PaulVunak refers to as line familiarization. Situational combatives requires a workingknowledge of Hick’s law, which refers to the num‐ber of choices available and how they affect re‐sponse time. If you practice four or five differentresponses to one particular attack, then when thetime comes to put your response into action therewill be a significant time delay as your brain at‐tempts to select the required response to fit the sit‐uation. This lost time will make all the difference.Hick’s law has shown us that if we have just onewell‐trained response to a particular stimulus,then response time will be almost instantaneous. Ifyou increase your choices to two, response timewill increase slightly. Add several more choices,and you create indecision and delay, or what Peter
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Consterdine calls a “log jam.” So to keep things assimple as possible, we are going to train no morethan two responses to each situation, making bothadaptable should the need arise. 
ANGULAR ATTACKThe following photos depict some examples ofan angular attack: 
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A haymaker punch is an example of an angular attack. 

Same angle punch with a bottle.

An angular attack with a brick.An angular attack with an edged weapon.



There are certain things to consider when re‐acting to an angular attack. The first point is thateach of us has a built‐in flinch response. Think backto a time when a loud bang made you jump or whenyou were a kid and your mom or dad went to giveyou a clip around the ear. I guarantee that if you hadeven the slightest inclination that it was coming, thefirst thing you instinctively did was to drop yourhead and raise your arms to protect your neck,head, and face. This is the flinch response. The second thing to bear in mind is that themost dangerous phase of any angular attack, re‐gardless of the weapon at the end of it, is the handor weapon part, as this is the fastest‐moving part ofthe angle and where it has gained the most velocity.Armed with this knowledge, it makes sense thatthis is not where you want to be when the swingmakes its full extension. Since you will always reactwith the flinch response, your best course of actionis to train this response into a forward‐moving mo‐tion that will allow you to get inside the arc of theattack and jam it before it picks up maximum speedand power. Once you are inside the arc, the weaponis behind you and no longer an immediate threat.You have now closed down your assailant andplaced yourself at close quarters, from which youcan finish the fight quickly with your most destruc‐tive natural bodily tools. 
Method of PracticeAs soon as you anticipate the angle of attack—in this case, a right‐handed swing—step in andraise your left arm, keeping the elbow on your cen‐terline as if to spike the subject in the shoulderwith the tip of your elbow. Your arm is now bent,with your left hand placed by your left ear. Youshould now be well inside the line of attack, with

the subject’s weapon hand behind you. Your righthand is up and in a monitoring position, which willallow you to check anything coming in, and iscocked and ready to strike. In this case, you are going to use a diagonalelbow smash into the face as you pull the headonto the strike at the same time with the oppositehand. From here, you can follow up with a varietyof strikes. One example would be from one of yourcontinuous‐attack combinations discussed earlier,from the elbow to an ax hand strike to the side ofthe neck, which would take you into a side clinchand allow you to continue with a knee strike to thegroin. Once inside, you have a variety of options foryour counterattack. The key is to use that naturalflinch response to get inside, putting you in a posi‐tion from which you can end the situation quicklywith basic strikes. 
Spike ElbowThis is a great tool to use if someone throwsany kind of angular attack or simply attempts to en‐croach on your space. All you are going to do fromhere is step in with a falling drop‐step action andspike him in the chest area with the point of yourelbow. This is the same action you use for the flinchresponse, in that you drop your head while stillkeeping your aggressor in view, and your handscome up to protect your face and neck. The spikeelbow arm is brought up high into centerline, andyour opposite hand is open and in front of your facefor protection. From here, as your opponent isspeared in the chest, he will likely be knocked backin pain and have the wind knocked right out of him.But if for some reason he is still on his feet, the follow‐up potential is massive. You can clinch to hiselbows or go straight into a chin jab or knee strike. 
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Method of PracticeTo practice this drill, have your partner hold apadded shield flat against his chest and simply fallforward into the pad, impacting with the point ofyour elbow and your body weight behind it. Fromhere the progression is to have your partner closeon you with increasing force and power. You willrealize that the bigger the guy is and the harderhe comes at you, the more your elbow will hurthim as it impacts his center of body mass. Theprogression continues to a point where you havean armored assailant wearing full body amor,

head gear, and 16‐ounce boxing gloves close onyou as he attempts to knock you out with a bighaymaker of a shot that you must negotiate bystepping in with your spike elbow and relevantfollow‐ups. Take the progression through allstages, from compliancy to an all‐out attack withcompliancy removed, really pressure‐test this su‐perb hard skill. If we must react defensively be‐cause we have been caught slightly off guard, thenthe best course of action is to be defensively of‐fensive and the spike elbows offers just what weneed for that purpose.
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Practice on a heavy shield with a partner, as well as against a padded assailant presenting you with a forward attack. 

1

4

2

3
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Drop slightly as you cover your head and move inside to jam the attack.

Continue instantly with a clinching elbow strike into the face following
up as needed. 



FENDING A MULTIPLE-PUNCH ATTACK

Fend DrillSimon Squires, a fellow CQB instructor andfriend, developed this method. Form the fend byholding both of your elbows almost as if in the old‐style boxing armadillo guard, except your left armis in the same position as for the spearing elbow.Use your left hand to hold the back of your headstable in order to limit the brain shaking effect ofgetting hit, while the right arm is held across thefront of the face and is anchored onto your left armby pressing firmly against the same with the back

of your right hand. As the subject throws punches,you strive to destroy his fists with your pointed el‐bows as you dive through his space and guard andThai‐clinch onto his neck. Whether we are fending multiple punchesfrom a skilled boxer or a windmilling Neanderthal,the response is the same. Cover your head withyour hands and arms, presenting your opponentwith only the points of your elbows to hit. Driveforward to close him down as soon as the assaultstarts, get inside to clinch the neck, and finish withmultiple knees to the groin and thighs. Follow upas appropriate. 
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Protect your head with your arms and offer your attacker only the points
of your elbows as targets.

Follow up by driving into your opponent’s neck. 

The action of striking the point of the elbows with the closed fists is employed as limb destruction, a principle that comes from the Filipino martial
arts. This is an incidental action and certainly not its primary function, but it is useful to make the skill “offensively defensive”! 



COMMON GRABS AND HOLDSThis segment deals with any kind of frontalgrabbing attack, one‐ or two‐handed, where thesubject has grabbed either your throat or parts ofyour clothing. In most cases, your response will bethe same to either method of grab. That is to saythat you will trap and seize one of your assailant’s

hands in order to prevent him from getting awayfrom you as you simultaneously counterattack withone or more basic strikes. The thing to bear in mindin all cases is that the grab to your person will pre‐cede some kind of strike from your opponent. With a single‐handed grab, the most likely at‐tack is a punch, whereas the two‐handed grab usu‐ally precedes a headbutt. Therefore, yourcounterattack must be both aggressive and instan‐taneous. In cases when the grab is aimed directlyat the throat, your response will be the same ex‐cept that you will drop your chin and shrug yourshoulders to prevent the choke having the desiredeffect. Time is of the essence here, so your re‐sponse must be immediate and aggressive. One additional point to bear in mind regardingone‐ and two‐handed clothing grabs is that, onceyou are grabbed, the subject will not offer you anice straight arm with his thumb facing upward andstand there while you apply a nice intricate wrist orelbow lock like you see practiced in martial artsdojos the world over as martialists practice withnice, compliant partners. Instead, the subject willgrab with one or both hands and attempt to yokeyou violently upward before he adds a pummelingstrike. There won’t be any time to wrestle the limbinto position for that nice‐locking technique. Remember, we’re talking gross motor action here,so just trap a hand and go to ballistic striking, using yournearest weapon to the nearest available target, and endit quickly. The difference lies in compliancy—in real life,you won’t have any. What you will have is a determined,resistant opponent who offers no help to you. In thedojo, with a compliant opponent, all the nice intricatetechniques will work; take compliancy away, and mostwon’t work. The solution is to keep it simple, train a mini‐mal number of functional reactions, and pressure‐test what you have in simulation training todevelop the confidence to apply it during an adre‐nal‐induced state. 
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Once inside the arc of the weapon, you are in an ideal position to imme-
diately follow up with your counter-response. At UC, we call this princi-
ple “Cover, Crash, and Counter!” 



Frontal Grab—One or Both Hands
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Here we see a single lapel grab with a rear-handed punching threat to
follow and a double grab, which usually precedes a headbutt. Always
bear in mind that most subjects will grab and yoke you inward and follow
immediately by an attack. Your response, therefore, must be immediate. 

In one movement, trap the subject’s holding hand to your body as you
flank him slightly. Then move away from his attacking side while you si-
multaneously fire into his face with a clawed palm strike or throw a chin
jab straight under the chin and continue the attack into the eyes. From
here, continue by grasping his side for one or more rapid-fire knee
strikes to his groin. 

The sequence ends by you slamming the subject into the wall if further
follow-up is needed. 



Rear Choke/StrangleThis is the classic ambush attack common to amugging scenario and can also precede sexual attackson women. Whatever the circumstances, if you havebeen caught from behind in a rear forearm choke, youmust have had a low level of awareness and will nowhave to make the best of a bad situation. 
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Getting caught in a rear forearm choke could mean that your level of
awareness was too low for the circumstances. It also means that you are
now in a less-than-ideal position.

Your first objective is to create enough space between the choking limb
and your own throat. This is done by dropping your chin and shrugging
up your shoulders as you hook one hand over the radial edge of the
choking arm and pull it down to reduce pressure on your airway. 

Simply move your hips to one side and attack the groin repeatedly with
slaps or hammerfist strikes. This will create the opportunity to turn into a
side neck clinch and finish with any combination of headbutts, knees,
and elbows as a follow-up. 



NOTE: If you are caught in a rear choke or anykind of hold from the rear, strive to drop your chinand pull on the holding arm straight away. Fromhere if you can bite the holding limb, do so and fol‐low up with a shot to the groin; then turn andclinch to finish with knees and elbows. If, however,you are pulled straight back and off your feet oronto your heels as the hold is applied, then for‐

ward inertia will not be possible. Your only optionis to push into the ground with your feet, drivingback in the direction your attacker is pulling. Yourobjective is to smash him into a wall or onto theground with you landing heavily on top of him.Now smash the back of your head into his face andattack the groin repeatedly. Your goal is to get toyour feet ASAP. 
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Finish by snatching the subject to the ground as quickly as possible! 



Side HeadlockIf you are caught in a side headlock, your re‐sponse must be immediate, as the subject’s transi‐tion to punching you repeatedly in the face ortaking you to the ground will be rapid. Go straightfor the groin by firing in rapid slaps. Follow thiswith a grabbing, ripping, and crushing motion if his

clothing is loose enough to grab; most times itwon’t be. This is where an awesome developmentof hand strength and grip will pay great dividends.As you do so, keep your other hand busy by reach‐ing up and over his head until your index and mid‐dle fingers find their position under the subject’snose or philtrum.
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Once there, yank his head back in one viciously explosive movement.
This will break his balance and structure, as well as expose his throat for
a strike or trachea type grab that will put an end to the situation quickly. 

Alternatively, rapidly repeated chin jabs have also proved effective! 

1 2

3 4



To sum up this chapter on situational defense,remember that how you train is how you will fight,so work a few basic responses and pressure‐testthem. Again, many methods of reality‐based self‐defense will offer a large number of options to sucha scenario, but I would suggest that you find one ortwo that work for you and practice them with anoncompliant partner wearing body armor andadd a little role playing to your practice. Of course, when you practice this kind ofdrill in a group class or training session, the star‐tle response that would accompany a real am‐

bush attack won’t be present. The best that youcan do is to have your partner attack at randomwith a variety of grabs from all angles, includingthe rear choke, as you stand there with your eyesclosed tightly after spinning in a complete circlea few times to increase your disorientation. Youare still conscious that something is going tohappen, but at the same time there is a slightstate of anxiety that will force you to keep allyour reactions basic and simple and of limitedchoice. Remember Hick’s law? This is how wetrain at UC to cultivate spontaneity. 
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Iwould like to start this chapter with arecap and a deeper in sight into some ofthe fundamental principles that make upour game plan. As discussed earlier, thepower base for our practiced game plancomes from the development of habitualawareness. 
RECAP OF COOPER’S COLOR CODESIn Chapter 4, we learned the importance ofCooper’s Color Codes and the OODA loop. Here Iwant to briefly recap the most important aspect ofthe codes, that of condition yellow, and also to in‐troduce you to a hotter state of condition yellowcalled yellow alpha. This is a method of activelyscanning for threats and is often used by the urbanoperative in the field of close protection or law en‐forcement. Credit for this additional text goes outto my training partner, friend, and fellow CQB in‐structor John Deacon. In this chapter, I also addcondition black, which refers to situation that maymake it necessary to use lethal force. But firsthere’s a quote from Jeff Cooper, the man who con‐structed the color code system:

“I have devised a simple color code,which is used to enable the student to as‐sume a state of mind appropriate to thevarious states of readiness he may need. Aman cannot live constantly looking downhis sights with his finger on the trigger. Butyou can, with a bit of practice, learn toswitch your mind into a more advancedstate of readiness, in which certain presetdecisions are easier to make.” 
Condition White (Switched Off)This is the state in which an individual is obliv‐ious to danger, eyes wide shut, unaware of his sur‐roundings and the body language and actions ofthose around him. We all need our white time; it’sdecompression time and should be reserved forthose occasions when we are in a safe environ‐ment, such as at home, when our doors and win‐dows are locked and we are relatively safe. 
Condition Yellow (General Alert)In this alertness state, you perform an unobtru‐sive 360‐degree scan of your surroundings, duringwhich you see people you don’t know before they
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see you. This is where you should be whenever youare in unfamiliar territory or you have no controlover your surroundings, e.g., you’re walking downthe street. We should always maintain this state ofvigilance when out and about. 
Condition Yellow Alpha (Heightened Alert)This yellow variant, which Dennis Martin cre‐ated, explains a state of heightened awareness forsituations that require more than general alert‐ness. For instance, it is employed when you are onbodyguarding detail and are out with an importantclient. The difference between the two yellow con‐ditions can be understood by looking at the way aradar works on a battle ship: there is the passivesonar, which does a sweep of the surrounding areato observe anything in the region, and active sonar,which rotates at a higher speed and alerts the op‐erator of anything that should not be there. Inother words, during yellow alpha, you are activelyscanning your surroundings. 

Condition Orange (Specific Alert)This is the condition that sends your mind intothe “guard” state. You see something that attractsyour attention and immediately begin to assessand question whether this is a threat.
Condition RedFight time! Your assessments are over, and youare acting preemptively. You don’t let the threatbring the attack to you and put you on the defen‐sive—you take the action to him. Be aggressive anddon’t stop until he is no longer ambulatory. 

Condition BlackThis condition, added by firearms instructorMassad Ayoob, represents the direst of circum‐stances: “lethal assault in progress.” Any incidentsinvolving a firearm, an edged or impact weapon, orattacks that employ strangulation or other poten‐tially lethal measures fall into this category. This information may seem like a lot and de‐pending on your perception of self‐protection youmight even be thinking, “What has this got to dowith someone attacking me?” While I can sympa‐thize with you, I must say that if you can’t see thatsomeone presents a threat (in other words, you arein condition white), then you will not be able to do

anything to prevent it. Our primary option is andalways will be avoidance, and as you may have dis‐covered from the physical training we cover in ourprograms, violence is raw and brutal and thereforeshould be avoided wherever possible. 
THE Xs AND Os GAMEAnother useful method of testing our mentalpreparedness is by playing a game known as “Xsand Os.” Jeff Cooper also developed this exercise asa useful tool for testing your awareness in thestreet. In his book Principles of Personal Defense,Cooper described Xs and Os as follows: “Make it a game. Keep a chart. Every timeanyone is able to approach you from be‐hind without your knowledge, mark downan X. Every time you see anyone you knowbefore he sees you, mark down an O. Keepthe Os in front of the Xs. A month with noXs establishes the formation of correcthabits.” A modern variant of this exercise is by simplytouching the # and * keys on your cell phone to cat‐alog the same results. 
PROFILE RECOGNITIONFor this drill, you are simply going to takeawareness out into the field. Wherever you are, outand about on your daily routine, you are going toactively scan for a specific distinguishing featureon the individuals you see in your daily environ‐ment. For example, with discretion you might ac‐tively count how many men you can spot with anykind of facial hair, or you might notice as manypeople as you can wearing a red top. These aremerely examples; the idea is to get you lookingaround and taking mental notes on what is goingon around you. Another factor that goes hand in hand withawareness is preparedness, and again I am usingsome excellent input from John Deacon. As far aspreparedness goes, we needn’t delve quite sodeeply into the subject, although I will share somethoughts and allow you an insight into the properway to view this essential survival skill. Prepared‐
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ness can also be termed willingness in the sensethat you are committed to a specific course of ac‐tion—i.e., you are prepared or willing to inflictdamage on another human being in order to pro‐tect yourself and those you love. 
“Being willing means to fight until the fight is 

over or there is nothing left to fight about.”—Ed Lovette and Dave Spaulding, Defensive LivingI believe this quote sums up the extent to whichwe must go to achieve a basic form of security in thisarea, and is a fair and accurate description of whatpreparedness/willingness entails. Listed below aresome recommendations from Dr. Alexis Artwohl,which can be found in her book Deadly Force En-
counters (coauthored with Loren Christensen).· Stay up‐to‐date on tactics and techniques.· Develop confidence backed by real skill. Knowthat your techniques will work. · Practice mental imagery at least once a week. · Learn what the physiological responses are tothe flight‐or‐fight response and understandwhat will happen. · Understand and accept that you may have touse deadly force. · Strive to improve your observation and assess‐ment skills. · Trust your instincts. · Develop a powerful will to survive. · Maintain a high level of physical fitness. · Stay mentally positive.

Understanding Aggressive Body Language

Verbal Cues · Offensive and insulting language· Loud screaming and shouting (threats)· Disjointed and unintelligible speech (abnormalstuttering)· Rapid speech (high‐pitched voice)· Single‐syllable answers to questions (such as,yeah, so, and)
Physical Cues · Red face from blood surge· Increased breathing· Vein protruding from face/neck

· Clenched fists (extreme body tension), hunch‐ing of shoulders, and other similar symptoms · Wide‐eyed stare· Finger pointing (prodding)· Hand concealment (shift of body)· Chest puffed out· Hands/arms splayed· Neck/head pecking· Finger beckoning 

ADRENAL STRESS CONDITIONING DRILLS

“How you train is how you will fight.” —Maurice “Mo” Teague
“The bigger the fear, the greater the courage.”—Unknown

Aggression Therapy TrainingThis drill originally came from Geoff Thomp‐son. Basically it has a threefold function: (1) it al‐lows the recipient to experience naked aggressionand the familiarity of aggressive body languageand dialogue, (2) it will allow you to practice usingthe fence so that you can learn how to control the
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Here is a physical example of aggressive body language showing arm
splaying, classic neck pecking (like a cockerel), and an aggressive facial
expression. Remember, the aggressor will probably only display one or
two of these cues, which ones will depend on him. But any of these is a
clear indication of aggression and will signal that a physical attack is im-
minent. Therefore, an awareness of aggressive body language is essential.



spatial relationship between you and a potentialaggressor, and (3) it will help desensitize you tothe effects of naked aggression. The thing to under‐stand is that when you are faced with aggression,regardless of whether it is the real thing or simu‐lated in a classroom, your body will react in thesame way each time—that is, it will sense dangerand secrete adrenaline into the system. The aggression therapy drill requires two orthree participants: one person will be the recipientwhose job it is to protect his own personal spacewith the fence while projecting a calm and con‐trolled demeanor, while the other one or two per‐sons will play the role of aggressor and will shoutand swear at the recipient in a threatening mannerand display aggressive body language, such assplaying the arms, puffing up the chest, neck peck‐ing, and basically offering a display of extremelyaggressive behavior. This experience will enable you to familiarizeyourself with these feelings and gain some degreeof control over them. This is a very important fac‐tor when learning to protect yourself in a live con‐frontation. Any potentially violent situation willinduce fear and an adrenaline dump (see Chapter5, “Understanding Fear and the Survival Stress Re‐sponse”), and the obvious fact is that if you can’tcontrol yourself on the inside in such an encounter,then how can you expect to control the personyou’re facing? You may have 20 years of martialarts training behind you, but if you have never ex‐perienced real, ugly, naked aggression with thepending threat of some serious “in your face” vio‐lence up close and personal, then there is a goodchance that the adrenal dump will be so severethat you will simply freeze up into a state of hyper‐vigilance, leaving you completely unable to accessyour skills. Aggression‐induced training will help you toavoid this. This drill is simply a learning exercise,so there is no physical striking at this stage. Therewill be the occasional shove and the slapping asideof hands as you fence off your aggressor, but that’sabout it. A point to remember is, as discussed ear‐lier, whenever you find yourself having to keepsomeone at bay with the fence, you must neverallow him to touch you in any way more than twicewithout taking preemptive action. As you will re‐call, the final precursor to violence is the closure of

distance. To do that, the aggressor will need tomove forward and will therefore touch the leadhand of your fence, or he may try to slap yourhands away as he attempts to close the gap. Both ofthese actions count as the individual touching thefence; therefore, this is when you need to takephysical action. In this drill, however, your trainingpartner—or partners if you are facing two aggres‐sors—will touch your fence frequently when hemoves forward and slaps your hands away as youwork to control him with the fence. The obviousreason is that this is a just a drill for practice. Practice using the fence to control the subjectand try to project a calm and confident demeanor. Itis important to remember to talk with the hands andto shift body position so that it is difficult for an ag‐gressor to set up his attack. The problem with pho‐tos of the fence is that they make it look static; justbear in mind that this is not the ideal. As you movearound, use this as an opportunity to actively scanyour environment ever so discreetly while keepingan eye on your objective. Work up to practicing withtwo training partners for an increase in intensity. 
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MILLINGThe next adrenal stress‐producing drill comesfrom my good friend and fellow self‐protection in‐structor Alan Charlton. A variation of the army’sinitiation test called “milling,” this drill basicallyinvolves two individuals, wearing 16‐ounce boxinggloves and a gum shield, standing toe to toe andpunching each other all out for a short duration.Alan’s variation maintains the tradition of glovesand gum shield but places both individuals ontheir knees in front of each other in punchingrange. The kneeling position is for two reasons: tolimit the amount of punching power that both stu‐dents can deliver and to prevent both from gettingaway from each other. The result is a good pres‐sure test for both. The risk of getting knocked out is slight, but itcertainly exists, especially if you are paired withsomeone who can really bang. The drill is per‐formed in groups of three combatants, with twofacing each other on their knees as the third givesthe signal for the bout to begin and counts out loudfor a duration of between 10 to 20 seconds. Whenthis time is up, the person who counted will changeplaces with one of the combatants for anotherbout. The rotation will continue until all three stu‐dents have had two bouts each. This drill can also be performed using slaps.Making yourself perform drills like this from timeto time will add an element of pressure to yourtraining program. The pressure lies in the anticipa‐tion before the drill begins and in the teeth‐grittingintensity required to get you through it, especiallywhen you are paired with someone who has theability to really pressure you. After a few bouts ofthis you can get a kind of high that will leave youwith a healthy respect for each other and can be areal confidence builder. 
SIMULATION AND SCENARIO TRAININGUntil quite recently, the majority of simulationand scenario training programs were designed formilitary and law enforcement use‐of‐force instruc‐tors, who were trying to improve impact weaponand empty‐hands skills. This kind of training pro‐vides a number of ways to implement padded sim‐ulation armor training into a defensive tactics

program. Courses of this kind have recently be‐come available to the civilian martial arts market,and a lot of self‐protection instructors are imple‐menting elements of this training into their owncurriculum with a good degree of success. Any simulation or scenario training has threerequirements to make it functional: that it be safe,dynamic, and realistic. The four components thatmake this possible are the instructor, the format,the equipment, and the supervision. The instructoris responsible for putting together the simulationor scenario. Having combatants wear body armorensures the first factor, safety. And if the equip‐ment enables them to practice their techniques in adynamic and realistic manner, the other two fac‐tors are also met. Of course, this will depend on thetype of equipment you have available. There arespecific fully padded suits on the market, such asthe Redman and the FIST training suits. This spe‐cialized equipment is what the military and law en‐forcement groups tend to use, and it is alsocommercially available. This equipment will permit the trainee to usenear‐ to full‐contact blows to his training partner’sbody, but as with nearly all the protective equip‐ment available on the market, it will allow only alimited amount of impact force directly to the head.This is due to the brain‐shaking effect that directimpact to the head will cause. At present, no manu‐facturer has found a way around this problem, al‐though Peyton Quinn’s excellent adrenal stresstraining facility in the United States has come theclosest with its “Bullet Man” suit. The Bullet Man suit is basically a hugely
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An instructor outfitted in a FIST training suit.



padded American football helmet with a reinforcedshoulder structure that fuses the whole thing to‐gether to limit the brain‐shaking effect. The suitalso has an extremely well padded groin piece,which allows you to strike full force without dam‐age to the recipient. 
FAST DEFENSE SCENARIO TRAININGI highly recommend this kind of training as across‐training supplement for all schools involvedin self‐protection and even the martial arts in gen‐eral, traditional or otherwise. At the very least, you will need a full‐face headguard or, better still, a full‐face hockey helmet anda decent quality groin guard with some additionalpadding added to it along with a gum shield andsome fingerless sparring gloves. Body armor andshin protection are optional though not essential.
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Examples of the Redman training suit being used for scenario training. 

Here is an example of the Bullet Man suit and the kind of aggressive
role-playing suit used by the “woofer,” played by UK FAST Defense in-
structor Chris Walker. 



The next thing to consider is your environment;any sharp‐edged areas or corners should be re‐moved or covered with padding. Matted floors andwalls are desirable if you do this kind of training ona regular basis—the key point here is limiting in‐jury. The final safety consideration is to establishwho is fit to play. First make sure that participantsunderstand that this type of training will inducevarying degrees of adrenal stress (resulting in anincreased heart rate), depending on the intensityof events. Also stress that, regardless of the safetymeasures implemented, there is always a possibil‐ity of someone sustaining a knockout or injury.There has to be, or else where is the pressure? The next responsibility of the coordinator is es‐tablishing the format or theme of the simulation/scenario. It is important to understand that the dif‐

ference between simulations and scenarios is thatany simulation is a pre‐decided drill known to boththe fully armored assailant and the trainee. Realismis added by using role‐playing and a fair degree ofphysical impact during the contact drills. In a sce‐nario, although planned to follow a certain theme,you are pretty much left to your own devices re‐garding how you deal with the action once it starts. Here you have to look for the beauty withinthe scruffiness, as Geoff Thompson would say.Learning to apply your craft within this pressurerealm is the key to making it work for real. That’swhy it’s nice when you drop the padded assailantwith clinical shots and also when you see someonemaking his art work and applying it with aggres‐sion and forward pressure, what I would call“making it combative.” 
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Right: These photos were taken
during scenario practice. As you
can see, scrappy is how it looks
because that’s how it is. But within
that scrappiness, there is the
beauty of functionality. 



ADRENAL STRESS GAMEOriginally designed by Bill Kipp of FAST De‐fense and Peyton Quinn of Rocky Mountain CombatApplications Training (RMCAT) Adrenal StressConditioning in Colorado, this drill induces adrenalstress and forces you to overcome the dreadedfreeze response, which is common during a violentand aggressive situation. Here are the rules for thisdrill: you are limited to the use of a padded batonor a plastic baseball bat, and when the opportunityto strike presents itself, you put in three good shotsto the padded arm of your crazed knife‐wieldingassailant. Then a whistle will blow, and the simula‐tion is over. Your objective is to simply reach theother end of the room, which represents safety. Your assailant has a different idea: his objectiveis to act in an unpredictable crazy‐man style—dressed in street clothes, with maybe a baseballcap and shades to add to the effect. He will mostlikely approach with some kind of deceptive dia‐logue—for example, asking for any spare change.His knife‐concealing arm will be held behind hisback. The lunatic role‐playing of your would‐be as‐sailant should be convincing, as he shouts exple‐tives at you in a salivating frenzy guaranteed toelicit the adrenal response in anyone. Your role isto maintain a good degree of control by giving clearverbal commands: “Stay where you are!” or “Showme your hands now!” You need to make sure thatyou maintain distance and good positioningthroughout this verbal interview. At some point, hewill draw his knife (a wooden training knife) andattempt to rapidly close the distance as he franti‐cally slashes and stabs at you. In an ideal world,your response would be to instantly attack withyour three well‐aimed baton strikes to his newlypresented weapon arm. Then the whistle will blow, and the simulationends. The sole purpose of this drill is to re‐createthe effects of the adrenal stress. The fact that this isjust a drill in a safe training environment makes nodifference to the adrenaline effects that you willfeel during the simulation. When faced with whatthe brain perceives as naked aggression and dan‐ger, whether it is real or just simulated role‐play‐ing, your brain will shift into the mid‐brain survivalstate and start dumping adrenaline into the systemto help you out of the danger you’re facing. This is

the fight‐or‐flight response. In spite of the fact thatboth players in this simulation have a pre‐decidedrole to play, it still remains an effective adrenalconditioning experience. Dry mouth, tunnel vision,and auditory exclusion are just some of the effectsyou will experience during the ordeal. By doing this kind of training, you are desensi‐
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tizing yourself to the effects of adrenal stress whileovercoming the dreaded freeze response by takingpositive physical action. It is important to rememberthat this is an instructional drill designed to makeyou more efficient in the heat of combat. Therefore,any mistakes you make can be pinpointed and recti‐fied on your next go. Unlike a real situation wheresecond chances are rare, here you can drill it untilyou get it right. This exercise and others like it willhelp you develop confidence under pressure. The following is an example of a dynamic sce‐nario. Any scenario requires role players. In thiscase, there are six. Two armored instructors playaggressors having a violent confrontation on thedance floor of a busy venue. A trainee takes thepart of a doorman, who has been called to thescene where the two are having the altercation. An‐other person, playing a member of the public, hasseen you approach and runs up to you exclaiming,“Excuse me, mate, there’s two blokes over therehaving a right ol’ set‐to. You’d better get therequick!” The two additional participants are theevaluator—who will take stock of how you dealwith the situation, looking at your observationskills, your body positioning, verbal dissuasion,and physical response—and the safety officer, whoblows the whistle to stop the event. So now youhave your format and your players, as well as abasic idea of what you are dealing with. What youdon’t know is how these two armored aggressorsare going to react to your intervention. In this case, the instructors have been briefedbeforehand—unknown to you, they are going to ig‐nore all your attempts to resolve the situationpeacefully until you make a mistake in your posi‐tioning, at which time they will both turn and at‐tack you from both sides with the aim of closing inand rendering you inactive. Of course, the desiredresponse will be to maintain an ideal position fromwhich you can stay in front of one aggressor andkeep the other directly behind him. The instant thecloser one makes any attempt to move on you, youtake control of him with some kind of functionalrestraint that will allow you to use him as a shieldbetween you and his mate or, if the situation re‐quires, to take him out with a clinical preemptivestrike. From there, you either strike the second ag‐gressor or keep him at bay with verbal commandsuntil the whistle blows, ending the scenario. 

This is just one theme example of an adrenalstress scenario. The potential for creating differentkinds of simulations and scenarios is limited onlyby your imagination. The situation could involveweapons, multiple assailants, a mugging, or any‐thing else in a huge variety of mock environments.I have used everything from a nightclub environ‐ment to train doormen to a car to train a taxidriver. All in all, this method of modern combativestraining is a definite step in the right direction foranyone wishing to test his skills under pressure ina safe training environment. The majority of today’s martial artists are missingthat essential adrenal stress‐inducing element in theirtraining. Of course, whenever you add pressure test‐ing of any kind to your curriculum, the adrenal stresswill be present. Just ask any of Geoff Thompson’s stu‐dents about their now‐legendary animal days, andthey will tell you the same thing. I find this same pres‐sure most Sunday mornings when I get up early to goto my local amateur boxing club for a tough workout,followed by a few rounds of hard sparring with someof the best carded fighters in the club. Simulation and scenario training with qualitybody armor and supervision will reduce thechances of injury and make the whole event a lotsafer, thus making it a good training method foreveryone. Hard sparring and animal day–typedrills with no more than a pair of bag gloves and agum shield are the best method for pressure‐test‐ing that I have ever tried, short of a live situation,but not everyone is prepared to try it, for good rea‐son, and I respect that. Scenario training can pro‐vide the stimulus for desensitization to adrenalstress through realistic training. So long as it placesyou in that mid‐brain survival state and allows youto drill a positive physical response to such stimuli,then you will be training effectively. I highly recom‐mend this kind of training to anyone involved incombatives, martial arts and the security industry.I use this method and elements of it to teach all mystudents with positive results. I also have access toa night club environment complete with dancefloor and bar areas, toilets, and fire escapes that weuse during the day and mid‐week nights, specifi‐cally for scenario training with a few of my stu‐dents who are also doormen. This gives us theopportunity to recreate scenarios from past  situa‐tions and look at our best options. 
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COM-FIT COMBATIVE FITNESSThe strength and conditioning drills used at UCcome from a variety of influences. The main ele‐ment we are looking to improve is all‐out anaero‐bic adenosine triphosphate (ATP) output. ATPtransfer of energy is as close to the activity of com‐batives or a real fight as you can get. Compared toany other component of fitness, the maximum in‐tensity of five to ten seconds of anaerobic work isthe mirror image of your combative skills being ap‐plied against a resisting subject. The thing to re‐member here is “how you train is how you willfight.” Add to this the adrenaline and the chemicalcocktail that will accompany you during a “live” sit‐uation and you will find that half of your energywill be chewed up before it even gets physical. ATP is the energy source that will fuel thisanaerobic output. This is your body’s first sourceof energy and will only last a matter of seconds.Once this is depleted, your ability to deliver hardand fast strikes will be severely impaired. This iswhy you must train to preemptively put down youropponent in the first five seconds of the alterca‐tion. To duplicate this ATP depletion, you must ex‐perience it in training. The name for this task‐related fitness train‐ing—along with strength‐oriented training that fo‐cuses on first building functional connective tissuecapable of immediate recruitment and explosiveoutput—is com‐fit. The concept of extending ATPoutput involves using a striking hard skill on an ap‐propriate impact target preceded by an exercisedesigned to pre‐fatigue the trainee. The exerciseshould be chosen to place loading on the strikinglimb—for example, push‐ups—prior to strikingwith the hands; another loading option is to per‐form high step‐ups followed by continuous kneestrikes on the Thai pads. You could place a number of pad men in a line,each holding pads/shields for specific strikes andhave your trainees run from one station to the nextin circuit fashion, working the specific exercise andthen striking the targets. The pad men shout outfeedback and verbal encouragement as the drill be‐comes harder and harder. This type of training willmake you want to give up, but by telling yourself togo harder and faster you will develop the mentaltoughness that is so essential in a violent con‐

frontation. As you start to adapt to the intensity ofthese CQB circuits, you can add to their difficultyby including obstacles to jump over or crawl under,or by using wrist and ankle weights to increase theworkload. With a little imagination, you will beable to come up with lots of ways of keeping yourcircuits varied and interesting. These circuits are the core of the conditioningphase within the UC curriculum. In addition, I rec‐ommend that you look at other fitness aspects tosupplement your training program, such asweight/strength training, hill sprints, skipping, andcardio work. The most important parts of the bodyrelating to combative strength are the neck, mid‐section, and grip. A strong, thickset neck serves several functions.First, if you ever catch a solid punch on the jaw, astrong neck acts as a shock absorber to reduce thechances of your getting knocked unconscious. Sec‐ond, a strong neck is a definite asset in a grapplingsituation, which is why all wrestlers train theirnecks hard. Finally, a well‐developed neck visuallyconnotes power, which certainly can’t hurt. A strong midsection is what’s known as yourseat of power. The body mechanics of power strik‐ing and punching all come from a combination ofhip power and their supporting muscle structures,while dropping your body weight behind yourshot. Second, a good strong mid‐section will with‐stand the impact of a decent body shot should youever get caught with such a blow. I am talkingabout a complete development of strengththroughout the entire mid‐section area, includingabdominal muscles, the intercostals and obliquemuscles of the sides and the muscles of the lumberspine. We are not interested in building a tiny waspwaist with an elegant six‐pack. What we want is a combat functional column ofpower. Finally we need to look at hand and gripstrength. Here we are interested in developingawesome power and strength in the fingers andthumbs for grabbing, ripping and tearing alongwith strong wrists and forearms for solid powerpunching and striking. 
Com-Fit CircuitsThe following are examples of CQB circuits.These kinds of drills can be performed in smallgroups of about five people in a class environment.
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Four people will stand side by side in a line andserve as pad holders. The fifth person will performthe circuit until he gets to the end and then jointhe line as a pad holder, at which point one of thepad holders performs the circuit. Continue likethis until the whole group has been through,which completes the circuit. Repeat the circuit twoor three times. You can also work this circuit inpairs, with one partner holding a pair of focuspads in a variety of ways and the other one strik‐ing the pads. You can also work solo on a heavybag or training dummy. You can work for repetitions in one of twoways. The first is to perform 10–15 repetitions(reps) of the exercise designed to pre‐fatigue themuscle group you are working. Immediately per‐form 10–15 reps of the strike, move on to the nextexercise, and so on until you reach the end of thecircuit. The second method is called the 1–5 sys‐tem. For example, using the push‐up for your exer‐cise and the palm strike for your strike, you dropdown and do one push‐up and then get up quicklyand hit the pads with two fast palm strikes (leftand right palm strikes count as 1 repetition), dropand do two push‐ups, get up and hit the pads fortwo counts (that’s two rapid strikes followed byanother two rapid strikes) and so on for three, four,and five counts. With both methods you are ex‐pending a massive amount of anaerobic energy,which is why we limit the exercises to no morethan four or five for each circuit. You can also in‐corporate short, fast wind sprints into the circuit toincrease the intensity. 
Com-Fit Circuit Drill: Push-Ups to Palm
Strikes; Vertical Jumps to Clinch Knees; Back
Dips to Elbows; Squat Jumps to Spike Kicks 1. Push‐ups to palm strikes: To increase your en‐ergy output in a short period, perform all yourstrikes in twos—for example, left and right(L/R) palm strikes. Each L/R is counted as onerepetition. Stick with the principle of tiring themuscle group that’s involved in the techniqueyou use before striking the pads. Also alternatebetween the upper and lower body and use avariety of equipment. 
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2. Vertical jumps to clinch knees: Perform highvertical jumps followed by L/R clinch knees toa partner’s focus pads or a heavy bag, or iftraining solo, a mannequin or Body OpponentBag (BOB). 
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3. Back dips to elbows: Perform back dips and fol‐low with left and right elbow strikes. 
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4. Squat jumps to spike kicks: The sequence isconcluded with jump squats followed by L/Rspike kicks. 
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Com-Fit Circuit: 3, 2, 1 ATP DrillIn this ATP sequence you simply strike withthree palm strikes, then two elbows, and one kneestrike. This is performed as hard and fast as possi‐ble, with each six strike combinations counting as
one rep. Do a total of 10 reps. To make this drilleven more taxing, you can pre‐fatigue the bodyfirst with wind sprints and floorwork, such asburpees or burpee jumps, before going straightinto the 3, 2, 1 strike sequence. 
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Com-Fit Circuit: ATP Floorwork Drill Start the circuit with 10 reps of three floor ex‐ercises performed back to back as fast as possible.The first exercise is push‐ups, quickly transitioninginto flinch cover sit‐ups, and rapidly moving into a
set of left and right hill climbers (each L/R motionof the legs counts as one repetition). From here, getto your feet as fast as possible and perform anycombination of an all‐out striking sequence on im‐pact equipment for 10 reps. 
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Com-Fit Circuit: 1 to 10 Drill Execute a single combative strike (in this case,the knee) and, instead of working for power, aimfor speed and endurance. Have a partner hold ashield against his thigh and count out loud fromone to ten. You respond by kneeing the shield withthe same number as your partner counts out—for

example, when he shouts one, you do one knee;when he shouts two, you do two knees; and so onup to ten. Work as fast as you can and have yourpartner shout out encouragement as you start totire. You can alternate knees for the count or workone side at a time. 
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Com-Fit Circuit: Isometric Wall Squat Drill Take a squat position against a wall and hold itisometrically for 30–90 seconds, followed by 30seconds of all‐out L/R clinch knees on a trainingdummy. The wall squat is a good exercise to intro‐duce yourself to your inner opponent. As soon asyour legs start to burn, your mind will quickly startto put forward reasons why you should quit. This isyour inner opponent; use this exercise as a meansto take him on in a mental battle. No matter howmuch you feel like stopping, just disassociate your‐self from the pain and carry on until you can’tphysically hold the position any longer. Make anote of how long you last and try to beat it nexttime. This is a great way to build mental toughness.You can also make it harder by performing 10jump‐squats after the wall exercise and combine10 L/R spike kicks with 10 L/R knees. 
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Counterweapons training is a majortopic in self‐protection and deserv‐ing of a book of its own if you wantto do justice to the subject. Withthat said, I will attempt to give thereader an insight into some of thedrills that we practice at UC to helpprepare our students for such a scenario. Pleasebear in mind that no one system of martial arts orcombatives will ever hold all the answers regard‐ing empty hands against weapons, particularlyconcerning a knife. What I teach is based on thebest methods I have come across during my yearsof training. My influences here come from an arrayof methods and experienced people: Filipino kaliand Western combatives as well as from the expe‐rience that I have gained from the three live knifesituations that I have been involved in so far. In this chapter, I will cover both edgedweapons and blunt weapons and sharp slashing.The first thing I teach my students regardingweapons after the points about awareness, avoid‐ance, and escape have been made (always the bestoptions) is how a weapon might be used in such at‐tacks against them. Of course, to do this it is neces‐sary to teach the individual how to use the weaponso that he can gain an understanding of just how

the weapon might be used in a real attack. Regard‐less of whether you are up against an edgedweapon (e.g., a Stanley knife, stiletto blade, or abroken glass or beer bottle) or an impact weapon(e.g., a lead pipe, a hammer, a crowbar, or piece of 2x 2), the fact remains that any of the above toolscan only be used against you in a swing/slashingmotion or in a stabbing motion by either jabbing orpoking any number of targets on your body. 
EDGED WEAPONSBefore starting on edged weapons, I need todiscuss certain aspects relating to the knife issue asit stands currently in the UK. Although we are notgenerally thought of as a knife‐carrying culture, ascompared, to say, the Philippines, Indonesia, or cer‐tain states in America, statistics show that the ma‐jority of street crime that takes place in the UK willusually involve some kind of edged weapon. Let usbegin by looking at the latest statistics involvingknife and edged weapon incidents in Britain today;this source of information will include input frompeople who have been previously involved in vio‐lence relating to knives, including input from con‐victed criminals, gang members, and youngoffenders as well as victims of knife attacks. 
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I will then discuss some of the consequences ofknife‐related incidents, for example, serious in‐juries and death. I will begin by giving the studentan indication of the current laws in the UK regard‐ing the carrying of edged weapons. From here, Iwill continue by showing some medical picturesdepicting some of the horrific injuries that havebeen inflicted on victims of knife attacks, includingvictims of slash, puncture, and defensive wounds. I apologize for the graphic content of this ma‐terial, but I feel that such a depiction is necessaryto illustrate the kind of damage that can be in‐flicted by such edged weapons in the hands of onewith the intention to harm. The photographs show

victims who actually survived their attacks (mostcame within a fraction of meeting with theirdeath) and the one person (with the defensivewounds to his hands) who was not so lucky, as thehuge number of slash and puncture injuries re‐sulted in his demise. 
Edged-Weapon AwarenessI will begin by looking at the essential elementsof awareness that may allow us to avoid trouble inthe first place. Then I will discuss various purpose‐designed edged weapons and those that can beadapted for use as such. I will then demonstratevarious methods of weapon concealment, body lan‐
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This photo shows us the kind of puncture wounds inflicted by a large
knife, probably a carving knife, to the lower back area. 

Top and bottom pictures depict puncture wounds to the back and to the
left side of the rib cage. 



guage, intention, and options if you find yourself ina possible altercation where a weapon may be in‐volved. There are literally a huge number of com‐mercially available edged weapons on the markettoday, not to mention tools that might be used asweapons and makeshift objects with a point or anedge that may be used as an improvised weapon. 
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Above: Here is the result of a slashing attack, the kind sustained from a
Stanley knife. The first wound was to the neck and the second to the
shoulder. 

Right: Defensive wounds sustained in an attempt to grab the knife,
which resulted in the severing of tendons and major blood vessels.



Body Language CuesTo read body language cues, we are going torely on our awareness, our instincts, and our un‐derstanding of body language. We have already dis‐cussed certain elements of this earlier; forexample, understanding the verbal and physicalcues of aggressive body language and also under‐standing the modus operandi of a potential aggres‐sor’s attack ritual and dialogue. Here we are goingto need to become more specific in terms of pick‐ing up on any inclination that our potential as‐sailant is indeed carrying a weapon. It may well be that spotting a clue before theweapon is bought into play is the only thing thatwill give you a chance to take the necessary actionto get the jump on the situation. If your aggressoralready has the weapon at hand and the intentionto use it, you are most certainly going to have aharder time dealing with the problem than if yourinstincts told you that he is carrying and to take ac‐tion as soon as the assailant reaches to put his

hand in his coat, thereby shutting down the threatbefore he gets the knife out. Remember, you shouldalways assume that the aggressor is armed andscan for his hands. Can you see both his hands andall his fingers? Common methods of concealmentare discussed in more detail below. In terms ofbody language clues indicating the concealment ofa knife, if you can’t see your assailant’s hands, askyourself why they are hidden. Remember also that you could be approachedwith some kind of distracting dialogue to divertyour attention before the aggressor draws theweapon. Look out for erratic eye movement, a paleface, wide‐open eyes, or a trembling hand. These areall indicators of an adrenal reaction that will, ofcourse, be present if he intends to stab/slash you.Such tells might be the only things that separate youfrom being blindsided and meeting your maker. Here are several examples of body languagecues that could indicate a concealed weapon: the ag‐gressor moves one hand behind him out of your
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sight; he conceals his hands with clothing; one handreaches into the front of his waistband, which is hid‐den by his shirt or jacket; if the knife is already athand, it will often be palmed or thumbed in such away that it remains obscured from view; and thenonweapon hand will often display some kind of de‐ceptive body language to misdirect your attention. At the end of this chapter, we will look at a cou‐ple of drills that will allow you to practice spottingthese language cues and shutting the subject downquickly and clinically. 
Examples of Edged WeaponsEver so often in the UK (and other nations aswell), government agencies will offer an amnesty onall edged weapons. Citizens are encouraged to takeany edged weapons to the nearest police station andturn them in with no questions asked in a bid to getsuch weapons off the street (much like the firearmsamnesty programs offered in many American cities).I think that this is a good idea and that such a prac‐tice should continue in the future. However,amnesty will never stop such weapons from beingused in violent attacks as long as the individual hasthe intention to commit crimes. The thing to under‐stand is that any knife, whether by design or impro‐vised, is merely a tool. Even the most dangerousedged weapon is still only a tool—stick it in adrawer for a hundred years and it won’t hurt any‐one. The essential ingredient that turns a tool into aweapon is the intention to use it as such. With suchintention, a pencil can become a deadly weapon. Basically any object with a point or a sharpedge can be used as a slashing/stabbing tool; cou‐pled with ill intention, you now have a dangerousweapon. The following list includes items that canbe used to cut or stab; some of them were designedfor combat; some for utility; and others are simple,everyday items that could be improvised for offen‐sive action with little or no makeshift engineering:· Screwdriver/chisel · Broken glass · Ripped piece of tin · Ceramics · Stanley blade · Pencil/pen/metal pen refill · Syringe · Bicycle spoke

As long as an individual has the intention to cutor stab, there will always be an edged weaponavailable to him. If we look into the history of earlyedged weapons, we can see how man is a tool‐bearing animal and how our first weapon was asimple stone; then man realized through experi‐ence that certain shaped stones—e.g., those withsharper edges—could do the job more efficiently.Later, he realized how if he bashed one rock ontoanother, he could create these sharp edges andpoints—hence, the birth of the first edged weaponand tool. Then came the age of bronze, followed bythat of iron. Then man discovered the ability tomelt steel, and the rest, as they say, is history. 
Methods of ConcealmentAn important point to bear in mind relates tothe concealment of an edged weapon. If an indi‐vidual intends to use a knife on someone forwhatever reason, I can almost guarantee that theknife will be carried in a concealed manner onhis body. During my time working in the field ofsecurity and doorwork, I carried out hundreds of
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body searches, and I can tell you that there is awide variety of places where an edged weaponcan be carried and concealed. The most obviousplace is in a pocket. Others include inside thewaistband of a pair of trousers, down a sock orboot, taped or strapped to the front or back ofthe body or the limbs, and under a hat or head‐dress. I have even found weapons concealed in ahollow dreadlock of someone’s hair! The list isvast, but you get the picture. Another point to consider is the fact that ifsomeone really wants to stab or slash you with aknife, he will try to reveal his intention until afterhe has stabbed or cut you. The individual may ap‐proach with dialogue as a distraction before draw‐ing his weapon. One method of concealment that isoften used right before the employment of theweapon is what’s known as palming. This is whenthe blade is held flat against the thigh and coveredby a cupped hand, or the blade is held in the palmof the hand and turned away from the intended vic‐tim’s view. Needless to say, you must be wary ifsomeone approaches you with a hand behind hisback or hidden from view by his clothing, such as ahand in the pocket or inside a jacket or shirt. At thispoint, you should put up your fence and start creat‐ing firm physical and verbal boundaries as you de‐mand that the individual show you his hands; ifyour instincts dictate, you should take physical ac‐tion by shutting the person down and immobilizingthe obscured limb as you trap and strike to a vitalarea. As I move on to the practical stuff, I will in‐clude drills that will cover this aspect of shuttingthe assailant down before he has a chance to drawhis weapon, as we work off his body language cues. In most cases, your attacker will strive to usethe element of surprise to conceal his intentionsfrom you until it is too late. The saying goes that astabber won’t usually show and a shower won’tusually stab. This is by no means written in stone,but it is logical to assume that if someone wants touse a knife on you, then he is unlikely to give up hismost strategic tactic—the element of surprise. Ifsomeone pulls out a knife on you and actuallyshows you the weapon, it is usually to obtain some‐thing from you or to make you comply with a de‐mand—for example, a mugger pulling a weaponand demanding your wallet. With that said, there

will always be cases where the would‐be assailanttries to hide his attack, but heightened awarenessallows his potential victim to spot the weapon be‐fore the attacker has the chance to use it. In thissituation, although he has shown his hand, the badguy still has the intention to use the weapon andmay be equally committed to doing so. The flip sidecould be that the person may have had no real in‐tention to use the weapon but upon its discoverydoes so out of sheer panic because things aren’tgoing his way. Remember that knowledge is power, and youneed to know and understand as much about thiskind of aggressor as possible if you are to have anychance of prevailing in such a situation. This bringsus right back to the most important element of ourgame plan: our awareness and all aspects of it, suchas awareness of our environment, attack ritualsand dialogue that a potential assailant may use,and an awareness of body language. Awareness isparticularly important where concealment ofweapons is concerned, as this may be the only indi‐cation you receive that a weapon is involved. Ifsomeone sets your alarm bells ringing by their ac‐tions and their body language, then go with yourinstincts. If your instincts tell you that something isnot quite right, you should listen carefully to themand act accordingly. One clear indication thatsomeone is carrying is if he frequently feels over orinside his clothing as if to reassure himself thatwhatever he is carrying is still there, often donesubconsciously without his realizing it. The basicrule to follow is if you can’t see all the fingers ofboth hands of an individual within close proximityto you, then get ready to act.
STAB PrinciplesThe majority of this information came to me byway of one of my instructors who has been a greatinfluence on me over the years, the late PeterRobins. Along with Paul Child, Robins formulatedone of the most practical edged weapons course Ihave ever taken part in, called the Strategic TacticsAgainst Blades (STAB) course, which was taught aspart of the CODA curriculum. Although the teachersof this excellent program made no pretense that itheld all the answers, it still remains without doubtamong the best available information on the subject. 
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The 3 Es: Escape, Equalize, EliminateWhen assessing available options, we start withwhat is known as the 3 Es: escape, equalize, andeliminate. If you find yourself in a situation wherean edged weapon could be involved and you havethe option to escape, then that should be your first
choice. If you can’t escape, your second option is to
equalize the threat. This simply means that youshould pick up anything close at hand that can beused as a weapon—a stick, a brick, or anything thatyou can hit or throw at your assailant. This could beanything that acts as a shield or a barrier betweenyou and his weapon, perhaps a briefcase, a trash canlid, or even a chair. An equalizer is basically anythingyou can use to even the odds against you slightly. If you can’t escape or equalize the odds, then youhave to eliminate the threat. This is where you will

have to shift into the serious do‐or‐die mindset inorder to take this individual out to the best of yourability. This is where I feel the physical and mentaltactics from a program such as the STAB course offersome of the best methods available to do just that. Ifthe situation is really that dire, then I would ratherhave knowledge of this stuff than anything else todeal with that threat. (The elimination option is dis‐cussed in more detail in the following chapter.)What follows are some strategic tactics takenfrom CODA’s excellent STAB program. These are es‐sential if you are to bring such a situation to a suc‐cessful conclusion. The first and foremost aspecthere in terms of importance is that awareness is inplace. If you don’t see it coming, there’s nothing youcan do about it! Assuming that your awareness is inplace, we will now look at the following models. 
Training PyramidThe Training Pyramid is made up of three es‐sential principles: awareness, technique, and inten‐tion. Of the three, intention is the most important.
Awareness is essential, and we should all know bynow that we must remain switched on whereverwe are. Technique is also important—after all, if we
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This stool, along with the wielder’s willingness to employ it as a weapon
if necessary, is being used in an attempt to equalize the threat of an
armed attacker.

When equalization fails, you must eliminate the attacker, as is seen here
with a hit to the attacker’s jaw, until you can escape.
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are to take successful action, we must be techni‐cally proficient. With that said, it is the intention touse the technique to the absolute conclusion of theencounter and to win at any cost, regardless of theoutcome, that is the most important part of the Action Pyramid, and that all comes down to havinga combative mindset, or the willingness to do what‐ever it takes to win the fight. 
Action PyramidThe principles that make up the Action Pyra‐mid—surprise, aggression, and speed—are all

equally important and work together to create acomplete role reversal that will take you from poten‐tial prey to predator by allowing you to regain theinitiative and make your assailant choke up. Basi‐cally, here we are using a three‐point plan by com‐bining the elements of surprise at speed with extreme
aggression into our physical explosive responsebacked up with the intention to eliminate the threat. 
Action/Reaction TimeOne final factor to bear in mind is how yourthought process affects your reaction time, as com‐

pared to that of your attacker. In a knife situation,the potential victim has two distinct disadvantages.The first, and most obvious, one is that your at‐tacker has the weapon. The second is the fact thatbefore you can take any physical action, you haveto go through four stages of thinking before decid‐ing on what course of action to take, whereas yourassailant has only one decision to make—whetherto stick that piece of metal into you any way he can. Once you have gained an insight into the topicsdiscussed thus far, then and only then can you moveon to the physical side of things and the trainingdrills involved. The first thing that we need to lookat here is stance, or a position from which the knifecan be employed most effectively for combative use. Before proceeding, you must understand a cou‐ple of points. The first is that the purpose of this in‐formation is not to teach you how to use an edgedweapon for the purpose of combat; it is to give youan understanding of how an edged weapon can beemployed against you. With that said, the chances ofyou ever coming up against a trained knife fighterare likely remote. Most individuals who use a knifein the street have no clue how to stand or how touse a knife to its maximum efficiency. They will sim‐ply flail the knife in random slashing and stabbingmotions, similar to angles of attack that we willcover shortly. Trust me, armed with such a weaponand the intention to use it, they will be more thancapable of offering you deadly force. But the bestway to become more effective at defending against aknife is to learn how to use a knife offensively. Thatbeing the case, it makes sense to make use of thebest information available and learn how to use the
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knife properly. Therefore, the first thing we willcover here is the most efficient posture to use. 
Knife Fighting StanceThe knife can be held in either the forward orrear hand. In the stance depicted, we can see that ashield of bone covers the central line of the body.The crouch position not only makes for a smallertarget surface, but it also pulls the lower abdomenin and out of reach of an attacker. The blade istucked in tight and becomes almost invisible. Since knowing how to use the knife gives you adeeper understanding of how it may be used againstyou, you need to learn the angles of attack. The Fil‐ipino martial arts use as many as 12 angles to definethe lines of offensive attack. As great as these arts are,they do contain a lot of flowing‐type drills that incor‐porate this high number of angles, and such drillstake a long time to master. A couple of myfriends/training partners, Lee Sinnot and John Dea‐con, broke these angles down into  three lines of at‐

tack: the ABC principle. A is any attack along a diago‐nal line, B is on a horizontal line, and C is a thrusting‐type attack. These angles, along with snap cuts andthe continuous rotational method of Redondo (whichwill not be discussed here), are all the offensivemovements that you will ever need to know.I offer this information to give you a basic under‐standing of how the edged weapon could be used,but your likelihood of encountering a trained knifefighter is rare. Such an encounter would be like stick‐ing your hands into a high‐speed propeller. With thatsaid, if you stick a knife in anyone’s hand, you haveinstantly made him dangerous. An edged weapon re‐quires absolutely no skill to use. As my friend MarcusWynne summed it up: “It’s not rocket science—pointy end goes in, straight bit goes across!” Your attacker won’t be thinking about how to usethe blade; he will simply stick it in you anyway hecan. But we need to start somewhere, and the follow‐ing will give you an insight into how to use the bladeto gain a greater insight into fending against it. 
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ABC Principle

A = DiagonalA represents a diagonal cut from any level fromhigh to low, both forehand and backhand. Thething to remember when employing these anglesin any maneuver is that they must be accompanied

by good body mechanics, allowing your full bodyweight behind each movement. Also there is nowasted movement—everything is kept tight. Thisis especially so with the knife, which requires amuch smaller action compared to the use of thestick. Work your angles within a shoulder‐widthbox, thereby keeping everything tight. 
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B = HorizontalB is any horizontal cut from all levels and re‐turns along the same lines, including forehand andbackhand combination. 
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C = Thrust C is simply any thrust on any level including ahooking motion to the left and right sides of thetarget. During World War II, British operativeswere taught to follow the lines of the Union Jack asoffensive angles.
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Edged-Weapon Drills

Fouling the Draw, Drill OneIn this drill you will be working off the reac‐tion or body language cues given by your partner.Face each other at arm’s length, making sure thatyou remain in a neutral position with good situa‐tional control. Your partner will have a trainingknife tucked into his waistband behind his back.Start at no more than 50 percent speed and haveyour partner slightly exaggerate his movementsso you get an idea of what you are looking for. Ba‐sically, if he starts to turn away slightly by movingthe weapon‐bearing side shoulder, the elbow will

pop out. This is your cue to move. If one of hishands starts to move behind his back or slightlyout of view, then this is pretty much the last cueyou’re going to get. You are looking for any signthat will tell you that your partner is reaching forthe weapon. Your immediate action should be tomove explosively to the outside (flank) of his non‐weapon‐bearing side (as shown in the pictures)as you grab or index his arm to gain momentarycontrol. From here, strike hard to the high lineand continue with forward pressure and continu‐ous strikes to eliminate the threat. Once flanked, you will get visual confirmationof an attempted weapon access! 
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Fouling the Draw, Drill TwoIn this scenario, the subject has the knife con‐cealed in the front of his waistband under his T‐shirt. As soon as he makes a motion toward theweapon, your first cue will be his attempt to clearthe garment and reach for the weapon. From here,drop‐step forward and pin both hands in place tohis body. Continue this forward motion by drivingthe top of your head straight into his face and fol‐low up by walking violently through him with re‐peated knee strikes to the groin. Once you both have an understanding of thedrill, have your partner move at full speed with acommitted attempt to draw the training weaponand thrust it toward your body. If he touches youwith it, this means you have been stabbed. Onceyou start to do this, it will make you a little jumpy.

This is good; it is what you need to be to bring outthe right reaction. Start bringing in some role‐play‐ing and have your partner wear body armor so youcan put in the strikes with a degree of realism. Progress to the point where your partner iswearing a heavy jacket so all you know is that hewill draw the knife from somewhere. This could befrom a pocket, under his shirt, on the front of hiswaistband, strapped somewhere on his back oreven to a limb, or from anywhere else he can thinkof. All methods of concealment should be used, andall are fair game to try in this drill. Once you get to this point, you will see just howdangerous the edged weapon threat can be. Stop‐ping the attack at this point is your best chance ofdealing with the threat—once the knife is out, it iseven harder to deal with such an attack. 
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IMPACT WEAPONSAn impact weapon, or bludgeon, is among thesimplest of weapons. Impact weapons can be pur‐pose‐designed (such as a club or bludgeon) or im‐provised (such as a baseball bat, a stick, an ashtray,or a beer bottle). They can be used in a number ofways to attack. Below I demonstrate overhand,backhand, and two‐hand attack sequences. 

Overhand Bludgeon AttackIn this situation, you are dealing with an attackfrom an impact weapon. As with all overhand an‐gular attacks, the response is the same. 
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Get inside the arc of the weapon, jamming the attack and positioning
yourself in such a way that you can counter immediately with your main
striking tools. Here you can jam the attack with your forearms, wrapping
the arm as you enter, and follow up instantly with elbow strikes and
knees to finish off the attacker. 
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Backhand Bludgeon AttackThe response for a backhand attack is basicallythe same as for an overhand attack in that you aregoing to cover your head and jam the attacker’slimb as you move forward. The difference here isthat you now move to the outside gate of theweapon‐holding arm and jam the attack with theoutside of your forearms. 

From here, you move behind the subject as youthrow an incidental forearm strike to the back of hisneck, while maintaining a grip on his weapon‐hold‐ing wrist. Grabbing his chin, rip his head around asyou hold his arm straight against your own chest.From here kick out his leg at the back of the knee,take him down to the ground, finish up with a hardknee drop to the head, and then disengage. 
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Two-Handed Bludgeon AttackIn this scenario, the threat comes from a two‐handed swing from a baseball bat. When comparedto attacking with a brick or a bottle, a bat or stickgives the aggressor the additional benefit of range,
which means you literally have to vault forward toget inside the arc of the weapon‐bearing limb. Thekey advantage to you is that a swing of the bat usu‐ally telegraphs the holder’s intent. 
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Usually the attacker pulls back, as shown, before swinging the weapon into his target area. This gives you an opportunity to vault/crash in and jam
the assault before it gains any momentum. 

Smash out the subject’s base with a low-line strike to his knees to destroy his mobility. Then repeatedly strike his high line with your elbows to take
his consciousness. 
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If your initial reaction to the first swing is to sway back out of trajectory of the bat, then be sure to crash forward and shut the subject down quickly
before he recovers for a second swing. 

From here it’s the same deal: jam him up and take him apart!



Please bear in mind that when wetalk about defending unarmedagainst a knife attack, we assumeyou are doing so out of sheer des‐peration and because there is noother option. In which case, it istime to employ the third E of the 3‐Es discussed in the last chapter: to eliminate thethreat by whatever means available. When you lookat the technical responses depicted here by photo‐graphs, please understand that I am not trying togive you a bunch of “how to” examples that youshould follow to the letter to guarantee success. For me to do so would be irresponsible on mypart. Since there is no guaranteed option for deal‐ing with a blade, it is with great reluctance that Ieven approach this delicate issue. With that said,however, if we are interested in living safely intoday’s society, this issue must be addressed, andwe must try to seek the best options available tous. In my opinion, and it is just that, most of what isoffered in the martial arts world as workable knifedefense is at best extremely dodgy and in somecases simply ludicrous and will get you killed. I base my opinion not only on my training ex‐perience, but also on the research I have under‐taken thus far and predominately on my own real

experience from three situations involving a knife,all of which I considered to be life threatening andall of which took place before I had gained theknowledge that I offer you here. Obviously I sur‐vived all three incidents, but I paid a price to gainthe experience. The first incident resulted in a slash wound tomy arm before the threat was dealt with. The sec‐ond incident came through deception and resultedin my sustaining two puncture wounds, one ofwhich was to my lower abdomen and pierced mybowel, resulting in four days of intensive care and amess of stitches. The final incident became a stand‐off because of my grabbing an equalizer and pos‐turing like hell! I offer these examples to show youthat I am teaching from experience and not just of‐fering you armchair theory. So instead of step‐by‐step instruction, it is my hope that you will grasp afew bedrock principles or concepts and apply themto your learning until you are confident. Then, asalways, pressure‐test them using supervision andsafety equipment so that you come up with someworkable options. Remember, you need to practicethis stuff until it is instinctual. You have no business trying to disarm some‐one with an edged weapon unless there is no alter‐native available. As mentioned earlier, a lot of my
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influence here comes from the CODA STAB course.Plus, I highly recommend that you look at the ex‐cellent teachings of Kelly McCann and the late BobKasper, who was one of the leading authorities oncombative knifework and whose instruction is stillconsidered among the best ever offered. 
“Although they come from a military back-
ground, the most important elements that
combatives have to offer civilians are sim-

plistic effectiveness that is easy to learn, easy
to execute, and easy to retain.”—Bob KasperWithout further ado, here are some core con‐cepts to take into consideration before applyingthem to instructional photographs. Please bear inmind that in any altercation involving an edgedweapon, there is a very real risk you will get cut.You never walk into a situation thinking “OK, I’mgonna get cut.” That would be negative thinkingand, of course, the whole point is that we want todeal with the threat without getting hurt. But weaccept that if it happens, we will deal with it andkeep on fighting until we win.

BLADE FEND POSITIONIf the subject has the weapon drawn and isready to attack, the situation is pretty dire. If es‐cape is not an option and there is no equalizeravailable, then you will have to do whatever ittakes to eliminate the threat. With this in mind, thefirst thing you need to do if the attack is not imme‐diate—which would require you simply to reactfrom wherever your hands might be—is to assumea posture that will allow you maximum offensiveand defensive capability. The key here is damagelimitation. The ideal posture to assume if you havetime to adopt it is what I call the knife fence. This isassumed by applying the following steps:· Angle your torso (internal organs) approxi‐mately 45 degrees to your assailant. · Slightly hunch your shoulders forward and letyour stomach sink in. · Keep your head and face back and away fromrandom stabs and slashes. · Keep your hands, forearms, and elbows close to

your body to diminish target opportunities foryour assailant. · Cup your hands with your palms facing you, asthis will turn all soft‐tissue targets in thearms—such as veins, tendons, and arteries—away from the blade. If you do get cut, thebacks of the forearms are the safest place. Re‐member, damage limitation is a priority. 
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· Keep your knees slightly bent and flexible, yourfeet shoulder‐width apart, and your bodyweight equally distributed on both legs. · Stay loose, relaxed, and as alert as possible. 
Counterknife drillsNOTE: All the following drills start with the de‐fender’s back to the wall so that the only way forhim to move is forward. Also be sure to use train‐ing weapons and eye protection for safety. 

Blade Fending the Angles: Drill 1Here you practice the necessary body mechan‐ics that will allow you to fend against an edgedweapon. In all cases, strive to use the backs of yourforearms to do so, while attempting to jam theweapon‐bearing limb, getting inside the same, andfinishing with ballistic striking. The first part ofthese drills focuses on fending the ABC angles inorder of sequence, using understanding and com‐pliancy. There is no counterattacking at this point. 
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Fending an overhand slash line by getting inside the weapon-bearing limb. 
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Fending a backhand line of attack by getting to the outside of the
weapon-bearing limb.

1

2

3

4

Fending a thrusting line of attack. 

1 2

3



Blade Fending the Angles: Drill 2Here we progress to fending angles at randomusing exactly the same lines of attack but at a fast,random, and unpredictable pace. 
Blade Fending the Angles: Drill 3Now we practice counterattacking after each ofthe angles is thrown; for example in reality youwould never stand there fending the blade withouttaking the offensive at the earliest opportunity. Thetwo preceding drills are only used to get you famil‐iar with the lines of attack and body language cuesdisplayed by the attacker and also for teaching youto get inside the weapon‐bearing arm. Your immediate response to any attack with anedged weapon is to eliminate the threat straightaway, so now we put in multiple ballistic strikes assoon as the opportunity presents itself. Take theprogression to the point that you are using aggres‐sive role‐playing, body armor, and complete non‐compliancy. The following sequences are offeredmerely as examples to demonstrate one way of ap‐plying the principles we’ve just talked about—e.g.,fend with the backs of the arms, get inside theweapon bearing limb, seizing it where possible,and finishing the opponent with ballistic strikes. 

When you start to work at fending the angles atrandom, you may well find that alternatives willarise. Just stick to the principles discussed; noth‐ing’s set in stone, and there are no guaranteesagainst the knife. Maintain your intention and willto win and you’ve got a chance. 
Overhand Slashing AttackThis is more common to the Stanley knife butis also possible with any bladed weapon with acutting edged. Understand that this kind of attackwill not take on any kind of uniform pattern; itmay come straight down on a vertical, diagonal,or horizontal plane or somewhere within allthree, but the basic direction will be from outsideto inside. The main principle to grasp here is toget inside the weapon. You want to use thatjumpy kind of flinch‐response action that is usedwhen dealing with an angular attack. Get insideand jam the limb before it gains maximum veloc‐ity and wrap the arm to immobilize the weapon‐bearing limb and keep hold of it until the threatis eliminated. From here, keep on striking with knees and el‐bows until the subject drops in front of you. Thenfinish with your feet. 
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Jam the weapon-bearing limb before it gains momentum and then get inside
the weapon. From here, wrap the arm and keep striking with the knees until
the fight is over. 

1 2 3

4



Backhand Slashing AttackA backhand slashing attack could come from aposition in which the subject had his hand on theblade, concealed in the inside pocket of a jacket orcoat (which is why you must have an understandingof concealment and be suspicious if you can’t seeone or both hands of a potential assailant). Or thesubject’s initial starting attack could have comefrom an overhand slash, to which you reacted withinstinctively by swaying back out of range to avoidthe slash. It is a natural reaction even for a com‐pletely untrained individual to return the slash backalong a similar arc in order to continue his attack. Remember, even if your assailant has no ideaabout how to use a knife in a scientific sense, hisonly objective is to cut you any way he can. There‐fore, his first attack will precede a continuous as‐sault of slashing and stabbing motions. It is also

likely that any overhand slash will be followed witha similar backhanded movement and vice versa.Even if he simply slashes violently with the blade,he knows that anything that meets the path of theblade will be cut. It takes absolutely no skill to pro‐duce this result. Here your objective is the same as before: getclose to him so that the weapon is behind you. Thekey here will be to close him down by getting in tothe outside of his knife‐bearing arm using the samekind of flinch response as before. As Kelly McCannwould say, “get some meat up” to protect your headand neck by throwing up both arms. Remember thathis instant reaction will be to retract his arm in orderto continue his attack. That’s why you must seize thelimb, preferably at the wrist; stay behind theweapon; and go straight to ballistic striking withcontinuous attacks until the threat subsides. 
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Smash him with palm strikes, hammer fists, and elbows to theback of his neck and skull. Also, if you can, you should throw aforearm smash into the back of his neck to ring his bell beforegrabbing his chin and ripping his head around in the opposite di‐rection to his knifearm and thenstamp the back ofhis knee out anddrop him to thefloor; finish withstomps and kicksor knee drops ontothe head. 
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Thrusting AttacksThe straight thrust is probably the most difficultwith which to deal. If you look at this kind of attackand the defenses against it as they are depicted infilms or even in mainstream martial arts, what youwill find are unrealistic methods of dealing withwhat will be shown as a compliant attack, where thesubject will thrust when you are ready and leave hisweapon‐bearing hand out so that you can grab itand apply a nice wrist lock for a takedown, followedby a disarm and fancy finish. Bollocks! In reality, if the attacker wants to stab you,chances are he will use deception and distractionto get close enough or wait for an opportunity toambush you, in which case the first you will knowabout it is after it has already happened. Hence theterm: a stabber won’t usually show. Even if you seethe thrust coming, the attack will be fast and re‐tracting and then repeated in a multiple‐stab fash‐ion to a variety of targets, which is very difficult todeal with safely. In some prisons across America,the inmates have their own system for using ashank (an improvised knife) that employs a varietyof deceptive ploys, including concealment and dis‐traction, to get close enough to attack. One example is to use one hand to cover thevictim’s face or actually throw an eye jab first tocreate pain, at which point the attacker will closethe gap and pump the thrust rapidly and repeat‐edly into the victim’s stomach and groin. Anotherfavorite is to tackle the victim’s leg as if going for asingle‐leg takedown and then thrust repeatedly

into the victim’s femoral artery—ugly stuff. If you are to realistically defend against athrusting attack, then you must train to deal withthe retraction of the thrust and the sudden fren‐zied action that accompanies it. As always, yourpartner will cooperate initially and then work upto a realistic level where he starts to act unpre‐dictably and attacks with a variety of unrehearsedslashes and thrusts with the intention of meetinghis mark. The priority in defending against thethrust is to avoid the path of the blade. The first ac‐tion that you need to practice is unweighting yourfeet and throwing your hips back, thereby remov‐ing your trunk from the path of the blade. Remember that after the thrust, your assailantwill retract the blade for further stabs, and if heknows what he is doing, he will be using his otherhand to manipulate you into a favorable positionfor his continuing thrusts. Therefore, your trainedresponse needs to be immediate. As the subject at‐tempts to stab the midsection of the body, jam hisarm (referred to in UC as “fending”), halting hisline of assault as shown here. From there immedi‐ately wrap the arm to seize the weapon‐bearinglimb as you blast in with knee strikes to his groin.Keep smashing into him with further strikes untilyou can use his forward momentum to slam himinto the ground, ending the potential assault. Letthe pain from your continuous ballistic striking beyour knife disarm. As Kelly McCann says, “Disarmby inflicting pain and taking away his intention touse the weapon.”
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At a bare minimum, strive to get the hips backand jam the arm; from here, wrap it and drive for‐ward with the knees. Drill this over and over as onesimultaneous action on your partner. Work compli‐antly until you are confident enough to fight all out.Add body armor, role‐playing, and unpredictable at‐tacks as your partner attempts to stick you with thetraining knife any way he can while you stick to theprinciples drilled: get inside the weapon, maintainyour hold, and keep striking until the fight is over. 
Knife HoldupsThe thing to bear in mind here is that if youmaintain a state of condition yellow awareness ofyour environment and everyone and everything in it,then the chances of finding yourself in a knife holdupbefore putting your game plan into action are re‐mote. For this exercise, we will therefore assume thatyou have been caught unaware (not ideal) and willnow have to make the best of an undesirable situa‐tion. Bear in mind that your body’s natural initial re‐action to this kind of threat, especially if caught bysurprise, will be an adrenal dump. If you are to react with anything significantenough to regain the initiative, you will have to getover that. Your only hope here is that if your at‐tacker wanted to cut you, he would almost certainlyhave taken advantage of the element of surprise andcut you right away. The fact that he has insteadthreatened you with the knife indicates he wantssomething from you—your wallet, your watch, evenyour car keys. It is not for me to tell you whetheryou should give up your valuables in the hope hewill let you go or take him out of the game rightthere and then. That is your personal decision. With that said, weshould all agree that no possession is worth our life.But you can’t be certain that after getting your walletyour attacker won’t still cut you. Statistics indicatethat he might. Remember that the saying “theshower rarely stabs” is not set in stone. He may at‐tack out of panic or malice. You never can tell. If the attacker wants to take you somewhereelse or tries to force you into a vehicle, then you onlyhave one option. Never go to a secondary locationwith an attacker. It is almost certain they he willcarry out his intentions if you do so. My advicewould be to finish it right there and then with every‐thing you’ve got. It’s time for you to eliminate thethreat. Follow these principles as you do that. 
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· Clear the weapon from its line of attack; in thiscase, it is held against your throat. · Seize the knife‐bearing arm and maintain gripuntil the encounter is over. · Create pain quickly through any means possibleand keep attacking until there’s no more threat. As I said before, there may be many variablesinvolved in a confrontation, and Murphy’s Law willdictate that things won’t always go to plan. It maybe that as you try to clear the weapon hand, youcan’t pull the subject’s arm any farther forwardthan a couple of inches, in which case you will usethe only weapon available to you: your teeth. If youbite off one of his fingers, there is a good chancethat he will drop the knife. At the very least, youwill create an opportunity to follow up. If the subject is side on to you and there is anopportunity to smash his face and head repeatedlyoff the dashboard, then do it. The point is you muststrive to be ready to adapt as the situation rapidlychanges. Keep with the principle of clearing theweapon from your person, maintaining hold, andstriking continuously until the threat is over andyou should be able to make the best of a bad situa‐tion. There are no guarantees, but with committedintention to eliminate the threat, backed up withthe combative mindset that you will win at allcosts, then you’ve got a fighting chance. The following scenarios offer examples ofthese principles in practice. There is no rigidity tothe strikes—you use just hit hard and stick to theprinciples. I am not going to cover an infinitenumber of ways that the knife could be heldagainst your person, as the purpose here is not toaccumulate techniques. It is about using whattools you’ve got and being flexible enough toadapt to the circumstances. First we will look at the holdup threat from thefront, which may or may not be up against a wall. 
Knife Holdup Threat from the Front From this kind of frontal threat the first thingto do is get your hands up level with the weaponbearing hand. Keep your palms facing out indicat‐ing your compliancy to him. Use submissive facialexpression along with artifice and deception askhim a brain‐engaging question, such as “What doyou want?” Use this as an action trigger to attack.

Sticking with the principles, start by clearing theknife a couple of inches from your throat bysnatching down on his blade hand; just latch ontothe radial part of his wrist and pull suddenly whileseizing and pinning his hand to your own chest toimmobilize the weapon hand. As you do so, fireyour opposite hand strike straight into his face. A solid palm strike under the jaw is a goodstarter; follow up with rapid knee strikes to thegroin if he’s still on his feet. What you will find withthe palm strike is that, as soon as the head is forcedback by the power and upward force of the strike,backed up with intention to take his head off, hewill go straight down. Follow up with the knees re‐gardless, targeting either his face or groin. Basi‐cally, take whatever targets he gives you. Don’trelease his blade arm and keep striking until thethreat is gone.
Knife Holdup Threat from BehindIn this scenario, the subject has approachedyou from behind. He is holding the knife againstyour throat while using his other hand to controlyour head and cover your eyes. Of course, the factthat you have been caught like this indicates a lowlevel of awareness on your part. The first thing youare likely to experience is a massive adrenal re‐sponse, coupled with a mild to severe state of hy‐pervigilance. The hope here is that you havetrained in a manner that will narrow the gap be‐tween reality and training. You must practice thisstuff on a regular basis, put it under pressurethrough scenario training, and strive to create anadrenal response and all that goes with it so that ifyou get attacked in real life you are familiar withhow your body will react. Of course, no amount of role‐playing, bodyarmor, and scene setting will accurately duplicatehow you would feel if the situation is real and lifethreatening, but this training will help you build themotor memory for an aggressive response. Thefocus in all your training should be on your gameplan: remain aware to avoid and escape or, if givenno choice, to hit first and then escape. But the what‐if factor needs to be addressed. Anything practicedthat is not geared for preemption is considered partof your support system and must be drilled underpressure until you are confident you can apply thesetechniques immediately and effectively if needed. 
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Here we see an example of a typical frontal holdup threat. Keeping your
hands high, feign capitulation as you ask a brain-engaging question, “All
right, what do you want?” Use this as a trigger for your trap and then
strike with your knees. Next use whatever is in your environment as a
weapon, in this case the wall. 

3



If your attacker has obscured your vision, youronly indication of what hand the knife is in will comefrom tactile awareness. That is, you will have to feellightly and quickly with your hands, using light littletouches while distracting him with dialogue. ‘’Take iteasy. What do you want?” You want both hands andall your fingers to pull sharply down on the upperpart of his bearing arm just a few inches to clear theblade from your throat. Anchor his weapon arm toyour chest with your left hand and keep it there, asyour right hand feels all the way across his arm untilyou find where his elbow bends. Then in one fast,continuous motion turn out of the hold by moving ina clockwise direction, pushing forward with yourchest and trunk (still pinning his bearing hand toyour chest). Keep this pressure moving forward anddown against the natural motion of his elbow joint.There is no sudden progression here; you make itsudden and sharp, using the pain to disarm him. Continue the motion into a takedown. Drive yourknee into his thigh or groin if he doesn’t go straightdown. Once he’s on the floor, drop your knee into hisface or finish with toe punts to his head and face.
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From this very undesirable position, get your
hands up and close to the weapon-bearing
hand. Tactile awareness will be your only indica-
tion of where the knife is. Remember to feign
compliancy and cover your movements with di-
alogue. Once you have established where the
blade hand is latch onto his wrist with both
hands and pull down sharply a few inches, pin-
ning his hand to your own chest. Maintain this
grip until the threat is eliminated. 

1 2 3
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1 2
Feel for where his elbow bends and turn out of
his hold explosively in a clockwise direction,
using one explosive and continuous movement
against his elbow joint as you take him to the
ground. From here, knee-drop the face or finish
with your feet.



Knife Holdup Threat from the Flank In this final scenario the subject has ap‐proached from your flank and is holding the knifeagainst the side of your neck as shown. 
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Employing the stated principles, clear the line of assault and maintain an
index on the weapon-bearing limb. Follow up immediately with a palm
strike or multiple strikes into the side of the head.

An option to blast out the low line will present itself, which in this
case you exploit with knee strikes. 

From here, slam the subject into the wall and finish with a kick to
the groin.



This chapter covers how to adaptyour combative skills to fit the en‐vironment, which in this case re‐lates to the space and dimension ofyour surroundings. For example,you might find yourself caught upin an escalating altercation at ex‐treme close quarters (ECQ), perhaps in the con‐fined space of a phone booth, an elevator, or astaircase, or even while seated in a crowded cin‐ema, a train/subway compartment, or your ownvehicle. Among the restrictions in this kind of situ‐ation are the hard skills you will be able to use—the options available to you in a confined space arevastly different from those that will work in anopen space. Having said that, the majority of ourclose‐combat hard skills can be adapted to fit mostsituations and of course they are also designed tobe used effectively at close quarters. 
HOW ARE YOU LIMITED 
BY CONFINED SPACES?The concern here is how places of confinementmight limit some of your options and prevent yourescape. A stairwell with narrow corridors may notonly restrict your movement, but also harbor po‐

tential areas for an ambush. As part of your aware‐ness, you should always know where such areas toavoid are. Understand that criminal opportunistsseek to use such places to their advantage. Al‐though an open space, such as the street, mayallow you to be attacked from more than one front,it will at least allow you the space to maneuver. Sometimes you can use a confined space toyour advantage if you are facing more than one ag‐gressor. For example, standing just inside an opendoorway allows you to protect your flanks by mak‐ing the only available approach single file from thefront, which affords you much better odds than ifyou were surrounded. The following providessome ideas of how to adapt your game to a con‐fined dimension. 
StairwellsThere are many situations in which you mightfind yourself using a stairwell. In a hospital, amulti‐story car park, an apartment building or anynumber of public places will all make use of stairs.Add to this the confines of narrow space and poorlighting and you have a haven of an environmentfor potential criminal activity. As always, aware‐ness of environment is the key to avoidance. If aparticular place or environment is known as a
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trouble spot or triggers your instincts to avoid it,then pay attention and avoid that space. If you find yourself in a potential confrontationon a stairwell, then as always your basic game planstill applies. Only now you will have to adapt to theconditions in which you find yourself. If you are onyour way up the stairs and the potential threat is acouple of steps above, you will need to be aware ofthe danger of him kicking or shoving you down thestairs. If you feel the need to strike, then be first.Your target options from here will be dictated byyour situational positioning. If he is above you, his groin and thighs might bethe only options available. A good shot in the testi‐

cles or an elbow to the thigh, followed by the ac‐tion of ragging your subject around and into therailing or wall or straight down the stairs behindyou, is a good tactical combination. If you are approached as you walk down thestairs and the threat is a few steps below you,then his head will be your target of choice. Agood, solid shot or even a shove will send yourassailant reeling backwards, providing you withthe opportunity to escape. Just remember to stayswitched on, and if you need to strike, then do sofirst and use your environment—any walls,floors, or sharp edges can and should be used toyour advantage. 
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In this example the subject has approached from a few steps below, thus making your primary target the head and face, which is met with a
clinching elbow strike. Follow this up with an incidental strike that rams the aggressor into a nearby wall, leaving you a clear path to escape.
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The photos in this sequence depict the same scenario from the opposite view. 
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In this sequence, we look at the opposite scenario, where the subject
now has the advantage of high ground, with his approach coming from
above. 

Here the initial entry starts with the aggressor indexing your body in
order to shove you off balance and punch your head continuously.
Awareness of and potential threat recognition will make the difference
between an ambush assault that you won’t see coming and a moment
to brace and retaliate! 

Your immediate retaliation begins with a good, solid punch/strike in the
balls, followed by a fast “leg pickup” that will propel him off his feet and
drive his head into the stairs for additional environmental damage! 
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From here there is an option to follow up with your feet, should the need
to continue present itself, before making your exit onward and upward. 

This series depicts this scenario
from the opposite angle for 
additional clarity. 
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There are many situations in which we mightfind the need to respond from a seated position.Some examples might be sat at a table in a restau‐rant or on a stool at a bar or whilst sat on a parkbench or in a seat at the cinema. In the first two ex‐amples the chair itself is moveable and can there‐fore be bought into play as a makeshift weaponshould the need arise whereas in the last two ex‐amples the seating is immovable and will require adifferent tactic. In all cases the obvious factor is

that if we are aware that a potential threat existsthen we should take every opportunity to avoidand escape or at the very least not allow ourselvesto be caught in a seated position if at all possible.Here we are assuming that we have indeed beencaught off guard and now have to deal with theproblem from where ever we are, in this caseseated. The following sequences will depict severalscenarios where we can use our immediate sur‐roundings and environment to our advantage. 
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Here you are faced with sudden hostility in an office setting, where you
are momentarily seated. 

If the opportunity exists, get up quickly and use your chair as a tempo-
rary barrier in an attempt to de-escalate the situation. If that’s not hap-
pening, immediately kick the chair explosively into his low line and
follow up as appropriate before making your exit. 
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If you are caught seated, then a good first response is to boot out his low
line to create distance. Then immediately get to your feet and pick up the
chair, which makes a good barrier/weapon of opportunity for an immedi-
ate follow-up. 

From here, make your escape at the first opportunity. 

Right: An additional option for you is to pick up anything convenient to
maximize your potential for winning—in this case, a pair of office scissors
makes a fine improvised weapon! 
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In this sequence, the subject closes in while you are still seated and proceeds to punch at your high line repeatedly. The first response is to default
and cover with your “startle guard” in order to be able to sustain the initial assault and bring the fight back to you! 
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Your immediate offensive follow-up employs a fast takedown to his pri-
mary facing leg using an elbow strike just above the knee as you pull
sharply on the back of his lower leg, taking the subject down hard as
you rise up from the seat. 

Remove the subject’s mobility with a hard stomp to his closer ankle
before making your escape at the earliest opportunity. 
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The Confinement of an AutomobileTo be fair, as long as you lock your car doorswhenever you are stationary, which in itself willpractically eliminate the chances of you being car‐jacked and you don’t make the mistake of pickingup a hitchhiker, then the risk of finding yourself inthe kind of situation covered here should be ex‐tremely rare. On the other hand, taxi drivers are atrisk literally every time they pick up a fare. In fact, Iknow of several who have experienced the kind ofscenarios discussed here. In most cases, the motivewas robbery, and the knife threat was used to forcecompliance. Let’s face it: if someone wants to stabyou in the confinement of your car, all he wouldhave to do is sit in the back and stab you repeat‐edly while your attention is elsewhere. In such acase, there wouldn’t be much you could do about itif you had no inclination that an attack was coming.I know of one case where a taxi driver was stabbedwith a carving knife that the attacker rammedstraight through the back of the driver’s seat andinto the driver’s back! The victim actually survivedthe incident and still works as a taxi driver today,except now he will only drive an FX4 London blackcab that offers him the protection of a completelyseparate compartment from his passengers. If the motive is robbery, you must decidewhether to give up your money, valuables, or car inorder to escape safely, or to focus your indignationand fight back. It is not for me to tell you whatchoice to make; only you can make that call. Bear inmind, however, that evidence shows even if youoffer complete compliance in such a situation youmay still get stabbed or slashed regardless. Withthat said, here are a few typical scenarios involvinga knife threat in the confinement of a vehicle. Your response—and what you are now doing isresponding to something that is happening toyou—will depend on a set of variables, such as thesituation your facing, the options available to you,and, of course, whether you hesitate or freeze fromfear or shock. As you already know, the adrenaldump will make the majority of your training op‐tions unavailable to you anyway. That’s why any re‐sponse must be a basic gross motor skill and wellpracticed. Regardless of this, here are a few basicsto consider. Your first response, assuming you had even theslightest indication of an armed attack, should al‐
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Here we see the key counteroffensive structure from the opposite per-
spective. 
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ways be to escape. If your vehicle is stationary andthe option is available to you, just open the door,exit the car, and leg it. If you can’t escape, feigncompliance (using the techniques taught in andthen, if you can, grab an equalizer and beat thefucker into submission in true caveman style untilyou eliminate the threat. If you are anything likeme, you will always have some kind of improvisedweapon handy in your car. A four‐cell Maglite flash‐light kept handy can make a great equalizer and is

legal to carry everywhere, as it is not a weapon bydesign nor has it been modified in any way to beused as such. If you can’t escape and there is no equalizeravailable, then to quote Kelly McCann, “It is time toget big or go home!” In other words, you must noweliminate the threat by whatever means available.This is, in essence, the concept of the 3 Es that wascovered on page 146. 
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In this first scenario, the assailant is in the front passenger seat and is holding a knife to your throat. 

The first thing you’ve got to get over is the severe emotional response that will be present here. This requires repetition and practice using sponta-
neous scenario training, along with visualization and crisis rehearsal as part of your mental conditioning to respond effectively. In a physical sense,
use deceptive dialogue and feign capitulation as you get your hands into a position from which you can use them. Next get both of your “meat
hooks” on his weapon-bearing wrist/hand and pull the knife hand clear as you retract your head to clear of the line of assault. Be sure to seize the
limb and do not let go until you have neutralized the threat! 
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Now you can employ two of your secondary weapon options: biting the thumb joint to cause the attacker to drop the knife and smashing his
weapon-bearing limb into the steering wheel or dashboard to help bring about the release. 

Drive your left foot into the floor between the doorjamb and the floor structure to gain traction and purchase as you drive the top of your head into
the subject’s face so you can escape the first chance you get. In the next example, you’re held up from the back‐seat of your vehicle. The same deceptive and tactile principles apply. Here you can clear the line of assaultand attack with the only option available: the bite! 

In this situation, the ideal is to get the joint of the thumb and bite with the intent of severing the fucker! 
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From here smash the weapon hand off any available surface, in this case
the handbrake. Continue with backhands Axe Hands into the high line
until you create the opportunity to get the door open and bail! 

1 2

3 4

5
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Here we see the same scenario, but the robberis using the opposite hand. The same principles apply: be tactile as you feign capitulation to feelwhere the weapon hand is. 

In one movement clear the line of assault. 

Bite the thumb joint and then smash the weapon-bearing hand into the window/doorjamb structure of the vehicle to force a release of the knife. If
the window is closed, continue to smash the hand until he drops the weapon.

If the window is open, this will provide the opportunity to ballistically manipulate the joint by wrenching the arm against the open doorjamb as exit
the vehicle. 



Ihave presented you with a general overview of the UC curriculum. Of course, you can’t learn any‐thing worthwhile from a book or DVD alone—you’ve got to train. Think of this book as a supple‐ment to competent hands‐on instruction. I recommend that you find a reputable instructor anddovetail the basic principles of what he teaches with some of the recommendations in this book.Alternatively find a like‐minded training partner, get yourself some impact equipment, and trainthe skill sets offered here to a competent level. For more information on UC classes, instructors,or seminars, as well as instructional media, check out our website at www.urbancombatives.com. —Peace, 2015 
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CONCLUSION




